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HOLLAND CITY NEWS
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Lecture by C.M, Leeson

Polio Vaccine

Attracts Large

Program

More than 80 persons attended
Monday night s Conservation Ser-

K

It's

Is

Set

Local Coast Guard

Group

by Charles M. Leeson,
regional supervisor of the Conservation Department’sparks and recreation division.
Also featured in the evening’s
program were a demonstration of
archery by members of Holland
Archery Club and a, film and display of fishingequipment supplied
ies lecture

Okayed

5,707 Ottawa County
Children Eligible (or

Vaccine If Licensed

by a

nationalmanufacturer of

Will Be

On

Judge Studying

Located

KoppraschCase;

the North Side

Briefs to Be

Contractor Finishing

40 Exhibits Admitted in

Building at Site;

Two-Day

Completionin

May

Holland’s Coast Guard will soon

moorings on the north short
Lake Macatawa.

-

Court

allowing him to use Allegan Health

Center were completedlate Tuesday but ruling is not expected for
nearly a month.

the site of the Big Top which
was destroyed by fire several years

Although no Coast Guardsmen

(Special)

prajeh’s oetitionfor an injunction

station,being built on

Allegan Studies
Space Problems

Which

hearings on Dr. William A. Kop-

of

ago, is scheduled for completion
the first of May. E’zirtga and VolkSchools. The public is invited to
state health officials, all first and
or.« Inc., is constructing the 60 by
attend, free of charge.
20-foot steel building, which insecond grade pupils in public,pricludet a day room, office, bedroom,
vate and parochial schools in the
galley, shop and bath facilities,
state and all children who were
and an attached two-stall garage.
part of the test groups in tne 1954
The interior and exterior will be
vaccine field trial but did not repainted by Triangle Paint Co. of
ceive vaccine at that time, are inGrand Rapids.
cluded in the planned program, he
explained.It also will be available
tr others through physicians at the

ALLEGAN

be operating from the new Holland

The new

Trial in

20 Persons Testified

equipment.

Detailed plans now are being
Next week’s meeting will feature
worked out for the possible ad- Chester Harvey, engineer for the
n inistration of Salk polio vaccine Water Resources Commission
to 5,707 Ottawa County children Harvey’s subject will be "Water
who will be eligible to receive it —Supply, Pollution,and Erosion."
The meetings are held in Washif it is licensed, Dr. Tlalph Ten
ington School at 7:30 p.m. each
Have, county health officer,said Monday evening and are co-sponsored by the Holland Fish and
today.
As was announced today by Game Club and the Holland, Public

F3ed

Judge Raymond L. Smith wants
an opportunityto study written
briefs which will be submitted within the next 20 days. Two days hear-

THIRTY LEAVE FOR INDUCTION —

This group of Ottawa
county men left Grand Haven armory Monday afternoon for
Detroit to be inductedinto the armed forces. Kneeling, left to
right, are Marvin Krol, Glenn Boerman, Edward Ver Hoevcn,
Kenneth Vandcn Brink, Leroy Hiddinga, Roger Witteveen,
Donald Beckman, James Welling, William Chaffee; middle row,

Bob Nash, Jerry Van Wieren, Arthur Knoll, Raymond Haviland,
Norman Wiersma, Russel Sandy, Laverne Hoeksema, Alvin
Wesseldyke, Edwin Oom top row, Gene Berghorst, Lee Vanden
Bosch, Richard Van Nuil, Robert Mannes, Earl Rotman, Vance
Bouman, John Arendsen,John Veldman, Gordod Hoek, Lawrence
Hanenbcrg, Alex Van Vels, Kenneth Jenison. (Sentinel photo)

ings in open court came to an end
Tuesday aftei more than 40 exhibits were admitted in addition to
testimony from some 20 witnesses.
Dr. Kopprasch took the stand
Tuesday to testify regarding his
denied applicationsfor membership
cn the health Center staff and in
county, state and national medi-

will live permanently at the station, the quarters provide necessame time.
sary facilities for men on watch. Holland
Seeking
But parents were warned by Dr. In
cal societies
Boatswains Mate Chiel Raphael
Ten Have not to jump to the conHe also testifiedthat several
$5,000
in
Court
Action
Wouters, who arrived at the Hoi-1
clusion that the current planning
patients in his care in urgent need
ALLEGAN (Special)— Allegan's land station about six weeks ago,
indicated the vaccine already had
of hospitalization
had been denied
GRAND
(Special t board of education gave pa-ents will be in charge of the new stabeen proved effective.
admission to the Health Center and
Alyce
R. Vanden Berg of Holland
tion.
He
said
there
will
be
three
the
facts
and
figures
Wednesday
“The vaccine which will be furalso hospitals at Plainwelland
nished by the National Foundation night and asked them to help come men assigned here during the win- has fil6d suit against Martin dipDouglas, Dr. Kopprasch 'pointed
A
full-fledgedfour-sport spring
ter, with one on duty at all times. ping and James dipping of Holland,
for Infantile Paralysis is the' same
up with the solution to the district’s
out that he had been previously
program will soon be put into
During
the
summer,
nine
men
will
vaccine that was given to 440,000
convicted of violating postal, not
operation at Holland High School,
junior - senior high school space he assigned here, with three on seeking 55.000 judgment as the re- In
ch’ldren last spring," he said. "We
anti-narcotics,laws.
whed tiles for golf, tennis, baseball
duty at the stationand three more sult of an automobile accident
do not know yet whether it really problem.
Other witnessesTuesday were
and
track
were
announced
today
June
23, 1954, on East Eighth St.
Serving
as
spokesman
for
the
on emergencycall at all times.
prevents paralytic polio. Until
James
Dale
Baker
City
Manager P. H. Beauvais who
by
Joe
Moran,
Athletic
director.
in
Holland.
Aids to navigation and rescue
April, when we will learn the re- board, Chester A. Ray said the disproduced records showing the city
Plaintiffalleges she had sloptrict realizes no school program work will comprise duties of the
Golf
ami
tennis
will
kick
off
the
Was
Kindergartener
sults of the evaluation study now
had contributedbetween 52,000 and
ped her car to make a left turn
Dutch spring sports participation
being conducted at the University can succeed without approval of local station. Controls for the
54,000 a vear to the support of the
into a private drive when it was
At Maplewood School
with meets April 13. Track starts
of Michigan, we cannot know if the Parenut-TeacherAssociations and lights. log signals, etc.. - will be
hospital,and also stated that the
struck by a car driven by James
emphasized
that
the
board
would
April
15
and
baseball
April
18.
vaccine is effective.
moved from the present location
James Dale Baker, 5, was killed
city held the deed to the land on
dipping, owned by his father,MarCoaches have called initial meet- In
"Eut we cannot wait until then abide by whatever decision is or. the south side to the north side.
which the building is located.
tin. She alleges her car was con'ns*antly at 11:45 a.m. Friday in ings this week.
is
reached
by
the
PTA
groups.
for planning for the protection of
E. J. Tormala of G^and Rapids,
Two attorneys,Ethol Stone, hosAlso on hand for the public meet- government superintending officer siderably damaged and that she i front of his home when he was
The linksmen, coached by Russ
as many of our children as -possiThe Red Cross fund campaign pital board vice president,and Leo
received internal a^doUicrinjuries, | k„ot.kej down and
b
Hornbaker, will play homo meets
ble. Vaccinating large nunAers of ing ih Griswold auditorium were who is supervising construction of
in Ottawa county has passed the W. Hoffman, also testified regardforcing her to hire extra help in
J
at American Legion Count 17 Club.
children is a big and important many members of the school ad- the new station,said the present
her
restaurant
work
as
well
as
®us
usei
,0
,ransport
Maplewood
one-third
mark, Campaign Chair- ing Kopprasch’sefforts to be adThe first match will be fhld April
job. entailing many procedural visory committee organized two dock at the new site will be reincurring considerable medicat ex- School pupils to and from school. 13 at Kalamazoo Central. Other man Herringaof Holland announc- mitted to the staff.
years
ago
w- i t h representatives
tasks that can’t be performed
paired and adapted for Coast
E. W. DeLano, president of the
penses.
from every church, lodge and club Guard use.
The victim,son of Mr. and Mrs. matches include:April 15 at Mus- ed today.
over night.
hospital board, was called back as
in the city.
George
F.
Baker.
Lincoln
Ave., kegon Catholic; April 19. Muske"If the license is granted :n
*1,
Holland station now has a life
Gifts collectedto date total 511.* a rebuttalwitness and under ernsa
<M-40i had just got off the bus with gon- April 22 at Western State
wo must be ready to start vac- Ray said that the present junior- boat, motor surf boat and speed
775.25,
or slightlymore than one examinationdenied that Dr. Kopanother pupil and started to cross (Kalamazoo);April 28, Grand
cinating at once, so that, if possi- senior enrollment of 718 occupies boat. There is a possibility that a
Hit,
space
designed
lor
450
students.
Hie
street
Irom
jast
to
west
in
third
of
the county goal of 533.- pasch nad applied for staff mem>>
Haven;
May
3,
at
Muskegon:
May
ble, we can finish before our
new 30-foot boat will replace the
bership through him. DeLano was
During
the
next
school
year,
he
front
of
the
northbound
bus.
The
5,
at
Benton
Harbor;
May
10.
schools close and the polio season
055. Collected to date in the Holpresent life boat.
then asked to read into the record
. Inis driver, Alvin L. Vander Kolk, Benton Harbor; May 17— triangustarts. We want to give the vac- said enrollment will be up to 795
It has been suggested that work
land office is 54,281.30 including portionsof the Health Center’s
and.
by
I960,
it
will
reach
932.
ac-M,
of
184
River
Ave.,
told
Deputy
lar meet, Muskegon Catholic and
cine early so that many children
on Lake Macatawa will be enough
j Earle Tollman that he "felt a
Zeeland here; May 19, Western some amount! from nearby town- financialstatementin an attempt
can be protected before polio ap- cording to a study of current school to keep station personnel busy for
census figures.
bump ’ and when he was almost State: May 23, at Grand Haven; ships. The total docs not include to show city contributions were
pears in their communities.
the present and that Lake MichiWinds how led, and temperatures
small in relation to the hospiHigh school enrollment will re"This program would not be angan work could be handled by dipped, but Holland escaped the to the US-31 bypass an eighth of a May 24. Kalamazoo. The regional the annual SSP contributionwhich
other test but the first use of a main fairly constant for 12 years Grand Haven and South Haven sta- brunt of a stotm which caused mile away he looked into the rear golf meet will be held May 13 or last year exceeded 55,000. The tal's gross fncome. DeLano alio
testified that the county has never
view mirror and saw somethingin 11 and the state meet May 21.
newly-established preventive mea- after 1960, he indicated.
tions. But it's a long haul from considerable minor property damSingle SolicitationPlan is a pro- made a contributionto the Health
The board outlined four proposthe road. He backed up and saw
sure."
Moran
will
be
handling
the
those moorings to Holland and age throughoutMichigan Wednesgram in which sojne 60 local firmi Center and said the reason the city
what happened.
tennis chores again this year. The
The polio vaccine will be furnish- ed solutions to the problem;
many objections have been raised day.
make periodic deductions for held the deed to the land was to
(1)
Elimination
of
all
non
resiThe Baker home is located just Dutch will open April 13 at Mused from a supply purchasedby the
to that arrangement. However, The mercury slumped to IS deselected charities which include satisfythe requirements which enNational Foundation with March of dent students which would reduce nothing is definite and final ar- grees early today but b\ 11 a.m. south of the bypass op Lincoln Ave. kegon Catholic. Other matches
Community Chest, Red Cross, polio abled the hospital to get a WPA
The busload of pupils was trans- include April 14. at Muskegon;
Dimes funds. It will be made avail- enrollmentthis year by 266 stu- rangementsare up to the district had risen to 29. Wednesday'stemand others.
grant. The site was actually financ
dents.
Ray,
however,
pointed
out
able by the National Foundation
office at Cleveland.
porature spread ranged from 2~
,u an‘)lher bu-s an(1 ,al<en April 19. Benton Harbor; April 21.
As yet, the only units meeting ed through popular subscription, h«
Kalamazoo;
April
25.
at
Western
without charge for the product to that the district receives a greatChief Wouters who has been In to 39, hut there were traces of I 1(,,l!,<
.. ..
assigned quotas are Zeeland city said.
state health officers for use in the er financialreturn from these stu- the Coast Guard for 20 years, snow as well as high
. 1Va,u,(T Kolk
driving State (Kalamazoo); April 26 ni and Zeeland township.
Dr. James Mayham, secretary of
above groups, if licensed by the dents than the school's per capita came to Holland from Kewaunee,
Elsewhere. tire cold wave lh'’ b"s sintC lnst September.The Muskegon Heights; April 28. at
Herringa today urged all volun- the county medical society, was
student cost. It' would be necesfederal government.
Wis. He is married and has five brought winter back in lull force i v>(‘hl,lp ,s mvned b>- Holland City Grand Haven; April 29. Muskegon leer workers -and there are hunJinal witness. He testified on Kop(Vholh-- May 5, Muskegon; May
"Vaccine would be given by the sary for the school to eliminate children. They are living at 313 to the northern Midwest where *'1!'
dreds -to compleie their calls as prasch’s efforts to obtain memberHealth Department this spring on- such things as band, athletics, shop Vander Sluis St.
H.
at
Benton
Harbor;
May
10.
the temperaturenose-dived to
,!- Kenneth Miller of Saugatuck,
Tepidly as possible and report to ship in the medical society, and
ly to those eligible children whose and library from the program *if
below zero at International Falls | rT|0dical examiner, was (ailed to Muskegon Heights: May 13, Grand their chairmen.
admittedthat the letter informing
parents sign forms requesting it," it lost the state aid and tuition
Minn., and 10 below at Bcmidji. lhc scon,‘ sa,d 'be boy died Haven; May 17. Western State;
Among the local services of the the doctor that his applicationhiad
Dr. Ten Have said. The forms will money from the non - residentstu- Holland Furnace
’ o* multiple skull fractures and in- May 18, at Kalamazoo; May 30
Red Cross are the blood program,
be distributedthrough the schools dents, he said.
The new blast hit New York late I('nul mturics.The body was taken at East Grand Rapids. 1 tentative). a truly cooperative community ef- been denied gave no reason for the
(2) The school could be kept Invited to Teitify
beginning March 21.
Wednesday with winds of gale ll> Langcland Funeral Home and The regional tournev will be held fort involvingbi-weeklyclinics tun- denial.
running by dismissing from study
May 20-21 and the state meet ing an average of 35 to 40 donors The petitionsfor temporary InO. A. VandenDooren.Secre- force alter 15 hours of dense f0p i m ''<mk'('monKare pending,
hall sessions students with a B
junction is only the first step in
tary and Assistant Treasurer of had disrupted sea and air com- Vandei Kolk was t ken to Alle- June 3 and 4
each time: the home service pro- Kopprasch'slegal battle. He also
average or better and, comHolland's thinelads.under Dale
the Holland Furnace Company, has munications in the metropolis. ! 8:m f°r conference with the prosegram in which Red Cross serves as
mencing next year, run the junior
Killed in
Shearer and Bihl Hinga will open liaison between men in service and is suing for 5425,000 for alleged
been invited by the House Ways The winds caused the tug Justine , rU,;'1'damages in loss of income resulthigh on a half - day schedule.
and Means Committee in Washing- McAllister to founder in Narrows, The victim was a hall-day kind- j G'h a dual meet against Muskc- their families;social welfare aides,
ing from the Health Center's re(3) Construct a junior high school
ton to testify before the Commit- channel opposite Brooklyn and rigarien pup;! at M a p 1 e w o o d ! Con April 15 at the 22nd St. track. in which aides are trained to assist
on the present site for 500 students,
fusal '0 have him use its facilities.
tee, Friday morning.March 18th. three mrn were drowned. In Man- School and attended classes morn- Ollier meets include a quad- the Home Service committee In
together with a gymnasium, shop
Public hearings are being con- hattan. a w ooden scat folding fell ings. He was horn June 4. 1919. rangular meet April 20 at Allegan th'* necessarycase work as well
room, and space for home econmore than 20 stories from the roof
Survivors include the parents; involving Kalamazoo Central. as handlingnight, week-end and
Funeral sendees will be held in omics and science classed. Based ducted by the Committee,inviting
the views and recommendationsof of the Picadilly hotel, killing a two sisters, Melbadine and Wanda Muskegon Heights, Allegan and holiday emergencies;Junior Red
Holland Saturday afternoon for on current space cost figures, such
chauffeur in a limousine outside -W*0: three brothers.Allen Norman Holland: April 26. Grand Haven; Cross, an active program with an
Bruce Evert Kammeraad, three- a proposal would cost approximate- corporate taxpayersin connecland twins. Wayne Leon and War- April 2°. Lenton Harbor; May •* | enrollment of 14,748 in the county;
tion with amending certain pro- Booth
year-old son of the Rev. and Mrs. ly Jl, 100, 000, Ray said.
Muskegon Heights; May 6 first aid program with five authWinds were clocked as high as ' ren Don, all at home. The twins
visions of the 1954 revenue act
Harold L. Kammeraad of Worth,
(4) Construction of a new high
which
has
been
under
considera- 55 miles per house on New are four months old. AKo surviv-ltriangular meet, Muskegon Catho- orized instructors
111., who was fatally injured Tues- school so the present senior high
York's Battery, while at Detroit. I ing are the grandparents who live! hr. Grand Haven. Holland at
Water safety program which
day afternoon when he pulled over buildin*; could be used for seventh, tion by the Committee for the past
Muskegon Catholic; May Id. trian- last \ear enrolled 2.152 children
they reached 51-miies-pni-hour in Illinois.
new coaches of spring
a filing cabinet in his home. The eighth and ninth grade students week.
gular meet. Muskegon Heights. in swimming classes. 1.096 of whom sports at Holland Christian High
A number of spokesmen from gusts. Winds dropped level of
child was dead on arrival at the with a maximum enrollment of
Benton Harbor and Holland nt received certificates;nursing ser- School were announced today by
various industriesand associa- Detroit river six inches and tossed Tnw-L
hospital.
about 550. Cost of this structure,
Beuton Harbor (altemoon and vices in which 59 nurses are re- Athletic Director Raymond Holtions, including Tho American In- up waves which created the illus- 1 J rUCk UnVer.
The child's father is a native of with all necessary facilities,would
evening event'. The regionals will gistered for blood banks; home werda. Both vacancies will be fillstitute of Accountants and leading ion of reversing the flow of the In Three-Vehicle Crash
Holland and is pastor of Alsip Re- be about 51,050.000.
t>.* held May 14 and the state meet
lax experts, have likewise been river.
nursing, with eight authorized in- ed by faculty members, Holwerdt
formed Church where serviceswere
Ray also discussed differencesin invited to express their views and
Damage included a large plate i GRAND. HAVEN (Special! — May 21.
structors; nurse enrollment, with said.
to be held at 3 p.m. today, after costs between multi - story and
Baseball will begin April 18 at nine nurses presently enrolled as
glass window on the lirst floor of Nicholas Noppert. 18. route 2. NuniHandlingthe baseballsquad this
which the body will be taken to single story buildings,the five opinions.
The
principal
provisions
of H. R. the Detroit Free Press building. : < a. was treated in Municipal hospi- j Godwin Heights. Ned Stuits will Red Cross nurses; Fort Custer year will be Hero Bratt, long-time
Nibbelink-Notier funeral home in areas in which sites are available
Meanwhile, live niches of snow tal for injuries received in. a three- 'conch the Holland nine again this Council and supply, in which faculty member. He is not new to
Holland. Final serviceswill be held for a school of this size and fin- 4725 and H. R. 4726 bills involve
the possible amendments with fell on Caribou. Me ; raising the vehicleaccident at 11 :30 p.m. Wed- season.
dozens of cookies are furnished the baseball coaching field, having
Saturday at 2 p.m. from Third Re- ancing methods.
Other games include April 20. periodicallyto Veteranshospitals, handled the chores for the Chrisrespect to the treatment of allow- town’s snow cover to 41 inches, j nesday on US-16 in Crockery townformed Church with the Rev.
He said the district's present in- ing deductions for estimatedex- Los Angeles was whipped by a ship.
nt Kalamazoo;April 22 Grand gifts and prizes provided and 500 tian nine about JO years ago in a
Christian H. W'alvoord officiatihg. debtedness would be retiredby 1950
Haven; April 26 at Muskegon gift packages mailed for Christ- fill-in capacity. He succeeds John
Burial will be in Pilgrim Home and pointed out that an added 51 penses and deferment of prepaid sudden hail storm that left the ir_v The 1950 car Noppert was drivpelts
three
inches
deep
in
the
ing was demolished after rolling I Catholic;April 29. Muskegon; May mas on the high seas.
income
in
determining
corporate
Ham who resigned the post last
cemetery.
millionbond issue could be retired
suburbs.
over in a ditch, a.id the drivei 3. nt Muskegon Heights; May 5.
taxable income.
Gray Ladies, involving visiting yea r.
Rev. Kammeraad lived in Holland in 15 years with a 10-mill tax. This
Predictions called for snow or received facial lacerations and Kalamazoo; May 10. at Muskegon: at Veterans Hospital,, Holland
Harold Grissen will be the new
nearly all his life. He attended would result in a 16-mill levy for
rain tonight, changing to snow multiple bruises.He was released May 13. Wvoming Paik; May 17.jnospj,a|and service at blood tennis coach. He succeedsClare
local schools, Hope College and five years and 10 mills for 10 Ex-Holland Man Dies
flurriesFriday.
after treatment.
at Gland Haven: May 21, Benton banks; nurses aides, aiding in blood Putt who took over reserve basWestern TheologicalSeminary. The years thereafter.
Funeral services will be held SatOther vehicles involved were a Harbor (2):
23. Godwin program as well as operating first ketball this season. Grissen is in
Kammeraad home in Worth. 111.,
urday at 2 p.m. for John Ten
The Rev. William Haverkampof semi driven by Fiank Joe Sali, Heights; May 24. Muskegon Cath- aid unit at Tulip Time; canteen, his second year at Christian,havis located at 12147 South Cicero
Mr. and Mrs. George D. Albers Brink, 63, formerly of Holland, who Grand Rapids, former pastor of 31. Muskegon, and a 1951 car olic; June 2, Western State; June
both blood bank and a training ing taught four >cars at Ludington
AVe.
have returned to their horpe at died at St Mary’s Hospital in Central Avenue Christian Reformed driven by Edward Howard Sant- 3. MtisVgon Heights.
prgram for disaster programs; High School.
Sumving are the parents;
254 College Ave. after a two-month Grand Rapid- Wednesday. He liv- Church, will be guest speaker at ford, 19, Muskegon.
Moran indicated a few possible disaster, in which Holland thus far
The tiack squad again this year
brother, William Dale; the mater- trip to the west coast. They visited
ed at 5260 Kcnowa, Grandville.The the regular meeting of Christian
State police said the truck at- changes in the overall schedule. lias been most fortunate hut work will be taken by Coach Albertus
nal grandparents,the Rev. . and their children Dr. and MVs. David Rev H.J Ten Clay will officiate
Th*- track team's dual meet with is going on in coordinating work Eire. All spring sports schedules
Mrs. H William Pyle of Pater- A. Fletcher of Redlands, Calif., at the services at Posthumus Hil- Psychopathic Hospital Circle No. 10 tempted to pass the Santford ear
Monday at 7:15 p.m. in Maple and in the process struck the left Grand Haven April 26 may be with Civil Defense; production. In will 'be announced shortly, Holson, N.J., the paternal grandmother Dr. and Mrs. J. H. Albers of San
dreth Funeral Home in Grandville. Avenue ChristianReformed rear of the car. causing the truck turned into a quadi angular meet
which supplies are made for Vet- werda reported.
Mrs. Sena Kammeraad of Holland; Marino, Calif.,and Lt. Col. and
Burial will be in Wyoming Town- Church. His topic will be ’’.Some to cross the centerlinedirectlyin- witlKprand Haven. Whitehall and
erans hospitals; public inNrmua great grandmother,Mrs. Gerrit Mrs. William E. Wilson of Ogden ship Cemetery. Friends may call
Pastoral Observationson Psychi- to the oath of the oncoming Nop- Zeeland participating.A baseball
tion. involving program with news- Extradition Okayed
Lahuis of Zeeland, and several Utah. They also spent some time
at the funeral home tonight from atry." Soloist will be Mrs. C. J. pert car. Sail was charged with date with Portage is pending. A
papers, radio and other mediums.
uncles and aunts.
in San Francisco.
GRAND
(Special)
7 to 9 p.m.
Bushouse.
tennis tournamentprobably will he
reckless driving.
Friends may meet the family
City police officer Aubrey Goldman
held in Holland as a qualification
Friday from 7 to 9 at Nibbelink
left by plane Friday for Calito the unolfichl "state" tourney Dinner Meeting Held
Notier chapel.
fornia to return Homer Stowe,
scheduled in Battle Creek.'
By Philathea Class
22, of Grand Haven, who is being
held there for local authoritieson
New Numbers Planned
The
March
meeting
of
the
PhilDETROIT — The St Lawrence the improved waterway— at least
a rape charge. The department
Bailey and the Michigan officialeffects '<1 the Seaway improve- Construction Co. Fined
athea class of First Methodist was notifiedby the FBI Thursday
For Macatawa Pbones
agreed tnat only those ports able ments "overnight."
Seaway will directly benefit for "several decades." .
On OverloadingCharge
Church was opened Friday with a that the subject whose name was
"A lot of other cities, including to muster enough export cargo "This tremendousopportunity
dinner at 6:30 pm. Table decoraThe Michigan Bell Telephone only three or four Michigan ports, Escanana and Menominee (on the from iheir manufacturingdistricts for business expansion won’t mean
ZEELAND (Special)- The West tions were in keeping with St. erroneously reported Thursday as
Company plans to change the tele- and all other Michigan cities west side of Lake Michigan), can to warrant regular calls from
Otis Stowe was being held. The
a thing to us unless we have the Shore Construction Co. of Zeeland,
Patrick’s Day and were in charge
phone numbers of some 500 cus- along the Great Lakes coast "can forget about it," he commented. foreign ship lines will realize any
charge against Stowe allegedlyocbusiness for the vessels to carry," paid 5221.70 fine and $4.30 costs
of Mrs. Erma -Caauwc.
tomers in the Macatawa Park area forget about it," a high state
The views of the Michigan of- Seaway benefits.
curred on Jan. 5, and involved &
Ver Dum told a Lions Club meet- before Justice E. J. Boes, Tuesday
Mrs. Sallie Scott and her comearly in May.
official warned Tuesday.
ficial were supportedin part by
The Michigan authority cited ing in Hoband.
afternoon, on a charge of having mittee were in charge of the din- 15-year-oldgirl.
To provide for future expansion
"Too many Michigan points are J. H. Bailey, vice-consul and Holland as one of Michigan's
proposed reactivationof an overloadeddump truck, in the ner.
ot services the changes will affect overly optimistic about what the assistant trade commissioner of "overly-opt imistic" cities.
Holland's Port of Authority to amount of 3,695 pounds.
New members of the class pre- Station Entered
many telephonenumbers beginning Seaway will do for them," the
,
"Holland has made some prog- "provide continuity in this city's
The arrest, was by Sam Hartwell, sented a program. Devotions were
with the figure 5, changing them official said. "The Seaway can
(Special)
At a recent meeting of the ress with preliminary plans in approach to harbor development Sr., weighmaster of the Ottawa conductedby Miss Marion Shack- GRAND
City police are investigating a
to numbers- in the 8000 series. benefit the Michigan economy as
forking
out
some
program
to
and control."
County Ropd Commission Tuesday son. Bert Adams of Alaska, who breakin at a filling stationat the
Customers involved will be notifi- a whole, but the number of cities Greater Muskegon Chamber of prepare for an influx of oceaned by letter, accordingto A. G. themselves to feel the direct Commerce. Bailey said that toe going vessels." he said. "But it’s Ver Du in Canadian vice-consul afternoon on 88th Ave. south of the is making his home with the corner of Washington and Beech
J. H. Bailey and the unidentified Byron Road in Zeeland township. Harold Karstens while attending
Tree Sts. which occurred between
Sail, Michigan Bell manager.
benefit of the Seaway will be very fact a city has a port located on a sad iact that Holland is in a
state official agreed today that it The driver of the truck was Oliver Holland High School, spoke and
9:15 p.m. Tuesday and 8 a.m. WedThe change is scheduled to occur limited."
the Seaway route— even those with bad position, geographically and may take “decades" before many
Schrotenboef. route 6, Holland.
displayed paintings. John Swier- nesday. The owner, Robert Jc
close to the time new telephone
nie officialdenied permission deep-water harbor access— is no industrially."
Michigan Great Lakes ports are
irga demonstrated a new type said about 542 in change
directorieswill be issued for to use fcis name.
guarantee that any immediate Grand Haven Mayor Gaude in a position to take full advan- Bethel Ladies Auxiliary will sponelectric organ and also led group were taken from a cash
Holland. All the new numbers will
He predicted that only Detroit, benefit to them will result from Ver Dmn recently warned that tage of increased foreign trade by
sor a hymn sign Sunday at 9 p.m. singing.
Entrance was gain
be printed in the new telephone the Bay Oty-Saginawarea and completion
......
of the
Holland, St. Joseph and Grand the oldest trada route in the at Bethel Reformed Church. Song
Class president, Mrs. Mary the front door. No
directory to be delivered in May Muskegon will directly benefit by development
Haven cannot expect to feel the world—*', ater.
leader is RobertyNykamp.
Blackburn,presided. 4
broken.
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Board Approves

Muskegon Heights

Redistrictingfor

Scores 86-62 ffm;

Jefferson School

M.C Burton Hurt
GRAND RAPIDS

Seventh Graden Will

Remain

in

Elementary

Girls

-

gym as the Tigers
rolled up an 86-62 victory over a
scrappy Holland High five before
1,600 fans. The Tigers will meet
Grand Rapids South tonight on the
same Door at 8:30 p.m. for the regional championship.
The victory may have proved
somewhat costly for the Tigers.
M.C. Burton, the •Tigere great
center who has tallied 1,102 points
in three years and 424 this season,
received a twisted left ankle in the
third quarter and left the game.
According to Tiger coach Okie
Johnson, Burton had injured the
ankle in the Benton Harbor game.
Treatmentis planned on the injury
today and the big center may see
only limited action tonight. The
accident occurred when Burton collided with Carl (Buck) Simpson,
Holland center, under the Tiger
basket.
Holland displayed periodic
ton Junior High

Rtdistrictingof Holland city into
five rones for elementary schools

approved by the
Board of Education at its monthly
meeting Monday night The change
Is made for the new Thomas Jefferson elementaryschool now un
fall

Elementary Camp Fire

Muskegon Heights' Class A basketball crown remained well in place
Friday night at Grand Rapids Bur-

Schools Next Year

next

(Special)

was

der construction.
The board also approveda plan
to house the seventh grade in
Washington and Jefferson schools
to relieve crowded conditions in
Junior high school.Plans call for
placing approximately 109 seventh
graders in the new Jeffersonschool

and 72 in Washington school.
Supt Walter W. Scott explained
there will be a few changes in
seventh grade curriculum involv-

GEORGE LUMSDEN

who has
been with the teaching staff
of Holland High School for
five years submitted his resig-

nation to the Board of Education Monday night, effective
April 11. He has accepted a
new position In public relations with General Electric
Co., following a pattern much
the same as his work the past
year with the adult education
program. His resignation was
accepted with sincere regret.

17, 1955

Have Celebration

Fifth and sixth grade Camp Kay Borlace In St Patrick’s Day
Fire Girls of the entire Holland theme.
area celebrated Camp Fire’s 45th
Doris De Fouw acter as mistress
birthday at the annual elementary of ceremoniesfor the event and
birthday party Monday at the Wo- Introduced all the groups. Several
groups presented skits on the
man’s Literary Club.
The box-lunch affair featured a birthday project, "Let Freedom
program, singing and prlzea.The Ring." Singing was led by Doris
beautifullydecorated bo*es, which De Fouw and Mrs. Andrles Stekedid credit to the Imagination and tee, executive director, assisted by
handcraftof the girls, were dis- various groups.
played on tables In the downstairs
The girls sat with their own
rooms.
groups to eat supper.
The grand prize was a group
Leaders of these girls are Mrs.
project— a freedom train cleverly Rene Willis, Mrs. A. R. Eggers,
done by the girls in Miss Mary
Mrs. Rene BouUln, Mrs. N. Vukin,
McLean’s group. Each member decorated her box as one car of the Mrs. W. F. Young, Mrs. A. Dalfreedom train. The train will be man, Mrs. W. Hopkins, Mrs. E.
on display the rest of this week at Schutt Miss Carlene Del Witt,
Brouwer’s window.
Miss Carolyn Griep, Mrs. Fred
Individualprizes went to Martha Lound, Mrs. W. Diekema, Mrs.
Penna and Barbara Kulte In the John Rufus, Mrs, Gary Bolte.
Camp Fire birthday theme; Janet Mrs. O. Munkwltz, Mrs. H. Wise,
Wichers and Mary Ellen Van Zan- Mrs. William Plulm, Jr., Mrs. V.
der. in the "Let Freedom Ring" Lacey, Mrs. G. Kulte and Miss
theme, and Barbara Scully and Mary McLean.

Garden Club Hears Expert
Advice on Tree Planting

Van Raalte School Grabs

Calvin Professor

City Recreation Crown

Farmers Discuss

Van Raalte School fifth graders
copped the City Recreationfifth Milk Price
grade title and a season’s end
toumment, directorBill Hinga
Dr. Calvin Andre of the Calvin announced today. The Van Raalte
Ernest Store of Wayland, presiCtJlege physics department spoke five won 12 straight games in reg- dent of the Allegan County Farmers Union, reported on the progress
on "Carbon Fourteen" at the regu- ular season’s play and copped
three straightIn tourney competi- made in bargaining with a milk
lar Exchange Gub meeting Moncompany for a contract for a price
tion.
day noon at the Warm Friend Lincoln School finished second scale on fiuld milk, at a meeting
Tavern.
In overall and tournament play. of the Ottawa County Fanners
Carbon fourteen is the material Longfellow ended up third in regu- Union last Friday at the home of
now being used to determine the lar play and edged Washington Joe Wesseldykb at Borculo. ag ^of various objects on the 8-6 to take third in the tourney. Stora said that the object to get
earth’s surface, Njuch as fossils or Washington ended fourth in both a $4 price for 3.5 milk. He em-

Scale

Explains ‘C-14’

prehistoriccivilization.
divisions.
In 1912 scientists discoveredthat
Play was conducted on Saturday
the earth was receiving a certain morning. The tournamentran over
type of ray or particles from outer the past eight weeks.
space. The energy so received is
about the same a^ that received
from starlight. By means of this
cosmic bombardment, nitrogen in
Civil
outer reaches of air is changed to
carbon fourteen. Both common
carbon and C-14 are taken from the
in
air by green plants and become
part ot the plant. The amount of
Five
C-14 in any material is determined ALLEGAN (Special)
by the use of a geiger counter. new civil suits have been started
By comparing the amount of this in Allegan Circuit Court, accordcarbon In living plants with the ing to County Clerk Esther Waramount found In ancient speci- ner Hettinger.

Five

Start

phasized the fact that the Michigan Farmers Union will now allow
any violence or dumping of milk
but all negotiationsshould be done
on a peaceful basis and he believes
that the compay will agree to negotiate on such abasis.

Suits

The Ottawa County Farmers
Union passed a resolutionpledg-

AHegan

zation. Albert Llndberg of route 2,

-

ing the full support of the organi-

was appointedas a
member to the bargaining committee. This committee consists of
Famers Union members of Barry,

Coopersville

Allegan and Ottawa counties.

Fctzer BroadcastingCompany,
Kalamazoo, is the plaintiffin a
to
suit for $511.90 filed against Mering the transferof five or six teaamined in this manne • and in each ton and Frank Cooley, Allegan,
chers from the Junior high buildHawthorne, which was beautifully case the age was closelj determin- doing business as Cooley’s Farm
Lra?,!lt,h'
rt"L,.hlrU,n^(dZ
I
The
importance
ot
choosing
the
the curtain on a season that saw
°
crest Store and Associated Enter- In
ing. He said the only real differeo.
effective.
the Dutch grab four wins and 13lr*8ht ,rees i"1 tbe ri^ht spaces
ence will be the elimination of
Days,
Plants such as poppies now are prises. The radio company seeks
In trees not planted for their
defeats. Muskegon Heights’ fast in making a city's streets beautiful
woodshop and homemaking.He
KALAMAZOO (Special) - Bob
blossoms, Scanlon suggested many being grown under a greater con- payment for advertising allegedbreak, operating smoothlyand en- was pointed out and illustrated to
pointed to a stepped up program
that are lower than the usual centration of C-14. Opium from ly purchased by the Allegan store Armstrong,Michigan State College
gineered by dribbling whiz, Jim members of Holland Tulip Garden
of physical education and adequate
maples, oaks, etc., an are ball these poppies, rich in C-14, can be Merton Cooley has tiled an answer center and former Holland High
Me Murrary, kept the Tigers in Club and guests Thursday evening
music training.
shaped with branches nof reach- injectedinto a human body and the in the matter, denying any as- basketball player, has been added
the driver’s seat the entire game.
Supt. Scott also announced that
at Longfellow School.
ing utility lines. He suggested the rate of its spread can be deter- sociation with cither of the firms to the list of College All Stars to
cited in the bill of complaint.
the school system has been inform- GRAND HAVEN (Special) -Paul Holland held the lead once in the
play against the Harlem Globe
Edward H Scanlon, a specialist red maple, which is trimmed to mined w.th a geiger counter.
Lewis A Quade, president of Trotters here Friday night. The
ed that St. Francis de Sales school Shomin, 30, of 18 Franklin St., contestand stayed in the game the in street and highway tree plant- ball shape, the Elmyra Norway
Work with this material also
will not be able to take first grade Grand Haven, pleaded guilty in first half.
ing who operates a nursery special- Maple, which remains low, and the seems to confirm the age of the Douglas Gas and Oil Company, 21st annual Milk Fund game will
Mental lapses and several bad
pupils which means Catholic kindizing
>n rare trees, gave excellent European cut leaf, an especially earth as given previously by has started suit against Gust W. be played at Westerp Michigan
Municipal Court Monday to an passes kept the Dutch from threatRci-cr,Jr., of SaugatuckTownship College gym at 8 p.m.
ergarteners will remain in the put
geologists.
advice on tree planting and illus- pretty tree.
assault and battery charge and ening late in the second quarter
lie schools an extra year. The
trated h's talk with slides of variJohn Van Dyke presided at the for $8,000 damages alleged to The 6’8” eager notified game
If he were to settle on one tree,
have resulted from Reiser’s re- officials that he would be available
Catholic/school,
however, will keep was sentenced to pay J50 fine, or in the second half. Holland did ous trees and plantings.
Scanlon said the one he considers meeting and Arnold Hertei introtheir seventh graders.
55.10 costs and serve 90 days in manage to salvage a better shootA pioneer in the field of adapting ideal is the American Hop Horn- duced the speaker. Three new fusal to abide by the terms of a for the contest. Previously Arming mark in the contest. The Dutch
contract between the oil company strong had declined an invitation
The new districts follow:
tree planting to morern conditions, beam, which is pest free and low members were inducted into the
county jail.
hit 23 baskets out of 52 attempts
and his gasoline station.
Washingtonschool — 15th St. on
because of other plans.
Complaint against Shomin was
Scanlon maintains that beautiful in maintenance
club by ClarenceJalving.
The Faske Lumber Company is
the south and River Ave. on the made by Annie Garcia, same ad- for 45 percent. Dominating the city streets and distinctiveneigh- Floweringtrees, he said, do reRolla Anderson, former Kalamaboards,
the Tigers got 85 shots and
seeking
$1,300.96
from
Mr.
and
east.
zoo College basketball coach, will
dress, a handless person who reborhood plantingsare possibledes- quire spraying, but it was pointed
Mrs. Hubert Wrobleski,route 5, be honorary coach of the group.
Van Raalte school — 15th St on ceived three broken ribs, a broken made 34 for 40 percent.
Ed Burton, who led the Tigers pite interference of utilities and out that in Holland all curb trees
Allegan, in another civil suit.
the north, 23rd St on the south nose and two black eyes in the
Joining Armstrong, who will be
buildingsin modern cities. He em- are sprayed by the city, so there's
State Farm Mutual Automobile
and River and Michigan on the fn cas which started about mid- with 21 points, started the scoring phasized trees whose roots won't no problem there.
Members of the Cherub Choir of Insurance Company and Mrs. Ann the tallest All-Star will be Bob
with a foul toss after one minute
east.
night Friday and was sti’l going
spread out to crack sidewalks and
In giving advice for planting Second Reformed church met fo^ Cook of Plainwcll are the plain- Dekker, Guy Sparrow and Jerry
had
elapsed.
M.C.
Burton
tallied
Jefferson school — South of a on at 7 a.m. Saturday when a siswhose branches will not spread trees, Scanlon suggested that Mich- their first rehearsal of the season tiffs in a suit naming William Olson from the University of Deline beginning at Ottawa Ave., run- ter of the victim called at the a basket before Holland's Chuck beyond utility wires.
igan peat be used in the hole, then or Sunday afternoon. New mem- Kissinger,Plainwell,growing from troit; Lloyd Brown of Aquinas,
Goulooze
scored.
Tom
Overbeek.
ning east throught the middle of heme.
Paul Groffsky, University of MichiHe
showed
a
lot of flowering watered down He emphasizedthat bers were welcomed. The group
who led Holland with 14 followed
an accident Jan. 29,
in
23rd St. to Michigan Ave., thence
City police made the arrest. Regan, Jack Stephens of Notre
trees, including the Little Leaf tree roots must 'never become dry
south to 26th St, thence east to cords revealedthat Shomin had with a Jpyup to put Holland one Linden, which has a fragrant in transplanting.He said he mulch- ha been asked to sing in Holland Plainwell near the Valley Metal Dame; Hal Stacy pf Western Michon
Palm
Sunday
and
weekly
re- Products factory. The suit seeks
point
ahead
4-3.
Another
Ed
BurRiver Ave., thence south to 27th previously been arrested on asigan College, Jimmy Command of
spring bloom and is excellent be- es all young trees for two or three
St, thence east to Central Ave. sault charges, and had served a ton basket In the next minute gave cause »t requires no maintenance; years after planting,with straw or hearsals will be held in prepara- $400 damages.
Ferris Instituteand Neil Benford,
tion
for
this. They will also apthe
Tigers
the
lead
for
good.
Ervin
McDaniel,
of
Fabius
Townand thence south to 32nd St
prison term.
former Western Michigan player.
the Red Flowering Chestnut, ideal other mulch
pear
with
other
choirs
on
Easter
Holland stayed in the contest the
ship, St. Joseph County, seeks
Longfellow school — South of a
George Melcher, 32, route 1,
for either lawn or tree lawn (curb)
Mrs. Harold Van Tongeren, pre- Sunday. Mrs. G.J. Van Hoven is $200.39 in a suit named Charles
rest
of
the
period,
pulling
to
withline beginningat Lincoln Ave., Grand Haven, was sentencedto
planting,and the WashingtonHaw- sident, introduced the speaker. directing the group.
knowlton,Plainwell as defendant Mrs. De Kok Hostess
running west through the middle of pay 550 fine, 5.50 costs aqd serve in one point of the winners on three
thorne, which has a white bloom Miss Lida Rogers gave a resume
The March meeting of the Golden McDaniel charges that Knowlton
16th St to River Ave., thence south two days in county jail on a charge occassions.The Tigers pushed the and is covered with red berries
of the history of the City Beauti- Chain C.E. Union will be held at obtained an automobileengine For ICC Auxiliary Meet
lead to 21-16 at the quarter.
to 19th St, south on Michigan Ave. of driving with a revoked license.
in the fail. He showed pictures of ficationCouncil, telling of its or- Beaverdam Reformed church which he purchased from the
Muskegon
Heights
maintained
to 26th St, east to River.,south to On a drunk driving charge, he
whole blocks planted in Scarlet ganizarion and work.
Thursday, March 24, at 8 p.m. Montgomery Ward Company store Mrs. Paul De Kok was hostess
27th St, east to Central, south to paid 5100 fine and 55.50 costs. He at least a three point advantage
The film, "As We Forgive," will in Three Rivers, installedit in a at a regular meeting of Holland
the
entire
second
quarter.
After
32nd.
was arrested by sheriff's officers
Junior Chamber of Commerce Ausb'' shown. Ken Evink of Zeeland, car and later sold the car. He
Lincoln school — Area north of Sunday in Grand Haven township. the Tigers had scored three basiliary Thursday evening. Mrs.
will be the song leader.
seeks
either
the
return
of
the
kets,
Holland
countered
with
eight
a line beginning at Fairbanks Ave.,
John Mathews, 22, Muskegon,arArthur Schwartz was co-hostess.
Lee
Vanden
Bosch,
son
of Mr. motor or the purchase price.
straight
points,
the
biggest
Dutch
running west threough the middle rested by sheriff’s officers Feb.
Mrs. Ed Nyland, president,conand Mrs. Gerald Vanden Bosch,
of 16th St. to River Ave., thence 23 for driving with no operator's rally of the game, but left Holland
Admitted to Holland Hospital
ducted the meeting. Mrs. De Kok
West
Main
Ave., left for military
down
27-24.
The
Heights
led
at
north to the city limits.
license,was taken into Municipal
Monday were Barbara Rowan, 627
Horizon Cabinet Plans
was named Hospital Auxiliary reservice Monday.
The schools committeealso poin- Court on a warrant after he fail- halftime 40-31.
Butternut Dr.; Kathleen Wolff, To Latin
presentativefor a three-year term
About
250
Zeeland
Girl
Scouts
The
Dutch
hit
on
10
out
of
23
ted out that the final payment on ed to respond to the summons, and
Several Activities
715 136th Ave.; Jule C. De Puydt,
beginning June 30. Plans were
and
their mothers were in attendshots
in
the
first half for 43 perJunior high school building due paid 510 fine and 54.30 costs.
677 Van Raaite; Cornelius Huizmade for a square dance for AuxMr. and Mrs, Norman Piersma ance at a banquet commemorating
cent
while
the
Tigers
connected
Several
activities
were
discussed
May 1 should be commemorated
enga, 172 West 16th St.; William
on 18 out of 50 for 36 percent. Holhave
been accepted for missionary the birthdayanniversaryof the by members of the Horizon Cabinet iliary members and their husbands
with some celebrationon Monday,
Emerick, 577 Lake.
on April 16 Mrs. Donn E Lindeman
Girl Scout movement Monday
land was charged with only three
May 2, and Trustee Wendell Miles
Discharged Monday were Mrs. service with the Latin American evening,March 7. The banquet at a meeting Monday evening at is in charge of arrangements,
personal
fouls
in
the
first half.
the
Camp
Fire
office.
Marsha
suggestedthat Junior high school Golf Classes
George Palmer, 55 North Divi- Mission,according to the Rev. was held at the Lincoln Elementary
assisted by Mrs. Norman Wangen
The third quarter onslaught,used
be renamed the E. E. Fell Junior
sion; Gary Kelly, Saugatuck; R. Kenneth Strachan, the Mission’s school and Mrs. Jay Van Dorple, Borr, president, conducted t h e and Mrs. Norman Ettmuellen
many
times
this season by the
meeting.
high school, particularlyin view
Mrs. Nyland will be in charge of
Tigers, was anticipated • and it Mrs. Anna Broekema, 209 North director. Their first assignment president of the Zeeland group,
Dates were assigned to various
of the fact that constructionof the
came with the Dutch unable to Third St., Grand Haven; Mrs. will be to study the Spanish lan- was in charge. Arrangementswere groups fur working at the hospital arrangementsfor the annual April
Start
building was one of the major
Chester D. Wilterdink, 352 East
mode by mothers of the ninth and initial plans were discussed dinner meeting, when new officers
stop it. The Heights third quarter
pieces of construction during Dr.
Fifth St.; John Siebelink, 912 guage in Sar. Jose, Costa Rica.
are named.
grade Girl Scouts assisted by
scoring,
spread
among
the
five
Gasses for beginning and adFell’s long career as school supAt present they are enrolled at Mrs. George Nyenbrink and Mrs. for the Cotton Cotillion, to be held
After the. business meeting, the
regulars, totaled 28 points while Lincoln Ave.; Mrs. Marvin Brandt
May
20
at
the
country
club.
vanced
golfers
will
begin
this
erintendent He said he would suband baby, 129 Reed Ave.; Mrs. Moody Bible Institutein Chicago James Heuvelhorst. Waitresses
group worked on their Tulip Time
the
Dutch
made
only
eight
tallies.
Several nominations were made
mit a resolutionto that effect at week and will continue, each
Stanley Sluiter, 209 South Maple,
project, sewing of Dutch caps and
Thursday evening, for the next six The winners hit on 10 out of 18 Zeeland; Mrs. Glenn Klingenberg where they are taking specialized were ninth grade Girl Scouts. The for delegates to Wolverine Girls
the April meeting.
aprons.
pr
gram
featured
a
number
by
shots
in
the
period
while
Holland,
State. The Camp Fire organization
Bible 'raining to prepare them
With opening of Jefferson school weeks.
Several local members attended
having its poorest quarter, made and baby, route 3; Miss Kathleen
each group. The tables were de- sponsors one delegate to that
next fall, the teachers committee The first class will meet Thursselves for missionarywork.
Wolff, 715 136th Ave.
corated by the troops with center- event. A committeewill make the a state Auxiliaryboard meeting
four out of 16.
day
at
7
p.m.
for
beginners
and
also pointed out that a slight inHospital births include a son,
Mr. Piei-sma, son of Mr. and p’eces and place cards:
March 12 and 13 in Muskegon.
Burton received his injury 10
final choice.
crease in the pupil-teacher ratio 8:15 p.m. for advanced students.
Douglas James, born Monday to Mrs. Deward Piersma, 28 West 30th
Attending were Mesdames Don
The
Rdv. Raymond R. Van
seconds
before
the
buzzer
ended
April
28
was
tentatively
set
for
Ihe
classes
will
meet
in
Holland
will have to be made if the present
Mr. and Mrs. James Slagh, 592
Heukelom.
pastor
of
First
Rethe
third
period.
Coach
Johnson
St.,
was
graduated
from
Holland
a sophomore group meeting with Gilcrest,Ed Nyland, Myron Van
60 elementary teachersare ex- High School gym rather than in
used substitutes the final period. Pleasant St; a daughter. Mari- High School, and attendedHope formed church, Holland, was in Mrs. E. Glerum, discussingcharm. Oort, Norman Wangen Donn Lindepected to handle all elementaryJunior High gym as previously anHolland had Its best quarter against anne, born Monday to Mr. and College, latei going to Michigan charge of services at the Second All Horizon girls will honor the man and Arthur Schwartz. It
school masses. Budget limitations nounced.
Mrs. Arthur Becksvoort, 79 West
State Gdlegt where he received a Reformed Church Sunday. The seniors at a potluck dinner June 2. was announcedthat Mrs. Van Oort
Persons desiring advance en- the Tiger reserves hitting nine
will prohibit the employment of
is running for the office of state
baskets and sinking 23 points 34th St; a son, David Jon, born degree of doctor of veterinary Rev. Emo Ausema of Kalamazoo
rollment
are
urged
to
call
66676,
more than two or three additional
against
the
Heights’
18. Overbeek today to Mr. and Mrs. George medicine in 1954. He was active in will be guest preachernext Suntreasurer.
elementaryteachers and- the board Office of Adult Education, beMrs. William Mulder
found the hoop for five of his Kuiper, 265 West 24th St.; a son, the Men s Giee Club, intramural day.
approved a four-pointrecommen- cause pre-enrollment indicatesfull
seven baskets in the final eight John Charles, born today to Mr. sports and the IntervarsityChrisMembers of the Holland-Zeeland
classes.
The
classes
will
be
limited
dation as follows:
Dies of Heart Attack
John Herringsma Feted
and Mrs. Charles Visser,136 East tian Fellowship.
chapter of the World Home Bible
minutes.
1. Larger elementary classes to 25 persons in each section,be25th St.; a son born today to Mr.
M.C.
Burton
followed
brother
Ed
League
helped
the
Grand
Haven
Mrs. Piersma, also a Holland
GRAND HAVEN (Special) - At Party in California
with a pupil-teacherratio ranging ginners and advanced.
Mrs. Justin Homkes, 1525 High School graduate, studied at copter last Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. William (Hattie) Mulder, 63,
Two instructors,Russell Horn- in the scoring with 20 points. Chuck and
about 30-1.
Goulooze.the only senior in the South Shore Dr.
A meeting of the Girl's League 1423 Columbus St., died unexpected- John Herringsma. West 17th ’St.,
Allegan County Normal School,
2. Grade combinationsin some baker and Lee Kleis will provide
who with his wife and grandfor Service was held at the Second
starting Holland lineup, was second
Western
Michigan
College
of
Eduly at 1:30 a.m. today in Municipal
demonstrations
and
coaching
for
cases where necessary. For examdaughter is spending the winter
high
with
13
points.
Bill Japinga
Reformed
church
Monday
evencation and Michigan State College.
Hospital where she was admitted
Taylor Appeals Order
ple, one teacher with 15 fourth the groups. Both instructors will
in California,was guest of honor
was third for Holland with 12.
ing, March 14.
She
also
studied
at
Hope
college.
work
with
beginners
and
advancat
9
p.m.
Thursday
following
a
graders and an equal number of
ot a surprise birthday party given
Box
score:
On
Body
Execution
For
the
past
five
years
she
has
heart
attack
She
was
bom
Hattie
ed students so that the teacherfifth graders.
last Monday evening by a group of
Holland (62)
Frens, June 18, 1891, in Fremont
3. A kindergarten teacher work student ratio will be small and inGRAND HAVEN — An order wns been teaching in the Lansing school Bridal Shower Given
relativesand friends who also are
FG FT PF TP
system.
She
is
the
former
Donna
dividual
instruction
will
be
possiwhere
she
attended
school.
She
was
ing in one building in the morning
entered in State Supreme Court
Van
Dyke
f
6
2
8
1
For
Eldora
Goulooze
married June 5, 1918 in Fremont vacationing in California.
and another building in the after- ble.
March 9 to show cause on or be- Naber, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
6
The party was held at the home
Goulooze, f
2 13
1
Walter
Naber
of
route
5.
Students
are
advised
to
wear
where she and her husband resided
noon.
of the Herringsmas’daughter and
0
A
bridal shower honoringMiss
Simpson, c
2
2
2 fore April 5 why a peremptory
The P'ersmas are members of
on a farm until about two years
4. Larger classes In the uppe? low-healed shoes, preferably rub4
Eldora Gouloozewas held Satur- ago when they moved to Grand family, Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Cook
Japinga, g
4
2 12 writ of mandamus should not be
Immanuel Church.
ber or crepe soled, and may enter
elementary grades.
issued
ou*
of
Ottawa
Circuit
7
day
at
the
home
of
Mps.
Alvin
Ter
Overbeek,
g
0
14
1
Haven where Mr. Mulder became of Anaheim.
Clerk Margaret De Free called the High School building from Shaffer, f
Vrce. Miss Gouloozewill be marAttendingbesides tlfe Herrings1
0
0
2 Court to set aside an order last
associated with his brother in the
attentionto the annual school either Pine Ave. or I6th St. en- Kleinheksel,f
Dec. 27 which kept Francis M. Tay- Dr. Gordon Dear Speaks
ried in April to Douglas Lemmen.
mas and Phylliswere Mrs. Vaughn
0
1
2
2
trances.
Mulder
Feed
Store.
She
was
a
board election to be held in HolBoersma, g
Games were in charge 6f Mrs. member of the Second Christian Hannon, Mr. and Mrs. John Gris2
5 lor confined in county jail on a
1
1
At Kiwanis Clpb Meet
land June 13 to elect two members
Irving Lemmen. A two-course
sen and Barbara, Mrs. Dena Jan4 body execution.
Boeve, c
1
2
1
Reformed Church and its Ladies
for four-year terms and one memThe action was brought by Carl
sen. Mr. and Mrs. John Kronelunch was served on trays decoratAuxiliary Hears
Visscher,g
0
0
2
0
Dr.
Gordon
Deur
of
Zeeland
was
Aid.
ber for a one-year term. Trustees
meyer and Mr. and Mrs. Abe
ed with tiny Japanese parasols.
0
0 Berg, former employer of Taylor
Vander Poel, f
0
0
guest speaker at the Kiwanis
Besides the husband, surviving
whose terms expire this year are Reports on District Meet
Guests included the Mesdames
Koeman.
Klomparens,g
0
0
0
0 who was convicted of embezzling
Club meeting Monday night. He
Wendell A Miles, Alvin J. Cook
Gifts were presented to the honL. Goulooze, William Goulooze, are two sons, Stanley at home,
23 16 16 62 funds from Berg by a Circuit Court
Totals
Reports on an 8th district meetand Ernest V Hartman, Final day
jury which ended in a sentence Is a graduate of Northern Illinois Raymond Van Heukelom, Stanley and Vernon of Muskegon Heights; ored guest. During the evening a
Muskegon Heights (86)
ing recently at Hastings highlightCollege of Optometry.
for filing petitions is May 13.
Huyser, Augie Stassen, Irving her 84-year-old mother, Mrs. Gertie long distance call was received
3
Burton, E., f
9
3 21 Feb. 10, 1953, of serving 3 to 10
His topic was "The Relationship
Qaims and accounts for the past ed a business meeting of Veterans Slezak, f
years
in
Southern
Michigan
Prison.
3
0
Lemmen and Ray Lemmen, all of Frens; one sister. ChristineFrens, from his son, Henry, of Holland
2
6
of Foreign Wars Auxiliary Thursof the Eye Sight to the Other
month totaled 575,066.
Holland; Mesdames L. Huyser, both M Reeman; three brothers, The evening was spent socially
2
3 20 Taylor was paroled last Nov. 2
Burton, M.C.,
9
Senses and Our Intelligence."He
Mrs. John K. Winter presided in day evening at the VFW club house. Me Murray, g
4
5
Don Huyser, Floyd Goulooze and Edward, Gerrit and George all of and a two course lunch was served
1 13 and then was picked up on a body
Holland members who attended
explained to some length the nerthe absence of President Lester J.
H. Kammeraad of Kalamazoo; Fremont;, also four grandchildren. by the hostess and her sister, Mrs.
4
0
3
8 attachmentfor default of payment
Danigelis, g
vous system of the eye, the way Mrs. M. Huyser, Mrs. Victor HuyFuneral services will be held at Harmon.
Kuyper. E V Hartman also was the district event were Mrs. Stan- Cummings c
1
0
1
2 of a $26,169.67judgment awarded
the eye works and the effects of
Kinkema
Funeral Home Monday
absent. Supt Scott gave the invoca- ley Darning Mrs. Douglas HarmBerg.
w'r
and
Mrs.
Howard
Siebelink
of
0
2
0
2
Smith, g
cation. The meeting adjournedat sen, Mrs. Mary Headley and Mrs. Perry, f
Taylor .s plaintiffin the new bad eyesight on health.
New Richmond, Mrs. G. R. Van at 1:30 p.m. with the Rev. E.J.
2
2
1
6
Peter Borchers.
Jack Grasmeyer, president,was
10:27 p.m.
0
4 case and Judge Raymond L, Smith
Carlson, g
2
Heukelom of Pella, Iowa, Mrs. Tanis officiating.Graveside ser1
Holland will be the scene of the
in
charge
of
the
meeting,
attendvices will be held at Reeman
0
1
3 is defendent. Plaintiff contends
Peter De Graaf of South Holland
Hardy, g
1
next district rally on May 7, when
Mr. and Mrs. William J. Sankey
ed by about 50 at the Warm and Mrs. Earl Huyser of Midland. Cemetery at 3:30 p.m. conducted
0
0
1
1 the court did not have jurisdiction
Fielstra,
g
Starts Sait to Reclaim
district officers will be elected.
by the Rev. Walcott.
have a grand-daughter, bom to Mr.
Friend
Tavern.
Delegates
were
to
issue
the
body
execution
while
0
0
2
0
Howell, f
Mrs. Harmsen, Youth Activities
and Mrs. George Simpson of Kannominated for the Kiwanis convenTaylor was on parole.
Lots Sold to Another
chairman, announced that two
Kiwanis Queens Board
sas City, Mo. March 2. Mrs. Simption to be held in Geveland.
34 18 16 86
Totals
Mn. Naughtin Diet
flags will be presented soon to
son was the former Fannie SanGRAND HAVEN (Special)
Holds Annual Meeting
Miss Satya Addresses
key.
John VanDeBurg started suit in a school In the area.
At
Home
in Saugatuck
Spring Lake Woman Dies
Plans for the next meeting on Carl Wiisink Tops Chix
Mr. and Mrs. Emery Kitchen
Ottawa Circuit Court against W.
SAUGATUCK
(Special)
Mrs.
Annual
executive
board
meeting
Womens Mission Group
DeLeeuw and Sons Lumber Co. March 24 include nominationand
At Municipal Hospital
of the Kiwanis Queens was held Nellie S. Naughtin, 87, died Sun- were recent Sunday guests of Mr.
With
212
Pointi
Scored
In an effort to reclaim property election of officers and a grocery
Miss Patma Satya, an exchange
Thursday at the home of Mrs. day noon at her home, 345 Hoffman and Mrs. Eli West.
Carl Wiiiink, Zeeland baaket- student from Indir at Hope ColIn Holland Township under a ihower.
GRAND HAVEN (Special) - Fred Bulford, newly-elected presi- St., Saugatuck. She was the widow Word has been received that
lease agreement.
Refreshmentswere served by the ball player, led the Chix scoring lege, addressedmembers of the Mrs. Ann M. Glerman,75, of 15567 dent.
William Sankey’s brother-in-law,
of William L. Naughtin.
during the past season with 212 Women’s Missionary Society at Rannes, Spring Lake, died Friday
VanDeBurg claims he had a social committee.
Program events for the entire A business woman in Saugatuck Rex S. Reese of Wayne, Mich.,
points, accordingto statistics re- Fourth Reformed Church Thursday evening in MunicipalHospital aflease agreement with John G Dutyear were discussed. Committees for 52 years, Mrs. Naughtin had formerly of West Olive, Is seriously
ton aa of June 15, 1949, wherein he
vealed today. Wissink made 85 afternoon in the church parlors. ter a six-monthIllness. She was
were named and project Wets operated a millinery shop for 45 ill.
Farewell Party Given
was granted first chance to buy
field goals and 42 foul shots In 15 She was dressed in native costume. bom Ann M. Kurzinskl in Chicago
Calvin Royeboom, son of the Rev.
years and for the last seven years
were presented.
certain lots In Howard’s addition By Study Club Members
games.
A quintet, Mrs. S. Oudemolen, March 10, 1880, and on April 7,
Attending were Mrs. Clare Wal- operated a souvenir and notion and Mrs. G. Royeboom, left rein Holland township, If Dutton
Art Klamt followed with 182 Mrs. L. Overbeek,Mrs. C. Hulst, 1905, was married there to George ker, Mrs. Dan Vander Werf, Mrs. shop.
cently for Great Lakes Training
decided he would sell the land in
Our Lady of Perpetual Help points while Jack Faber was third Mrs. J. Dykema and Mrs. B. Glerman.
She was bom Oct. 22, 1867, in Station. Calvin is a member of the
John Percival,Mrs. Howard Koolquestion.VanDeBurg claims he Study Club held a farewell party with 139 Ullies.Dave Tyink was Plomp, accompanied by Miss
They moved to spring Lake In ker, Mrs. Howard Van Egmond, Ganges to the late Mr. and Mrs. U. S. Naval Reserve.
was not given the opportunity to Tuesday evening in honor of Mrs. the fourth high set scorer with 113 Marie Meinsma sang "Help Me 1930. She was a member of the
Ken Etterbeek and Mrs. Warren A. Woodworth.She was a The Ottawa School Mothers Club
purchase the property and Is ask- Albert Braye, who is moving to De- points on. Don Schout, leading Sing On” and "Alone.”
Benjamin Franklin OES of Chi- Bulford. Mrs. James Klomparens, past noble grand of the Rebekah Is having a demonstration at the
ing the court to determine its pro- troit.
scorer last season, took fifth with
Mrs. J. Dozeman conducted de- cago.
retiring presindent, was unable to lodge and a past matron of Order School house Tuesday, March 15
per value and ordering the defendThe group had a potluck supper 99 points.
votions and Mrs. C. De Roos, vice
Besides the husband, she is sur- attend.
at 7:30 pm.
of Eastern Star.
ant Jo convey same to plaintiff. at the home of Mrs. Irvin HeyniZeeland finished the season in president, conductedthe business vived by a sister, Mrs. Agnes FreeThe next regular meeting of the
Surviving are a ion, WllUam The seventh and eighth grades
irg alleges the lumber ger, 825 Butternut Dr.
third place in the Ken-New-Wa meeting. Miss Jean Nlenhuis closed man, and a brother, Benjamin Queens will be held March 29 at Woodworth Naughtin of Sauga- of Ottawa School are attending the
paid 130,000 for the plot
A gift was presentedto Mrs. league with a 5-5 mark. The Chix the meeting with prayer.
Kurzinskl, both of Spring Lake; the home of Mrs. Klomparens,616 tuck; two grandchildren, mnd five Junior play being given at Zeeland
Braye durinng the social evening. overall season record was 9-6.
Mrs. G. Van Lente was hostess. also several nieces and nephews. State
1 great grandchildren.
(High School this afternoon.
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Heyboer-Broekhuis Vows Spoken

CAMP

FIRE IS 45

— Dm

Week Holland Camp

—

SIX INJURED IN CRASH
Three members
of one family were among six persons treated
for minor injuries at Holland Hospital Friday
night following a two-car crash on old US-31,
four miles north of Holland.Norma Pell, 30,
Grand Rapids, her children, Carol Ann, 6'/2,
Stephen James, 4, along with Wilma Twiest,
32, Grand Rapids, were treated for minor cuts
and bruises. The group was riding in a car
driven by Mrs. Pell which went out of contrql

Fire Girls join-

•d members o ftheir organization throughout the nation in
celebrating Camp Fire's 45th birthday. Representing the three
divisionsof the organization, Marsha Borr, left, Horizon Girl,
Susan Brooks. Blue Bird, and Mary Jane Gonzales, Camp Fire
Girl, display a big birthday cake for the occasion, with a

Bob Hrndrickiion
. third straight time

Hendrickson Wins

replica of the Liberty Bell, symbol for the national Birthday

Theme, "Let Freedom Ring" Several events based on
theme

will

that

be held as part of the local celebration.
(Sentinel photo)

-

MIAA Cage Berth
GRAND RAPIDS,

Mich.

-

Calvin College,co-champions in

when she stepped on the brakes, Deputies
The car skidded off the road, hit a tree,
and turned over, coming to* a stop on its side
(left) and colliding with the other car. The
said.

second car (right) was operated by Peter Brieve,
62, of 13 East 19th St. His wife, Anna Brieve,
60, also was treated for minor cuts and bruises

and

County

released.Ottawa
deputies
damage to Mrs. Pell's '51 model car
at $500 and to Brieve's'50 model car at $100.

estimated

(Sentinel photo)

the Michigan IntercollegiateAthletic Assn, basketball race this
Mr. and Mrs. Preston Jay Heyboer
Therapist
(Van Der Hoop photo)
year, placed two men on the
Miss Alma Broekhuis and Pres- Donna Heyboer, sisters of the
By Arnold Mulder —
MIAA All-Conference team it was
ton Jay Heyboer were united in groom, who wore identicalgowns
announced Friday.
With St. Patrick’sDay just Joyce. Born in Dublin, Joyce re- In
of yellow and green. The flower
Members of the team include:
marriage in the Oakland Christian girl was Bonnie Broekhuis, sister
pudiated his upbringing and exiled
around
the
corner
once
more,
it
is
Henry Hughes. Adrian; Jim Kok
himself to the continent. His
Reformed Church March 4 at 7:45 of the bride, who wore a marquiCalvin, Don Vroon, Calvin; Gary in point to recall what a glorious
Holland joined more than 392.Muriel Hopkins, who last JanUlysses"and "FinnigansWake"
sette over satin gown with hoop
p.m.
Morrison,
Kalamazoo,
and
Bob
000 Camp Fire Girls from Coast
role the Irish have played and are and "Dubliners" and "Portrait of uary accepted a position in the
skirt and matching bonnet She
Parents
of
the
couple
are
Mr.
Hendrickson'.Hope.
to coast in observing the 45th anthe Artist as Young Man" have a occupational therapy department and Mrs. Gerrit Broekhuis of route carried a white Bible with a white
Hughes, a 6-foot 3-inch sopho- playing in British literature.
world readership, and Joyce has at Dr. Norman M. Beatty Memor- 1, Hamilton, and Mr. and Mrs. orchid.
niversary of their organization's
more, was the only unanimous Though Ireland is a sma_l country,
had perhaps more influenceon ial Hospital at Westville, Ind., is Mathew Heyboer route 3, Hol- The groom was attended by
smaller
than
a
medium-s;zed
midfounding the week of March 13 to
choice on the team this year. It
recovering from a concussionIn
twentieth century fiction writers
Gordon Ver Beek, brother-in-law
land.
was the second time he has been western American state, it has
20. .
I-aporte Hospital in Laporte, Irtd.,
than any other single man.
of the bride. Ushers were Don
Bouquets
of
white
astors,
mums
produced
a
body
of
literature
that
on the Ad-MIAA team.
following an accident Tuesday
Keyed to the theme, "Let FreeFor myself, I find much of Joyce
and snapdragons, ferns, palms and Wierda and Don Johnson, the
Hendrickson, 6-foot 5-inch senior is not only surprisinglylarge but
dom Ring!" birthday week actialmost unreadable, but many cri- night at the state hospital in candelabra formed the setting for groom's cousins. Mr. and Mrs.
who scored more than 1,300 points also highly distinguished.
which her wheelchairupset and
Harold Vanden Bosch and wf. to
tics portray him as the very topJohn Steenwyk wdre master and
vities will set the pace for the
for Hope in four years, made Within the present century Irish
she fell backwards, striking her the wedding. Prelude music and
most
force
in
twentieth
century
the wedding marches were played mistress of ceremonies.
year's program, according to Mrs. Charles T. Zolman and wf. Lot 12 the team for the third time in literature has enjoyed what is
head on a tile floor.
literature^ Perhaps more books
A reception for 140 guest was
usually called a "literaryrevival.
Robert Gordon, president of the Buwalda’s Add. City of Zeeland. a row.
Her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Clif- by Miss Gladie Ver Beek. Arloa
have
been
written
about
Joyce
and
Steenwyk,
cousin
of
the
bride, held in the church basement.
Holland Council . Mrs. Gordon Robert E. King and wf. to OtKok, 6-foot 5H junior, and Vroon That movement was at its peak
ford Hopkins of 17 West Ninth St.,
quoted the national preseident, Mrs.
some decades ago, and it is not his art than about any other were called to Laporte Thursday sang "O Promise Me" and "The Misses Arlens Berens and Leona
tawa
Savings and Loan Assn. Pt 5-foot 10-inchjunior,led Calvin in
Schipper served at the punch
writer
of
out
time.
A
Joyce
cult
Lord's Prayer."
Harold H. Hartman, who said "In
scoring this season. Kok scored so much in world consciousness
night and were back there last
The Rev. H. J. Kuizema perform bowl and Mr. and Mrs. Donald
selecting the freedom theme for EH SWH 12-6-16 Twp. Port Shel- 219 points in MIAA competition now as it once was. But literature has been developed that is some- weekend. The accident occurred
Amsink, the groom’s sister and
times almost fantastic in its exour year's activities, we will help don.
this year and Vroon was close is still given far, more attentionin
when an attendant who was wheel- ed the double ring ceremony.
The bride , who was given In brother-in-law,arranged the gifts.
our junior citizens to appreciate
Ireland than it is in America; but travagance. But Joyce is one man- ing Muriel’s chair tripped and in
John H. Van Dyke and wf. to behind with 212.
Serving were the Misses Jerry
the fact that we must all work to- E. Gilbert Tors and wf. Lot 45
Morrison, 6-foot 3-inch sopho- this is true of many other small ifestation of the importance of an effort to regain his balailce. marriage by her father, wore a
Irish literaturein the twentieth grasped the wheelchair, causing it white marquisette gown, styled and Lois Heyboer, Shirley and
gether to keep freedom strong." Wildwood Sub. Holland.
more, was the leading scorer in European countries.
with a high neckline of net, a yoke Arlene Beider, Phyllis Vander
"If our cherished ideals are to
The term "revival" is apt, be- century.
Highland Park Association to the MIAA this season.
to fall backwards.
Veer, Hildreth Engelsman,Muriel
remain the bulwark our fore- Fannie W. Dupee Lot 97 Highland
X-rays revealed no fractures, edged with lace rufflesand long
The team which included three cause so long ago as the eighteenth
pointed sleeves. Rows of lace ac- Klien and Donna Jurries.
fathers envisionedthem to be," Park Add. Grand Haven.
century
Irish
writers
were
highly
the
family
was
informed
Friday,
centers and two guards, was
For going away the bride wore
she added, "every individualwill
Melvin James Scheerhorn and picked from the results of voting distinguished. Jonathan Swift wrote
and it is expected Muriel will re- cented the front of the hoop skirt
have to make himself responsible." Wf. to Donald W. Westing and wf.
Gulliver's Travels" . in Ireland,
main In Laporte Hospitalfor a which terminated In a long train a navy dress with navy accesby each team in the league.
sories.
Birthday - week will be high- Lots 77-99 Inc. Midway Sub. Twp.
few more days. Muriel, a promis- edged with lice. Her lace-edged
Hughes, Kqjt and Hendrickson thus securing for Ireland the disFor her daughter’s wedding Mrs.
lighted by special projects which Park.
ing athlete, lost both legs through fingertip veil, was held by a tiara
were center while Vroon and Mor-, tinctionof having produced what
will serve to make American hisHarry J. Baggott, and wf. to risen were guards.
is usually regardedas the greatest
amputation because of a circula- of pearls. She carried a white Bible Broekhuis wore a navy dress with
navy and white accessoriesand a
tory come alive for the three age Nicholas DeWitt and wf. Lot 23
tory ailment. Though handicapped, with an orchid.
Adrian College, which shared the prose satire of all time.
Mrs. Gordon Ver Beek was her corsage of red roses. The groom's
groups served by Camp Fire, Blue Evergreen Park Sub. Twp. Spring
she
has
earned
her
AB
and
BS
MIAA crown with Calvin, placed Oliver Goldsmith was born In
ALLEGAN (Special) -A prosister's matron 'of honor. She wore mother also wore a nav^ dress
Birds, age eight to 10; Camp Fire Lake.
two men on the second team. The Ireland and he was describing an posed charter amendment increas- degrees and last September passed
Girls, 10 to 16, and Horizon Clubs,
Henry J. Fisher and wf. to Cham- second team included:
her exams as registered occupa- a green waltz-lengthgown. Brides- with navy and white accessories
Irish community in "The Deserted
maids were the Misses Betty and and a red rose corsage.
ing the 25 per cent limitationon tional therapist.
16 to 18.
ber of Commerce Lot 4-13 Inc. 15Vulage.”
Maria
Edgeworth,
who
is
Bill Gjllison,Albion; Hal MoleAt group meetings and parties 25 Inc. Fisher's Resub. Twp. naar, Hope; Leon Harper, Adrian usually regarded second only to special assessmentsfor such imShe Is employed as unit superscheduled for birthday week, "We Spring
____ ^
George
Vivalmore, Albion; Jim Jane Austen as a novelist, did most provements as sanitary sewers, visor in maximum security at the
Are There” skits, council fires Frank J. McCormick to Nicholas Swish. Adrian.
of her work in Ireland,and she was sidewalks and paving would afford new Indiana state psychiatric
and discussions will depict great DeWitt and wf. Lot 46 Evergreen
Rites
hospital located 12 miles south of
Honorablemention included Wil- the first to use Irish dialect in
only about 12 percent of the plot- M:chigan City on highway 421. The
moments of America's past. Junior Park Sub. Twp. Spring Lake.
lie Rink, Hope; Jim Ford, Alma British fiction.
ted property in the city, according
high Camp Fire Girls entertained
Kenneth DeWitt and wf. to Nick
Goudey. Olivet and John During the nineteenth century, to City Assessor Clarence Wise. hospital at present has 1,600
their fathers Saturday even- DeWitt and wf. Lot 99 Evergreen Don
patients, with an ultimate capacity
while
the
great
Victorian
era
was
Hannett, Albion.
For
The proposedincrease from 25 of 3,500.
ing at the Woman's Literary Club Park Sub. Twp. Spring Lake.
"Conservation’ Is Everybody’s
in flower in England, the Irish conpercent
to
100
percent
would
afand on Monday all elementary
Gust H. Dean and wf. to Louis
Business" was the subject distributionto the literatureof the
fect only those property owners
school Camp Fire Girls staged DeYoung and wf. Lot 3 Blk 2
Funeral services were h elf!
British race was somewhat less
cussed by Russell Patterson, rein outlying areas of the city where Olficers Are Named
their birthday party at the club. Haire, Tolford and Hancock's Add.
Monday for James Dale Baker, 5,
distinguished. Such novelists as
giona1 education supervisor,Michsewers and paving may yet he
There are 957 girls registeredin Spring Lake.
Charles Lever, Samuel Lover,
At Lincoln PTA Meet
Maplewood School kindergarten
needed, Wise said in the second of
igan Department of Conservation,
the Holland Camp Fire Council and
Louis DeYong and wf. to Charles
William Carleton, and others were
pupil who wa* killed when struck
four interviewsexplaining the two
they will have able adult guidance H. Yonker and wf. Pt. NH EH
Alden Stoner was elected presi- at the March Meeting of Elizabeth
popular but they are almost for- charter amendments which will
in carrying out their birthday pro- NEH NW!4 NEH 28-8-16 City of
dent of Lincoln School parent Schuyler Hamilton Chapter, by a bus used to transport stugotten now.
be voted on at the April 4 election. Teachers Association at its meetject. Leaders, sponsors, board and Grand Haven.
dents to and from school The acIt remained for the twentieth Under the present charter, asDaughters of the American Revocommittee members total 196, woRuth Zwemer, junior high pupil century to bring distinctionback
Five Star Lumber Co. to Maying Tuesday evening. Other officident occurred at 11:45 a.m. Frisessments for special projects di- cers chosen were Mrs. Donald lution. The chapter met Thursday
men who constitute adult leader- nard J. Wieghmink 'and wf. Lot 29 was winner of the gold medal, and
to Irish letters. George Moore,
day in front of the child's home.
rectly benefiting property ownship locally. Camp Fire in Holland Indian Hills Sub. No. 1 Twp. Park. Jim Lucas of the silver medal at
whose career began in the nine- ers arc limited to 25 per cent of Brown, vice president; Mrs. Ray- afternoonat the home of Mrs.
Rites were held Monday at 2
is sponsored by the Woman’s LitJohn Franzburg to Raymond the annual Gold and Silver Medal
mond Holder, secretary,and Mrs. R. B. Champion.
erary Club, and is supported by the Koetsier et al Pt. Lot 29 A. C. contest stased Friday afternoon
p.m.
at First Methodist Church
?ame°totbe the assessed valuation of the pro- William Mokma, treasurer.
Patterson pointed out that conlocal Community Chest.
Van Raalte's Add; No. 2 City of a regular meeting of the Women's known a.; the "realisticmove- perty involved.
John Vander Brock, president, servation of natural resources no with the Rev. John O. Hagana
According to City Manager P. H.
Camp Fire Girls, Inc., is the Holland.
ChristianTemperance Union.
officiating. Burial was in Pilment." He was however, a self- Beauvais, Allegan is one of the introduced John Tien, student at longer means "saving’’them, but
oldest youth organizationin AmeriUnder
direction
of
Mrs.
Nina
Gay Beardsleyet al to ChamWestern
Theological
Seminary,
is coming more and more to mean grim Home Cemetery.
ca serving the leisure-timeneeds ber of Commerce Letts 21-24 Inc. D; ugherty, the contest was lield in exiled writer and did most of his few "home rule" cities in the state who conducted devotions.Fifth better management of soil, water,
Maplewood School classes were
which still have the 25 percent
of girls from eight to 18 of every Nu-Way Sub. Twp. Spring Lake. Trinity Church parlors.Ruth gave work in Paris.
dismissed at noon Monday to
Then
of course everybodyknows ceiling. He said the limitationon grad6 pupils directedby Mrs. How- air and minerals so that they may
race and religion, with a program
Quality Builders to Walter W. the reading "The Tragedy of
allow teachers, many pupils and
arl Douwstra, sang "It’s Ameri- sene the people better.
the amount of money which can
designed to help the individual girl Dreyer and wf. Lot 25 Holland Betty’s First Dance" and Jim pre- that George Bernard Shaw re
"People are the most valuable board members to attdhd the sercan," "Camp Town Races," "The
deemed
English
drama
from
futil- be raised for improvements is
realize her fullest potentialities. Heights Sub. Twp. Holland.
sented 'T've Got a Problem."
resources of our country,’he said, vices.
ity. He, too, was a self-exile,living "stifling devolopcmcntin outlying, Kitchen Clock," Mexican folk
Founded in 1910 by Dr. and Mrs.
Lawrence Shoemaker and wf.
Others taking part in the contest
He was the son of Mr. and Mrs.
song and "May the Good I/)rd and all the other resources should
in
London,
where
his
distinguished
undevelopedsections of the city.
Luther Halsey Gulick and other to Gerrit Morren and wf. Pt. Lot were Marcella Gearhart, Sharon
be so managed and developed that George F. Baker of Lincoln Ave.
Bless
and
Keep
You."
distinguishededucators, Camp 19 and pt. 20 Blk 2 City of Zeeland. Dalman, Kenneth Vinstra and Stan- literary career led to the Nobel
The Arts and Study Group of they may continueto serve the Other survivors include two sisprize.
Fire has groups in more than 3
Alfred J. Olson and wf. to Percy ley Marcus. Judges were Mrs.
Drivers
Given
Tickets
the
American Association of Uni- material, recreationaland aesthe- ters, Melbadine and Wanda Mae;
Another Irish writer who won the
000 communitiesin the United Schippers and wf. Pt. Lot 10 Blk. Paul Hinkamp, chairman, Mrs.
versity
Women presented the so- tic needs of an ever-increasing three brothers,Allen Norman and
States and has made its program 8 Leggatt's Add. Grand Haven.
Irene Ver Hulst and Mrs. Dick Nobel prize was William Butler After Two-Car Crash
cio drama entitled "Scattered population. They should not be twins, Wayne Leon and Warren
Yeats,
poet
and
dramatist.
The
availableto youth in Alaska, CanaJohn JCyle Worley and wf. to Vandcr Meer.
saved just for the sake of pre- Don, all at home; the paternal
Two drivers were issued tickets Showers” by Norris Sterling.Repda, Spain, the Philippines,Saudi Willard J. Kalawart and wf. Lot
Other contestants in the Silver award of two such top prizes in a
serving them, he added, hut should grandfather, George W. Baker of
resenting
three
distinct
types
of
Arabia, England, Austria, El 38 North Shore Estates Sub. No. 1 Medal contest were Betty Snyder, little country gives a:i idea of the Thursday afternoon as the result
bo saved from extinction and be Percy, 111, and the grandparents,
mothers
and
how
they
treated
Salvador, Chile, Japan, Germany Twp. Spring Lake.
Gretchen Steffens,Judy Garlock, quality of the literatureproduced of a collision on 10th St., near their children were the Mesdames developed so that they may con- Mr. and Mrs. Richard Steele of
Central Ave.
Indo-China, Java and Mexico.
Gerrit Veenboer and wf. to Mast Mary Ann Do Fouw and her broth- in Ireland.
Campbell Hill, 111.
tinue to be used by man.
There were many names in the
Richard Solis, 26, Zeeland, was Donald Hogue, James Van Pulton
President Dwight D. Eisenhower Heating Company Pt. SEH SWH i \ Eugene Do Fouw. Judges were
InvestigatingDeputy Earle TellIn discussing the importanceof
and
Stuart
Padnos.
A
discussion
is honorary president of Camp 18-5-14 City of Zeeland.
Mrs. G. Vander Borgh, chairman, Irish "literary revival’.’ — James given a ticket for failureto have
man
and the bus driver, Alvin
top
soil,
Patterson
emphasized
the
period followed the play.
Fire Girls. Honary vice presidents
Floyd A. Bedell to Dick Riemer- Mrs. M. Klow, and Mrs. A. Kooy- Stephens and Lady Gregonr and his car under control and driving
need for more training for farm Vander Kolk, 24, of 184 River
The
Mesdames
Donald
Brown,
Lord Dunsany and George Russell without an operator's license on
are former presidentsHarry
sma Pt. NEH 21-6-16Twp. Port crs.
Ave., Holland went to Allegan
F. Fitts, K. Modders, F. Atwood ers in improved methods of land
Truman and Herbert Hoover. s
It was announced that all these (known as "AE”) and J. M. Synge his person after his car collided
Friday afternoon for a conference
Sheldon.
use,
now
being
given
by
soil
conand Hulst served on the refreshHolland’s Mayor Harry Hairing
John W. Mieras to MillierChev. contestantswill be availablefor en- and Sean O’Casey, and others.The with another car.
with Prosecutor Dwight Cheever.
servationists.
ments
committee.
Miss
Gertrude
ton has extended his congratula- Co. Lot 78 Mieras Add. Grand tertainments in churches and other complete catalogue would be too
Owner of the second car, John
He
said
Holland
State
Park
is After questioning, Cheever said
tions to Holland Camp Fire Girls Haven.
long for so brief a report as this Jeltes, 18. Grand Rapids, was Althuis and Mrs. Elizabeth Prots
places.
the most widely used of the state no charges would be filed against
in endorsing their birthday week
given a ticket for improper park- man of the faculty poured.
Mary McMillan Oakes to Al- Devotions at Friday’s meeting necessarilymust be.
parks and that more should be the bus driver.
But perhaps the most distin- ing. Damage to the two vehicles
fred J. Olson and wf. Pt. Lot 10 were in charge of Mrs. G.V. Bjork.
done to increase its size and faciliBlk 8 Leggatt’s Add. Grand Mrs. Edith Walvoord presided at guished twentieth century name in was estimated at $100 each, police Man Severely Burned
ties. Patterson concluded his proMrs. Hattie Link
Eddie Redder Has Party
Irish literatureis that of James said.
Haven.
the meeting.
gram with the film, "Yours Is the
At
Blowtorch
Explodes
Dies at Age oi 78
Floyd A. Loew and wf. to WilHostesses were Mrs. W. Van
Land." A short discussion follow On His Filth Birthday .
liam B. Lawson and wf. WH WH Saun and Mrs. J. Van Oss.
ed.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
FENNVILLE (Special) — Mrs. NH NWH 7-5-15 Twp. Holland. Eddie Redder, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Niles, regent, preAlbert
Hendrickson,
67,
of
18465
Hattie Link, 78, of Ganges, widow
John Franzburg to Raymond
sided and led the pledge to the Mrs. Edwin C. Redder, 190 East
112th
St.,
near
Nunica,
was
severof Harry Link, died Friday at Koetsier et al Lots 28, 33 Blk 9 Henry Louis Kohloff
34th St., was honored at a party
ly burned about the face, chest flag. Mrs. W. F. Kendrick was in
Frank Mosier Convalescent Home Howard's Second Add. Twp. Hol- Of Grand Haven Dies
Wednesday afternoonin celebracharge of devotions.
and
hands
as
his
home
at
6:30
in Ganges after a lingeringillness. land.
tion of his fifth birthday anniverAssisting
the
hostess
were
Mesp.m. Friday when a blowtorchhe
Survivingare a brother, Fred
sary.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)'
dames
Howard
Lane,
John
Daniels,
was filling with denaturedalchoBaird, of Grand Rapids, a sister,
Henry Louis Kohloff, 85, of 220
Clarence Hand, Edward Slooter, The children gathered in the
hol eploded.
Mrs. Jessie Goodwin, of Merritt, New Building Will House
basement,decorated in green and
Madison St., died in Municipal
He was leaning over the torch Clifford Springer and Miss KathMich., and several nieces and Various Church Officers
yellow, for games and refreshments
Hospital Saturday.He had been
erine
Post
when the accident happened.
nephews.Funeral services were
which featured a decorated birthill for several years and seriousHis clothing was ignited but he
held Monday at 2 p.m. at Chapday cake. Prize winners were
GRAND RAPIDS ( Special) - lj ill the past month. He was bor
threw himself on the ground and Zeeland Woman Injured
pell Funeral Home in Fennville
Randy Veenhoven,Jimmy Jonker
$375,000Christian Reformed in Germany, Aug. 26, 1869, and
rolled into a mud puddle to put out
with the Rev. Henry Alefander of Church Demonominationalbuilding ci-mc to this country at the age
and Billy Smith. Each guest was
In
Truck-Car
Accident
the flames before his legs were
Ganges Methodist Church offi- t house the various divisions of of six. His wife, the former Ella
presented a gift from the hostess
burned.
ciating. Burial was in Taylor the church has been started here. Veenekamp, died Aug. 3, 1953.
who was assisted by Mrs. RichHe was taken to the hospitalby A Zeeland woman was treated ard Smith, Jr.
Cemetery.
Contruction is expected to be comHe was a former member of
for
minor
injuries -late Thursday
a neighbor, Edward Britton. City
pleted early in 1956.
FOE and BPOE. He operateda
afternoon followinga car-truck Honoring Eddie were Jackie
police escorted the car to MuniciOffipes for the foreign missions Inuch room for many years. He had
collision just east of the US-31 'and Badgero, Donnie Johnson,Randy
pal Hospital.
Mbs Maggie Dykstra
Veenhoven, Billy Uildriks, Billy
board, the home missionsboard, also been employedin Boyden sawM-21 intersection.
pension fund officersand a large n-ills and assisted his son-in-law
Helen Volkers, 33, of 29 Jeffer- Smith Jimmy Schuitema,Jimmy
Succumbs at Pine Rest
Korean Vets Reminded
publishing plant are to be in- a* the Seifert Arcadia. He also
son Ave., was treatedfor arm and Jonkek, Loren Arens, Bobby WinMis* Maggie Dykstra. 65, died cluded.The brick itructureis being worked at Ferry Hotel and the
ALLEGAN (Special) _ County hand injuries by a local physican. chester, Victor Folkert, Bruce
early Saturday at Pine Fest built on a 13-acre tract of land on American Legion club. A son,
residents planningto file for the She was riding in a car driven by Weener and Jim Piersma. Unable'
In Cutlervillewhere she had been the southeast corner of the inter- Chester, and a son-in-law and
Michigan state bonus for veterans Vernon Volkers, 33, of 29 Jeffer- to attend were Andy Hoogendoom,
a patient for 36 years.
section of KalamazooAve., and daughter,Mr. and Mrs. George
of the Korean war were advised son Ave., Zeeland, which collided Jimmy Hcetbrink and Justin Veen.
Surviving are two brothers. 28th St.
Schmick, also died in 1953.
today to have their discharges re- with the rear of a pickup truck.
Martin Dykstra of Holland and
The office buildingwill consist of
Survivingare three daughters,
corded at the office of the county Driver of the truck was Rodney
John Dykstra. of Grand Rapids; a two storiesand the printing plant Mrs. William Seifert of Grand
clerk.
Faultersack, route 2, Coloma. Volhalf brother, Jacob Halbersma of one. The overall dimensions of Haven, Mr*. H. J. Kammeraad of
HOME EC PROJECT — Zeeland High School students Joan
kers was issued a ticket for failHolland; three sisters, Mrs. Georg? the building will be 42 by 184 feet Spring Lake and Elsie Kohloff of
Geurink, (left) junior and Shirley De Witt, senior, get right down
Only Bolivian Indians are able ure to keep an assured clear dis?
AMBULANCE SERVICE
Brander of Grand Rapids, Mrs. and the printing plant will be 102 Grand Haven; a sister Mrs. Minto work on refinishinga chair as a part of their Home Economics
to work the country’s tine mines, tance ahead. Ottawa County deOLLAKD. MICHIGAN
Gerrit Woltman and Mrs. Jacob by 136 feet. The present Christian nie Hoth of Milwaukee; seven
If East
Phons 9
project this semester. The class will refinisha sofa, chair, kitchen
located at altitudesof 12,000 feet puties estimateddamage to the
*•3
Joldersma of Holland; several Reformed Publishing Co., will be grandchildren and 12 great grandtable, and an occasional chair in blonde tones. Furniture will be
or higher, because of the thin air car at $200, The truck was not
am** Van* Wat*. Mgr.
>3
lueces and nephews.
moved into the new building.
used in the Home Economics
(Flaherty Foto)
of the Andes.
damaged.
children.
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Richard Machlele,
County AgriculturalAgent
Don't forget to order your nitrogen for your wheat crop this
apring. By the looks of the wheat

Bom

The Second Annual County Jun.Swine Show was held at Coopersville Livestock sale bams Monday and Tuesday.
4-H boyf showing hogs in the
carcass class were: Mark Brouwer, Jamestown;Steve Bosworth,
Jenison; Eldon Geerlings,Holland,
Le Roy Dyke and Ron Handlogton
ior

John 2:1-6
By Henry Gee rUngs

th#

Farm Nawi

4-H Club Agent

Christian Living
Colossians 3:5-10; Timothy 4:12; 1

Th* Hum# •!

Ottawa

The Christianwill relate his life
properly to God. That comes first.
Such dedication of oneself to God
ought to appeal to us as the sensible 'hing to do. If we do not consecrate our lives to God first of

fields in the county an application

of nitrogen it going to pay off
especially on those fields where
wheat hae followedoats' and where
no manure has been plowed down
acre should be used on these fields,
can
be used on fields that have been
manured Details as to types of
nitrogen and the amounts to be
used can be secured by writing
the Extension Office, Court House,

FFA

from

Coopers vllle.
boys
were: Carrol1 Leetsma, Edwin Wolters, Bob Raterink, Kenneth Vugte-

whereas a smaller amount

Holland City Mw*
PublishedEvery Thun- all none of our other relationships
tht S e n I in el can be right. We must start ther.
veen and Eugene Vugteveen from
PrinUnf Co. Office M-M or we Jo not start at all. It should
Zeeland High chapter and Dick
West Eighth StrwL Hoinot be necessary for anyone to apland. Michigan
Lampe from Coopersville.
Entered as second class matter at peal to us to make that dedication.
Pens of three live hogs arrived
Grand Haven.
the post office at Hollan?;.^l, h« We ou 'ht »o be willing to do it on
Monday afternoon and were judged
underthe Act of Congress. March 3.
in paat years. Forty pounds per
the basis of our common judgeTuesday morning. Two classes
With the weather warming up,
Nell Salm
held
pne in the lightweight
W A. BUTLER. Editor and Publisher ment.
most homeowners begin to think
When one gives his life to God
class. A showmanship class was
about improving their lawns. From
Telephone— News Items 3193
it will follow that his relationship
held with a cup donated by the
the soil tests we have been getting
Advertisingand Subscriptions 3191
to his family, to his neighbors, to
CoopersvilleBank presentedto
at the office we find many lawn
The publisher shall
be Uable the world, to business,to politics,
the winner.
samples are alkalinewhich means
for any error or errors In PrinU"? to pleasure,and to everything else
Plans already are in the making
sometime in the past the home ownnny advertising un,'“.ah Pr-00hfMnr will begin to be right.
sud. advertisement shall have been
to hold the show again in another
e- has applied too much lime to
obtained by advertiser ami returned
The Christianwill become transyear. A committee of the Coopersthe soil? Grass will not grow well
by him in time for correction* with
such errors or cpfreetpns noted formed in thought and heart. The
ville Rotary in cooperation with
la alkaline soil. In some ca “s
plainly thereon:and In such case it word transformed is the same one
the 4-H club department and the
where the alkaline content is too
any error so noted is Mt wrrected that is translated transfigured in
Vocational Agricultural instructors
publishersliability shall n^ exceed
high, some manganese sulphate at
such a proportionof the entire space describingwhat happened to Jesus
are strivingto make this show a
the rate of two pounds per thouoccupied by the error bears to the on the mount At another place it
success.
sand square feet will have to be
whole space occupied by such adverA
Hope
College
coed
from
St
is translatedchanged, meaning to
driver to repair a washout. The train ran into
KEMEMBER? - D. J. Vander Kool of 182 East
tisement.
__
used to correct this condition.
Anne, Dl., has been named. Holbe changed from one state of grace
this mess near New Richmond and the engine
Attentionis called to all leaders
Seventh St., has the unusual hobby of collecting
A complete fertilizer is recomterms or subscription
land’s
Community
Ambassador
to another. It is a rich word and is
landed upside down along with the tender. Hoffthat Achievement Days are only
One year 53. UU; six mui.ths, SJ.OO,
old pictures of railroad history in Holland and
mended
for all lawns if the ap•
three months. 11.00: single^ copy^ 10c descriptiveof a transformation of
man was puled out via a rope and suffereda
two weeks away With this in mind for
vicinity.One of his prize*; is this photo taken in
plicationcan be made early. Use
Subscriptions payable In advance and the inner life. Instead of being confractured leg. It was engine No. 1M Hoffman,
we remind you to return reports Nell Salm, 22-year-old junior, a 10-6-4 or a 10-10-10 fertilizer ap1908 two miles north of Now Richmond when a
will be promptly discontinued If not
was chosen Ambassador by a plied at the rate of 14 to 16 pounds
formed to the world, that is brought
who
lives
in
Grand
Rapids,
still
has
a
stiff
leg
to the extension Office. The dates
hridee gave way. The train, with Ben Hoffman as
^Subscribeis will confer » favor by into agreement with it, we will be
are set as fellows: March 28 and sever. • member selectioncommit- to 1,000 square feet. If the grass
from the accident.
engineer,was enroute to Watervliet with a pilereporting promptly any irregularity transformed, made somethingen29 at Hudsonvillewith exhibits tee Monday at a meeting in the has started growing there may be
In delivery. Write or Phone 3191.
tirely differentfrom it, so that it
brought in on Monday afternoon, Civic Center. Committee members a danger of burning the fertilizer
are representatives of organiza- so it is necessaryto get this on
can be said we have come out
judging and program on Tuesday.
EDUCATION IN'
tions sponsoringthe Community
from it and are separate.
The
event will be held in the Hudyour lawn vithin the next week or
LIBRARY NEEDS
Ambassador program.
The Christianwill relate himself
soonvilleHigh School.
two as to prevent this burning
Now that the city commission properly to himself. He will in a
The Mission Guild of the ChrisMiss
Salm,
the first girl chosen
March 30 and 31st at the North
condition.
has been handed the *>b of making very realistic sense stand off from
tian Reformed Church met last
Shore Community Hall. Entries as Ambassador since the program If you are not certain as to what
b study of the “need, site and himself and evaluate himself. We
week Thursday evening. The openwill be received on Wednesday was adopted in 1951, has elected your lawn needs, we will be glad
are
not
to
think more highly of
ing
devotions
and
Bible
study
was
with judging and program on to spend the summer in GreaJ to run an analysisof your soil and
financing” of the proposed new
Britain.
ourselves than we ought to think.
charge of Rev. John C. MedenSAl’GATUGK
CSiiecial)
make fertilizer recommendations.
Thursday.
Anyone
in
the
area
wishing
to
set
communitylibrary, the time has A proper self appraisement is one
An English and Spanish major, Samples can be broughmt to the
dorp.
article “See God in George C. Wright was reelected
April 4 and 5 at CoopersvilleHigh
or
have
an
open
fire
must
have
come for a public course of in- of the most valuable helps in the
Miss Salm spent the summer of
Everything" was read by Mrs.
village president in annual elec- School. Entries will be received 1953 on a tour sponsoredby the extension office, the Holland Co-op
structionon this subject. When the world. For every individual who a fire permit, according to Harold John W.ersma. Refreshmentswere
or the Farm Bureau Testing
April 4, Monday with a program
people of this city become in- suffers from an inferioritycom- Bowditch. conservation oflicer served by Mrs. Albert Zoet. Mrs. tions held here Monday by defeat- on Tuesday. Judging will be done Hope College Language Depart- Laboratoryat Allendale.
ment with Dr. Donald Brown, Spanformed on the needs and opportun- plex ther are ten at least who are his permit must bp obtainedex- Albert Vos and Mrs. Milton Essink. ing Frank W. Sewers, 187 to 145. on Tuesday
ish professor,as director.
ities, there can be no doubt about suffering from a superioritycomThe meeting was closed by repeat- h total of 340 votes were cast.
If you are interestedin fertilizCommittees
have
been
working
proud^t.
fire b (or domestic ing the Lord’s prayer in unison.
Miss' Salm. whose family lives ing your crops through your irrigathe result
A E. Bainbridge was reelected out the arrangementsfor the style
The people of Holland are too ant, haughty, and disposed to look I purposes or when the ground is Chester Nykerk and Viola Kroeze clerk by defeating Mrs. .Charlotte revue. Cards should be sent to the on a farm near St. Anne, was tion system a new bulletin will tell
canny to throw their money away down upon others.That is nothing covered with snow.
were leaders of the Christian En- Brown. 192 to 130. Mrs. Cornelia otfice for the Talent Show entries. graduated from St. Anne Commu- you how to do this job. Copies of
More damage is caused in dol- deavor in the Reformed church last Gotham was reelected treasurer
nity High 3chool. She worked two this booklet are available by writon all projectsthat enthusiasts less than an awful spiritualstate
years as a bookkeeperand teller ing this office.
clamor for. Quite properly, they to be in. Wt may be assured that lars and cents in the southern part week Tuesday evening, they dis- by polling240 votes. She was unat the National Bank of St. Anne
want to be shown; they want facts if we have overestimated our ap- of Michigan than in the northern. cussed the topic “The Lord’s Pray- opposed.
before entering Hope. She is now
Three trustees elected to two- Specialist
and figures;they refuse to buy a pearance and ability and take oc- Bowditch said. Last year we had er”.
We have been answering quesworking part time at People* State tions on when to fertilizetrees. The
pig in a poke. But in the pas*, they casion to display it, we have gone the best state as well as Ottawa
The Rev A Tellinghuisen.Elder year terms are Ray Anderson who
Bank here and is teaching an answer is "right away." Complete
have Invariably respondedfavor- far toward destroyingour influ- County fire record in many years, James A. Kleinheksel and deacon polled 202 votes, Henry H. Hungerh< said.
evening class in beginning Spanish soil fertilizers are most effective
ably and generously when they ence with others.
Raymond Busscher of the Reform- ford, 188. and .Rithard Hoffman.
Fire permits for burning grass. ed Church attended the spring ses- 162. Candidateswho wore defeatThe Christianwill relate himself
at Holland Community Evening when put on in spring or early
have become convincedthat the
School.
bill of goods offered them was properly to the church. In a sense wedd5. etc., are obtainable from sion of classis in the Harlem Re- ed were Lawrerfce Brooks, 152.
in the growing season. Some proMrs. Lennah Backus, Michigan Active in extra-curricular af- perty owners ran into trouble by
this is necessary to the completion the following "key” men in the formed Church last week Tuesday. Edward Bekken, 141, and Bert
w’orth the price.
State College specialistin parent fairs in high school and at Hope applying fertilizer in the fall. The
The townships; Spring Lake, Ed KosThose who are on the firing line of the Christian relationships.
Three infantsreceived the sacra- Van Dis. 101.
o. the libraryproposal are certain members of the body are helpfully te- and Steve Bottema; . Grand ment of baptism in the Christian Carl Walter was reelected asses- educationand child development Miss Salm currently is presidentof roots began a last minute growth
that the people will react that way related the one to the other, and Haven. Henry Boebek. Joe Siek- Reformed Church Sunday morning. sor by a one-vote margin, defeat- mot with Ottawa County Home the college Spanish Club, member and failed to harden in time for
DemonstrationGroup leaders of the YWCA Cabinet, is an under- winter cold.
in regard to the library. As soon so are the members of the church. man and Marion Dillemback at the They were Linda Joy, daughter of ing Harold Whipple, 159 to 158.
An election also was held in today at Allendale Town Hall. She editor of the Milestone,college year Apply fertilizer early in the
as they have come into possession The church member^ have differ- city fire barn; Crockery. Leo Mr. and Mrs Lloyd- Dampen ; Elof all the facts and the possibili- ent gifts and offices, and no one Brown and Jack Peterson; Robin- wyn Gene, son of Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Monday, with 237 votes led discussionon the “Planning for book, and a member of Kappa Beta spring around trees and shurbs,
son. Felix Pytlinske, Fire Officer Gerrit Schierbeek. and David Lee, cast. Lewis Quade was elected Later Years.”
Phi sorority.
using 1H to 3 pounds of complete
ties. The city commissionwill then is able to do everything.The necesIn discussing the topic, she statHer parents are Mr. and Mrs. fertilizer per 100 square feet of
have the job of finding ways and sity of each doing his own work Glenn Kraai and Conservation Of- son of Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Tim- the new president by defeating the
incumbent. Francis Showers. 133 to ed that it was not long ago that Peter Salm. She is the fifth of area, cultivatingfertilizer into the
means to finish the job at hand. and of all working together is very ficer Harold Bowditch;Allendale merman.
Herman
Bussis
and
William
Sinimportant.
101.
Showers was elected for the we though of older age as a time eight children.
Mrs.
Garret
De
Jong.
Missionary
surface of the soil.
Why no* start now by placing part
when one ceased activity, select- Dr. Brown is president of the
Chemical fertilizerscan be used,
oi the financing in the present The Christian must be sincere.' derman a! the conservation fire from Arabia, was guest speaker in first time last year.
station; Polkton. John Meerman the Reformed Church Sunday eveHoward Schultz. unopposed, ed a comfortable chair by the fire Community Ambassador Associa- such as 10-10-10 or 10-6-4 hut avoid
budget, this seems to be the way The word sincere means without
Blendon and Olive. Henry Geerts ning. Fhe guest singers were a trio was reelected clerk by polling 184 or in the sun and sat out his days tion. Mrs. Henry Steffens is secre- direct contact of soil fertilizerwith
that we handle our financing,we wax. In the olden days when a
the trunk or foliage.
need to make a start somewhere. piece of marble had flaws in it, Port Sheldon. Marion Van Slotten from Hamilton. Mrs. Elwin Maat- votes. Mrs. Bessie Rininger, also in an unimportantrole. Today we tary.
Holland. John Vandeberg. Alvin
Miss Salm is Holland's fifth Figuring about three to four
man, Mrs. Clinton Klingenberg and unopposed, was reelected trea- we are saying that the later years
If the average citizen understood the sculptor would often fill in
of life should not be thought of as Community Ambassador.Don Lub- pr.undsper inch of trunk diameter
sure with 180 votes.
what a mine of wealth,a properly those flaws with wax. When it was Potter and Bert Schuitema: Park Lois Lugten.
Herman Windemuller and Gerald
Three trustees were elected for wasted years, or a time of useles: bers of Holland was the first in in trees more than inches start
Harvey Lubbers, who was ill with
run community library can be for without wax it could be said to be
Bolhuis: Zeeland, John Van Eden
pneumonia was able to leave the three-year terms and one for ness. But rather we should con- 1951. Guy Vander Jagt of Cadillac boring holes four to six feet from
him. his interest would almost cer- sincere. Genuine is another word
Jamestown. Julius Zagers, and Hospital. His new address is Pvt. a one-year term. Winning the sider how these years can be made was chosen in 1952. Bruce Van the trunk. Make the holes 12 to 18
tainly be aroused. For a commu- meaning the same thing. In our
Georgetown, John H. Brink.
Voorst of Holland in 1954. Ail inches deep and about 2 feet apart
Harvey L Lubbers. U. S. 5503011, three-vear posts were Rudolph J. more productive and satisfying
nity library— if it is the real thing love and in our giving and in our
time which has its fair share of were students at Hope College.
in the area under the branches.
Co. B. 128th A O. M. Bn. 3rd. Pit. Shreiher, 126 Sam Manchuso, 119,
—is not merely for student*, not sympathy we are to be whole and
rewards.
Put one or two cupi of fertilizer in
fith Armd. Division, Fort Leonard and Robert Wickes, 122. Charles
merely for the members of intel- sound, to be what we pretend to
Owing to the achievements of
Fosdick with 125 votes won the
each hole and water it down and
Wood, Mo
lectual clubs, not merely for col- be.
medical science people live much
The Christian must be earnest
cover it with soil.
Mr. and Mrs Charles Kraker an- one-year term, defeating A R. Bellege and high school professors,
Gene Hiddinga led the Holland
longer than they did in our grandand
zealous.
Here
is
the
defect
in
Another reminder on controlling
ke
who
received
104
votes.
Other
no! merely for natural bookworms.
Archery Club in shooting for the nounce (he adoption of a threenaren's day. Successful efforts at
anthracnosein rasberries.It will
It is, or should be. quite as much many of our churches. They are not pafct two weeks. Hiddinga fired month-old baby girl. They have candidatesfor three-yearterms
be necessary for you to make plans
were Jack Wickes. 108: Ralph saving life at the earlier ages have
named her Sheryl Lynn.
for the man on a muscle job. for enthusiastic.There is so little fire scores of 758 and 764.
to do some spraying soon. ThorcNlgn
the store clerk, for the office in them. They are without that pas- John l-am finished in the run- Mrs. Ben Averbeek is in the Ball Cartwright. 116. and Everard brought more and more of the
population into the older age
application of liquid lime sulpher
Soil
worker, for the housewife. A really sion which indicated real earnest- nerup spot in the March 2 shoot. clinic -n Missouri where he is tak- Thomas. 103
brackets.
when the leaves of the rasberries
ness
for
the
salvation
of
souls
and
W
C.
Forrester
w
as
elected
asgood library has something for
Other finishers included Chuck ing treatments for an arthritic conWhen the elders among us were
sessor, defeating Douglas Bryan.
everybody; it is the most democra- the edification of believers. We Rozema. 748; Bill Brown. 746; dition.
A farm plan of seeding down are the size of mouse ears will
few
in number their economic and
rarely
go
about
our
work
as
though
120
to
113.
A sistersparty was held at the
tic institution that any community
Jerry Kline. 740; Norma Naber
orchards
and managed under a often control anthracnose throughsocial problems attracted little
out the growing season. Follow
we had hearty interest in it. There 7.58; Don Gaauwe, 718; Mildred home of Mrs. Mutton Lankheet
can possess.
sod-mulch system has been workattention.But if we are becoming
directions on the lime-sulphur
is
nothing
that
dies
so
quickly
as
That fact will have to be transPetroelje. 706: Juke Ten Gate, recently. Those attending were John Bouwman, 84,
a nation of oldsters as many ed out with the Allegan Soil Con- container.
lated into facts and figures by religionwhen the fires burn low. 702; Paul Bark'd, 702 and War- Mrs. Elmei Avink and Ruth, Mrs.
servation district. Lloyd Wark.
signs seem to indicate planning
Ida Avink, Mrs. Jerrold Haverdink Dies in Fruitport
those who are now charged with If the church in the next twenty- ren St. John. 674
cooperator In the Allegan Soil
for this period takes on special
Are you killing large number of
five
years
does
not
recover
somecarryingthe library building ball.
Rich Taylor. 674: John Mulder and Judy and Mrs. Donald Kaper.
Conservationdistrict, reported tosignificance.
rats and mice on your fanyt or
John Bouwman. 81. a former
They will have to make clear that thing of its lost radiance,and 672: Bruce Glass, 664 . Jukie. Ten A group of women from here were
Perhaps no one enjoys the day.
many, many citizensfail to draw somethingof its abandoned spirit- Gate. 660; Deane Mulder. 660; entertained in the home of Mrs.. resident of Muskegon and BoreuWark reported that a Soil Con- your property and they still seem
thoughts
of really growing old but
to be Increasing in number? Good
dividends from an institution that ual purpose and passion,there will Webb Dalman. 658; Harvey Cle- Henry Hoekje of Hamilton last lo, died Saturday morning at 2935
servation service technician visitwe
need to remember with the
rodent killing programs do little
be
a
sad
story
to
tell.
week
Friday
afternoon.
They
were
Park
St.,
Fruitport,
where
he
has
could help them in a variety of
ments 652: Joyce Rarkel 644;
ed his farm in response to his apThe apostle Paul's admonition to Don Brower. 652: Al Petroelje Mrs. Justin Brink. Mrs. Harry Slot- lived since his wife died in Octo- poet “That to he 70 years young plicationfor soil conservation as- good unless you also practicegood
w-ays. They fail to do this, in part
is somtimes far more cheerful
housekeeping. To discourage
at least, because Holland's library Timothy applies to any Christian 631: bred Ter Vice. 596; Andy man, Mrs Justin Schipper. Mrs. ber. 1952.
sistance. Since that time, Wark
and
hopeful than to be 40 years
who
would
like
his
life
to
count
Surviving
are
four
sons
Ralph,
said, a difference in the quality rodents, you should have proper
has always been given a kind of
Naber. 592; Mike Lam 585; Mill Ben Browet and Maggie Lampen.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Tellinghuisen of West Olive. John, of Borculo, old.”
hole-in-the-walltreatment. It has positively. It underscores the pow- Dangremond. 580; Rarh Rozema
and yield of fruit on his farm has food storage and sanitary disposM
Another meeting will be held in
of wastes. New infectationscan
er
of
good
example.
What
a
ChristHenry,
of
Holland,
and
Ray,
of
not been able to do what any self56f : Bill Paine, 445 and Larry of Sibley. Iowa, arrived at the Rev.
been noticed.
the Zeeland City Hall on March
Tellinghuisenhome last week Wed- Fruitport; four daughters. Mrs. J.
Improved soil structure brought be prevented by continuous conrespecting communityshould ex- ian says, the leadership he may Hager. 431.
exert, 'he influence he may have as
J. Steigenga. of Ripi»on. Calif., 18 at 10 a m. for Home Demonstra- about by an increased amount trol. That means killing new
March 9 scorers include Bil’ nesday for an indefinite stay.
pect of it.
tion Group leaders in the Holland.
a
Christian,
the
strength
of
his
Mrs. Artie Schut, who was stay- Mrs. Bernard Bosman. of North
of organic matter being in- animals with traps or poison bait
Brown. 722: Jerry Kline. 716:
Give the public the fact* about
Zeeland and Hudsonville area. Mrs.
the community library needs and testimony, all depend on his per- Ghuck Rozema. 712- Norma Na- ing with the Tellinghuisens.left for Holland, Mrs. Elmer Schilleman, Grace Vander Kolk. Home Dem- corporated into the soil is the chief stations.
It pays to “sell” rodent control
sonal character as exhibited by ber. 710; Mildred Petroelje.696 Grand Rapids Friday to visit her of Phoenix. Ariz.. and Mrs. Lu
reason for the larger yeild, Wark
. opportunities, and there is little
onstration Agent, will lead discusbelieves.Wark mentioned he uses to your neighbors and your comHarvev Clements. 676; Paul Rar- son's family and will leave for her Cazeaux. of San Francisco: a sis, doubt that the people will respond, his public and private behavior.
sion.
In his personal life he was to he kel. 674. Al Petroelje,660; Webb home m Minnesotafrom there.
ter. Mrs. Mary Meyering. of Holliberal amounts of fertilizer to munity. If you have trouble with
a: Holland has always responded
a
good
example
of
wholesome,
establish and maintain the sod in rodents, your neighbors may have
Dalman. 631; Don Brower. 612
Gerald Immink, Leslie Hoff- land; a step-brother, Albert, of
to genuine needs.
happy friendliness in his relation to Andy Naber, 610 and Joyce Bar- man. Harold Kronemeyer and Holland; four step-sisters. Mrs. 4-H Project Emphasizes
orchards, but pointed out tht sod the same trouble.
A folder on rat and mouse conthe brethren. Religiouslyhe was to kcl, 610
Henry
Sprick.
Mrs.
Henry
Vander
is providingfertilizer in the orFrank fmmmk as representatives
trol which tells about how to kill
Holland Killers Edged
Safety Measures
he a man ot faith in God. devoted,
ganic form to the trees.
Roh Wiersma. 598: Mel Jousma. of the Reformed Church spent the Veen. Mrs. Henry Boss and Mrs.
devout, believing.Morally, his life 595: Fred Ter Wee; 564; Rarh weekend in Canada to select a con- I^onard Kammeraad,all of HolALLEGAN (Special)- Safety in Wark encouragedother farmers the rodents on your property and
By One Point in Match
was lo be clean and chaste. By a .....
Rozema, 541 and I^rry Hager. gregation that the local church will land; 36 grandchildren and several the home and safety on the farm to contact their local Soil Conser- how to go about keeping it rat-frpe
are two of the goals in the health vation Districts for assistance in is available at the county office,
help financiallythis coming year. great grandchildren.
The Grand Rapids rifle club life of good will, of strong faith 458
in
God
and
of
purity
he
would
beand safety 4-H club program. formulating a soil conservation Grand Haven.
took over the lead in the St. Joe
Both boys and girls are entered in farm plan and technical help In
Valley league by defeating Hol- come i convincing example of the
installingthe essential conservaland by one point here Friday Christian message he proclaimed.
this project
Other goals include improvement tion practices for their farm.
night The score of the match was
of personal health and eating hab1,447 to 1,446.
The Home Economics club will
Gleaners Class Meets
its and teaching of simple first aid.
Clarence Baker led Holland with
meet next Tuesday evening, March
Members also learn of the facili- Annual Dinner to Fete
291 points. Other Holland shooters In Recreational Room
22, at the home of Mrs. Comie
ties of county and local health
include Russell Kleis, 289; Glenn
Vanden Bosch. The lesson will be
The
Gleaners
Class
of
Third
ReLocal
Basketball
Teams
agencies and hospitals.
Bonnette. 289; Don Prins, 289 and
“Planning for Later Years." The
In line with the movement for
Jarvi* Ter Haar, 288. This is Ter formed Church met in the recreaHolland’sthree scholastic bas- roll call will be answered by an
tional room in the church Friday
better driving by teenagers, this
Haar’s lowest score in the last five
ketball teams, Holland Christian, original limerick.
evening. In charge of the fellowproject includes a study of auto
years of competition.
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Vander
Holland High and Hope College
traffic, bicycle and pedestriansafeGrand Rapids scorers included ch'p meeting was Miss Dena MulBrink
of Hudsonville were guests
and th?ir managers and coaches,
ty practices
Russell Brown. 292; Roy Denton, ler' P^CSldpn,• Mrs. Ben Du Mez
at the home of Mrs. Sena Redder
will be guests of the Holland Lions
<291; Georie GilUgan, 289;" Born- conduc,ed devotions
In the (arm safety project there
and John Saturday evening.
Club at a banquet Tuesday, March
is a study of how to prevent acard Vander Pol, 288 and Donald Class members reported that 113
Mr. and Mrs. Hienie Kamphuis
22 at 6:30 p.m. in the Tulip Room
calls had been made on the sick
cidents with machinery, how to
Dean, 287.
and family of Grand Haven visited
of
the
Warm
Friend
Tavern.
and shutins during January and
handle livestocksafely and how to
Paul Goebel of Grand Rapids, their mother, Mrs. Sarah HasseFebruary.
prevent farm fires.
former
Big 10 football official, voort Sunday.
Games,
arranged
by
the
proLocal Woman Injured
and
M.
L. (Bud) Hinga, former Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence LemMrs. Harriet Kruithof, 44. of gram committee, were directed by
men, who purchased the Albert
Hope
College
footballand bssket*
Dr.
Kaiper
Speaks
Mrs.
John
Kooiker.
A
social
time
525 State St.; was treated for
Meengs farm last fall, have again
hall
coach,
will
be
the
speakers.
head injuries Monday afternoon followed. Hostesses welcoming
sold it. The new owner is Clarence
At
Maplewood
Meet
There is a possibility a Big 10 basreceived when a car in which she members and serving refreshments
Weener.
The ChristianFellowship Club of ketball film will be shown.
was • passenger was involved in a were Miss Jennie Karsten. Mrs.
Commitment rites were held
Maplewood
Reformed
Church
met
The
local
Lions
club
has
sponsorrollilionwith a car operatedby Marius Mulder and Mrs. Ben VanSaturday
afternoon at the local
Tuesday
evening.
Ivan
Compagner,
ed the basketball banquet for *vRussell Huyscr. 55, of 269 East den Berg.
cemetery for Edgar Wyman, who
president,opened the meeting. De- eral
,
24th St Mrs. Kruithof was riding
died unexpectedly of a heart atvotions were led by Mr. and Mrs.
in a car driven by Gary Kruithof,
tack last week. He was a resident
Milt Gertrude Lokerse
Gordon
Holleman.
•58, of 525 State St; as it was beoi \ Spring Lake and a relativeof
Tries to Interest Youths
The
Maplewood
Four
sang
two
ing backed out of the Kruithof Succumbs at Age 67
Rep. Gerald R. Ford, Jr., is the Bill Brady family.
numbers, “King's Highway” and
driveway. City police investigated
Mrs. Calvin Fox and Mrs. Harry
lings, John A. Tucker, Marvin Vugteveenand Joe
“He Arose." Speaker for the even- soliciting young men betwesn the
COMPLETE FIRST AID COURSB-This group
(Special)
Miss
Nephew were visitors at the home
ages
of
17
and
21
to
take
the
com
Bolte.
A
similar
class
recently
completed
a
ing.
was
Dr.
Walter
Kuiper
who
of
local
persons
recently
completed
a
Red
Cross
GertrudeLokerse, 67. formerly of
Marriage Licenses
course in Zeeland under the direction of Mrs.
spoke on “Modem Progress in petitive examinationfor appoint- of Mr. and Mrs. Jhck Nieboer
first aid course in Junior High School under the
Zeeland, died Saturday morning
Ottawa County
Gertrude De Weerd of Hudsonville.Mrs. De
Heart Disease.” Emerson Tanis ment to the United States Mechant Tuesday evening.
directionof Joe Bolte. In front row, left to right,
at Pine Rest Sanitariumat CutMarine Achdemy which will bs
Roger Dale Kragt, 22, and lerviile. She had been a patient are Mrs. Foster Brummel, Mrs. Wayne Alderink,
Weerd has been conducting a similar course in
closed with prayer.
Dismantledsawmills have left a
Phyllis Ruth Nienhuif, 21, both of there for 26 years.
Hudsonville. Classes also were held in CoopersServing refreshmentswere Mr. given April 11 at Civil Service
Willard WiUink, Mrs. Willard WiUink and Reu___________
^
sawdust
mountain, 1.000 feet long,
centers
throughout
the
nation.
The
and
Mrs.
John
Schripsema,
Mr.
ville
under
Robert
McCracken
and
in
Allendale
Holland; Harold A. Paul, 28, Chiben
B.
Meyer.
Standing
are
Foster
Brummel,
Surviving aye two brothers,GilMrs. Jay Bruischat and Mr. and academy Is locatad at Kings Point, 000 feet wide and 100 feet deep in
under Mrs. Esther Vander Ploeg.
and Ruth A. Kuit, 22, Zee- bert Lokerse of Marion, Ill>, and
Wayne Alderink, fceRoy Baas, Charmain Vil-
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Park Engine Answers
1

Four New Houses

School Children

Three Calls Saturday
MunicipalJudge Cornelius van
der Meulen had scheduled a trial
one afternoonearlier this week
for a vouthful traffic offender.The
hour was neat and into the judge’s
office marched a young chap saying, “I guess I’m as ready as I’ll
ever be."

Included in Week’s
Building Permits
Fifteen applications for buildin? permits totalin?$52,607 were
filed last week with Building Inspector Laverne Serne in the city
engineers'soffice in City Hall. The
applications,four of which are for
new houses, follow:
Mrs. Mary Arendshorst, 51 East
12th St., remodel kitchen, new
sink and cupboards, $200: self,

‘•Right this way." the judge said,

and they moved toward the court

eontractor.
Dutch Mill Restaurant. 5 West
Eighth St., reroof, $190; Holland
Ready Roof, contractor.
.(
Bolhuis Lumber and Manufacturing Co., partialreroof, $490; Holj land Ready Roof, contractor.
Tower Clock Building, 190-192
River Ave. reroof. $804; Holland
Ready Roof, contractor.
Mrs. Tony Vander Bie, 265 West
12th St., reroof, $300; Holland
Ready Roof, contractor.
Dena Ekfe, 75 West 19th St., asbestos siding, $723; Holland Ready
Roof, contractor.

Pageant at Civic Center

bish. fire chief
muller said.

Herman Winde- Elementary schools.
The presentation will be

Judge Orders

Papers Impounded
GRAND RAPIDS

Ever refiecton the vagaries of
the human mind, or on man’s inhumanity to man, and feel just a
little down about some of the materialistic instinctsin life today?
Mrs. Marie Woldring, fifth grade
teacher at Longfellow school, had
cause to reflect on the rightness
of things, after reading what her
pupils wrote on the assignment,
"Five Wishes for Anythingin Ihe

-

HAVEN

charge.

.

Stage

Park Township Fire Engine Na
2 answered three calls to put out
grass fires Saturday. The first
A Christian flag afloat and a
call came at 10:15 a m. to put out
large world globe flanked by chila fire on 160th Ave.
Two afternoon calls came at dren In colorful foreign coatume Child Burned by Scalding
1 p m. to Riley St. and 144th Ave., will introduce the audience to "Ye Water in Spring Lake
and 2 p.m. to the North Shore Are My Witnesses,” and elaborate
(Special)
Community Stables.All were pageant to be presented Thursday, GRAND
caused by careless burning of rub- March 24. by Holland Christian Four-year-oldJennie Vink was

room.

The judge s secretary sprang into action and overtook the judge
before he entered the court room.
The chap was a Boy Scout ready
to take an exam for a merit badge,
not to be tried on a speeding

to

al

(UP)

-Feder-

Judge W. Wallace Kent

has

ordered that papers documentsand
records in the possession of a for-

mer

official

given
at Civic Center, beginning at
7:30 p.am.
A dramatic presentation of missionary wmrk being done at home
and aboard, the pageant was written by a committee of six including Cobie Bos, Fredrlca De Jong,
Margaret Gerritsen. Sylvia Stiel
stra, Mildred Schrotenboer and
Albertha Bratt.
A cast of more than 300 will
take part in the presentation,with
most of the music being provided
by the 115-voice ‘Eighth Grade

of Holland Furnace Choir. Marjorie Wedeven

burned on the left hand and both
legs at 8 p.m. Friday when her
mother accidentallydropped a teakettle of scalding water on the
child.

Jennie,daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
of Vlsser and
Sonth Sts., Spring Lake, was first
taken to a Spring Lake physican
and who took her to the Municipsl
Hospital,escorted by Police Chief
Levingstone.
The mother reported the kettla
was knocked against a stairposL

Herman Vink; comer

will

Co. be impounded for a period of serve as accompanist for the evesix

years. #

ning.

Name Men Watch
Sculptor at His Work

Holy

The song "Go Ye Into All the
Members of St. Francis de Sales
Wot Id” will be the theme for the Holy Name Men saw Leo Jungblut,
against William H. Boer of Hol- performance.The narrator will sculptor, at work, it their meeting
land, former secretary and assist- remind listeners that this com- Thursday evening. Jungblut workWorld."
Here
are
some
of
the ant treasurer of the company, to mand still stands,1900 years after ed a piece of clay Into a living
Marvin J. Lemmen. 330 West
force him to return papers he it was spoken by Christ. Scenes likeness of Bernard Donnelly.
wishes
28th St., new house and garage. 24
Wish everyone in the world would took with him w’hen he left the which follow will show how the
While he worked Ted Jungblut,
by 42 feet and 13 by 21 feet, frame
church has obeyed the command hi: brother,told some of the sculpfirm in June, 1953.
have enough food and clothing.
construction,$8,000 and $500; self,
The furnace firm's suit contend- and will present a challenge for tor's history.He has done more
Wish everybody would obey the
contractor.
ed that Boer "wrongfully retained more consecrated labor.
10
oommandmepts
and
mind
the
than 100 pieces of art in Europe
GETTING READY FOR YOUTH ACHIEVEchairman. Youth Achievement has both exFrederick Van Wieren, 127 West
The audience will be transported in wood, clay, bronze and marble.
in his personal possession and his
Golden
Rule
28ih St., new house and garage
MENT — A snappy poster designed by Verne C.
hibits and performance, the former in the
Wish the whole world at peace custody personal documents" be- to many mission fields. They will One of his largest pieces Is tn
30 by 27 feet and 20 by 22 feet,
Hohl promoting Youtn Achievement,March 29
museum and the performancec o n t e s t s in
be guests in a Zuni Indian home, altar. 20 by 20 feet, in marble for
longing to his former employer.
forever.
feet, frame and brick constructo April 2 is examined by a group of hobby
Holland High School March 29 and 31. Youth
At n hearing. Friday, attorneys where the men are making tur- St. Clemens Maria Church In HUMore
missionaries
in
the
world
t tion, $12,000 and $1,000;self, conA polio shot that would work and for both Boer and the furnace quoise jewelry and their pagan versum, the Netherlands.
show leaders gathered in Netherlandsmuseum
Achievement replaces the hobby shows which
' tractor.
company conferred with Judge prayer sticks.They will see a
He also has done the Last Supcure people
to decide where various displays are to be
have been sraged for the last several years.
Roger Israels, 299 West 29lh St.,
Kent in court and reached a set- group of Nigerian children learn- per in wood for a Muskegon Church
More
lasting
friendships
in
the
new house and garage, 30 by 60
placed. From left to right are P.T. Moerdyk
This year's show is sponsoredby the Holland
ing Christian songs while other and a Christ the King crucifix for
tlement of the suit.
world.
feet and 22 by 24 feet, $13,000 and
RecreationDepartment and the Chamber of
of the museum staff, John Emmick, Verne C.
Kent ordered the' documents, children form a line of natives Grace Episcopal Church In Holland.
Everybody
obey
the
laws
of
the
$1,000;self, contractor.
Hohl, Eleanor De Free of the Hope College art
Commerce.
etc., impounded for a period of six waiting for treatmentby doctors
country.
Fred Dorgelo. 103 West 28th St.,
department,H. Frans and Joe Moran, general
(Sentinel photo)
Some of the wishes were a little years dating from July 1, 1953. and nurses who minister to the
remodel kitchen, change cupboards
Cases Listed
more down to earth— as would be They are to be held in jiossession afflicted Africans.A colorful back
and change windows, $300; Julian
GRAND
Special)
ground of native huts will give the
of the US. marshal here.
expected.
One
little
girl
wished
Oetman contractor.
DischargedFriday were James
devoions and Rosemarie Kish
A
number
of cases have been listscene reality.
Kent
said
the
company
has
a
Peoples State Bank, 36-38 East presented a talk "The Distractions
Hietbrink. 183 East 28th St.; that her cat would go to heaven
To inform the audience of the ed for the April term of the Otright to make plthtostatsof the
Eighth St., addition 29 by 14 feet, of Little Things." Pat Parker sang
Mrs. AlexanderChabe and baby, too. Anothei wanted Liberace’s records and documents and that scope of neighborhoodevangeliza- tawa Circuit Court which opens at ,
brick construction. $5,000; self, two solos with Ruth Wright as
147 East 16th St.; Adolph Johnson, autograph. Still another wished all
they should In* made available to tion and the need it presents,some 2 p.m. on April 5. There art IS
contractor.
route 3, Fennville; Mrs. Dan the people could travel. One little both parties on written applica- fourth grade children will stage a criminal cases; 17 civil cases—
accompanist.Mrs. A. Pyle gave
girl
wanted
a
horse,
stable,
feed
Five Star Lumber Co.. 87 West the SpiritualLife meditation and
Meeusen. 126 West 16th St.; Mrs.
and all the accoutrements.Sev- tion. hut they must bo examined in lively game which tests their jury; 14 civil cases— non— Jury;
29th St., house and garage, 37 by a series of prayers followed.HostFollow'ingis the 49th in the ser- Cesarea Melendez.195 West 17th
knowledge of the local mission 31 chancerycases-contested;one
the presence of the court.
24 feet and 18 by 20 feet, frame esses were Mrs. Vander Molen, ies of articlestake from news of St.; Mrs. Carrie Rozema, route 2; eral wished for baby brothers and
defaultchancery case and 24 cases
The
opinion states; "The court front.
construction.$7,400 and $600; self, Mrs. Heyboer and Miss Lena Grit. the Ottawa County Times published Keith Raak. 210 North River Ave.; sisters.
The story of Joseph Epstein is in which no progress has been
is satisfied that the defendant,
One
young
luminary
wished
for
contractor.
Mrs. Floyd W. Todd. 119 CamA meeting of the Forth Zeeland more than 50 years ago.)
William Boor, was not guilty of full of dramatic episodes,based on mad# for more than one year.
spring all the time. Real bright,
James Miller. 372 West 21st St., Home Economics Club was held at
The
Rev.
Dr. H. E. Dosker an- bridge.
any inlen'ionnl or wilful wrong or his true life story. By asserting
rear porch, -emove window's and the home of the president, Mrs.
Admitted Saturday were William huh?
nounced a few days ago to the stuviolationof any duty to the plain- nis belief in Jesus, the Jewish boy
'* put on siding,frame construction,
Henry Pyle, the past. week. .The dents at Western Theological Se- Pontious, 325 Washington Blvd
tiff company in retainingpossess- alienateshimself from friends and
$100; Jacob Essenburg contracOne elementaryteacher this ion of the documents in question. family and is considered "dead"
members responded to the roll call minary that he had accepted the Judith, Vande Bunte. 1189 South
tor.
Shore; Diane Bakkcr. route 1. week disoussd the word "ain’t”
by giving a religious saying of the
by those who reject the gospels.
Frank Pifer. 162 East Ninth St., Bible by a president.Mrs. Grace call to the chair of church history West Olive; Donald Ten Brink. 316 with her class. She pointed out In fact, it appears to the court
at
the
Presbyterian
Theological
that the defendanthad what he The pageant presents six scenes
reroof.$500. $500; Bittner Roofing
that the word is used as a substiVander Kolk was guest speaker on Seminary at Louisville. Ky., began West 16th St.
felt to he good and sufficient reas- on Epstein, talented trumpet playand Home Modernization Co., conDischargedSaturdaywere Glen tute for many word forms, among
the topic "Better Lighting in the a story in the Dec. 26 issue of the
to retain and preserve them. er who devotes his life to Chirst’s
tractor.
Home." She also showed slides Ottawa County Times published in Crowle, 101 Front St.. Allegan; them is not. are not, am not. and a In order to recognize the Ultimate service.
I^eonard Vogelzang. 439 Columdemonstrating "Color in the 1902 by the late M. G. Manting. Floyd Klein, 224 Cambridge; Mrs. lot others.
or the right of the plaintiff The closingscene will return the
bia Ave., remodel kitchen, $500;
When she was finished, one right
Home." Refreshments were served Some time ago a call was ex- Bert De Graaf, 263 Beach Ave.;
company
to the ultimate owner- entire cast to the stage for the
self, contractor.
by the hostess. The next meeting tended to him which he declined Mrs. John L. Kammeraad. route youngs'er expounded. "Boy. that ship of the documents, and the final challenge to the audience and
o the club will be held March 31 but the seminary officials sent him 4: Erwin D. Mulder. 257 East saves a lot of work and time, interestof the defendant in the the singing of the theme.
a: the home of Mrs. Lou Meeuw- a second unanimous call and he Ninth St.; Mrs. Peter Brieve. 13 doesn't it."
preservation of the documents in
The 'eacher was absolutelystopEast 19th St.; Mrs. Joe Havinga.
sen.
the interim period, it is ordered Jamestown Resident
had to accept. He has been profesLast Thursday evening the Zee- sor at the local seminary for nine 605 136th Ave.; Tony Steinforl. 206 ped.
that the documents and the index
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Van Hoven
East 15th St.; Diane Bakker, route
of the same which have been de- Dies in Gr^nd Rapids
and daughter Winifred recently land Coliseum was the scene of a years.
1: West Olive.; Judith Vande
Phil Harrington writes from Euskating party of 4-H members and
livered to the court shall be imenjoyed a four weeks trip to MexiThere was a family gathering at Bunte. 1189 South Shore Dr.
ZEELAND (Special) -John S
rope that he’s spending a few
families.
pounded by the court. The possess Roelofs, 62. of Jamestown died
co and several southern states.
the home of Mr. and Mrs. George
Admitted Sunday were Mrs. Joe weeks there doing stories for I^ook
Texas, Louisiana, and Mississippi.
H. Souter, at Beechwood on Christ- Highstreet.537 Pinecrest; Mrs. magazine.His wife, Anne, opened ion of them shall be retained by Saturday morning at St. Mary's
mas Eve. it being the 73rd anni- Mamie Hill. 236 West 20th St.; in an off-Broadwayplay a short Ihe United States Marshal of this Hospital in Grand Rapids where
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Ventzel and ]\flrs. Winifred Dllffy
district for a period of six years
.% son Billy have returned to
J
versary of his birthday. Children Marilyn Overbeek,route 4; Roger time ago. She plays the lead.
he had been for two weeks.
from and after the first day of ‘Surviving are the wife formerly
home in Big Bay after visiting his Dies in Grand Haven
and grandchildren to the number Borr, route 3.
July. 19.33, unless otherwise order- Nellie Nederveld. one sister. Mrs.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. William
of 22 enjoyed the evening which
FREE ESTIMATES
Discharged Sunday were Mrs.
PublisherMark Haines of the
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special!
Fannie Nederveld; three brothers,
Wentzel for a week. They came
featured vocal and instrumental John Arendshorst. 85 West 11th Sturgis Journal has written that ed in the meantime."
Laurent
K
Varnum,
Grand
RaKrod and Bnrt Roelofs of Hudsonbecause of the illness of Mrs. Mrs. Winifred Duffy, 73. died music and an oyster supper
St.; Mrs. Harold Door. 893 Colum- he and Ois wife are having a great
pids attorney, representedBoer. ville and Henry Rqelofs of ZutWentzel.
Saturday morning at her home, At a meeting of the directorsof bia Ave.: Mrs. Vernon Webster and time on their trip to Europe. He
Mr. and Mrs. Abe Post of this 1127 Washington St., following a the sugar company held in St. baby, 364 MarquetteRd.. Wauka- wrote from Spain and at that He said his client was only inter- phen and several nephews and
ested in preserving the papers and nierrg.
Louis, Mich.. John C. Post of Hol- zoo; Mrs. Dale Borgman and baby. time was headed for Naples and
city and Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
not keeping them in his possession
lingering illness. She was born in
Mr. Roelofs was born in Zeeland
land was elected president and 453 West 20th St.: Mrs. Donald Rome.
Ter Haar of Holland have .eturned
He said be wanted \ indicationof township, son of the late Mr. and
from a two-month trip to Califor- Sandwich.III.. Dec. 14, 1882. and Charles M. McLean also of Hol- Rienstra and baby. Hamilton; M"S.
Boer's characterwhich has been Mrs. Steven Roelofs. He formerly
29 I 6th St.
Phone SI26
nia. They also visited Mr. and Mrs. was married in Chicago on March land, general manager. Contracts Bi rend Klompmakerand baby,
One of PiesidentEisenhower's hurt by publicityin the case.
was a carpenter.
John Heyboer in California.Mrs. 19. 1900, to Tom Duffy. She was foi constructionof the plant were 4,a East 14th St.; Mrs. Jay Vander illustrious -and departed - predeEdward M McCohh, local attorHeyboer is the former Marguerite a life member of the Presbyterian let to the National Const niction Meulen and bahv, 427 Hazel Ave.; cessors in the armed service*
ney who represented Holland FurPost.
Church in Sandwich and had lived company of Detroit. This is the Donald Ten Brink, 31b West 16th thought there was not much to be- nace Co. contended that the
The F.E.A. of Zeeland High in the Grand Haven area since second factory St. Louis has se- St.
ing president
papers should tie recognizedas
Scrappy toys;
cured in the past year.
School sponsored a movie "The 1944, coming from Detroit.
Hospital births include a son.
Admiral George ("You may fire property of the company.
John
J.
Rutgers,
who
will
soon
Palomino" at the Lincoln elemenStephen
Glenn,
born
Saturday
to
when
you
are
ready.
Gridley")
Besides the husband. Tom, who
Judge Kpnt made no disposition
L/P supplies paper stqck, iron and
tary school gymnasium Friday. is a retired industrial designer,she leave to take up the duties of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Tcusink. Dewey said in 1900: "I am con- as to who will get the papers at
steel scrap, rag stock, etc., to th«
There were three showings.
is survived by two daughters. Mrs. registerof deeds gave a farewell 864 Washington Ave ; a son Michael vinced that the office of the presi-i ond of Slx VPnrs.
largest consumers.
Cornelius Hoezee. principal of Robert Payne of Grand Haven and party to the members of Hose Co. Carl, born Saturday to Mr. and dent is not such a very difficult
Mrs. William Miller. 160 West one to fill, his duties being mainly
elementary department, was guest Mrs. C. T. McCreary,of Albuquer- No. 2 a few evenings ago.
It is many years ago that the Ninth St.; a son. Brian Lee. horn to execute the laws of Congress." Children Start Blaze
•» spcakei at a meeting of the Future que. New Mexico; a son. Case of
Teachers.He discussed "Elemen- Highland Park, 111., and five grand- Hope College YMCA started the Saturday to Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Children playing with a foldor
always buying
materials
Pine Creek Sunday School. The Nyhoff, 40 East 28th St.; a son.
tary Teaching."
children.
This the story of a fellow who! of matches were blamed for a fire
Leonard
Jay.
born
Saturday
to
Mr.
"Beechwood"
school
on
the
north
Dr. Walter Kuipers. Holland
is nearing the age he'll never Friday afternoonnear the Peter
side of the bay and the schools and Mrs. Jacob Feddema, route achieve. By that we mean middle Hoving home on IBKth A\e. Eire
medical doctor was speaker at a
at Waverly and Holland Center are 1. Allendale: a daughter, Cristi age, and by the time anybody admeeting of the Future Nurses' Muskegon Mathematics
Chief Herman Windemuller said
also conducted hy the students. Ann. born Saturday to Mr. and mits being middle-aged he's usual- tlie blaze burned a small area of
Gub of Zeeland High School. He InstructorSuccumbs
120 Rivtf Ave
Holland, Mkk
Christmas entertainments are Mrs. Jerry De Jonge. 160 Douglas ly antique
ipok,‘ on the qualitiesof a good
grass and part of a lumber pile.
nurse and related personal experGRAND HAVEN (.Special! always provided. At the Holland Ave ; a daughter. Tern Lee. born Well, this fellow was out walkiences of his work. The club was Claire C. Cook. 56. of Muskegon Center school the exercise took Sunday to Mr and Mrs. Gary Vis- ing with a younger, spryer fellow.
shown two movies recentlydealing who taught physics and mathe- place Friday night. Miss Anna scher, route 1.
Right in the midst of crossing the
with Red Cross work.
street,the signal light turned. and
matics in Muskegon high school Beukcma making the opening adThe regular monthly meeting of for 26 years, died unexpectedly dress and Willianm Venhuizenthe
the younger chap sprinted to the
Two Hurt in Accident
the Mission Grcle of First Re- early Saturday morning in Hack- closing address.
curb and made it, leaving our hero
Born to Mr. and Mrs Nicholas At Highway Junction
formed Church was held last Tues- ley Hospital. He had been ill only
waiting in the middle.
AT HOME AND AT
Toppen, West 15th St., on Sunday,
day evening. Mrs. J den Ouden. one day.
The younger chap called out.
president, was in charge of the
GRAND HAVEN (Special) - "Hey! What you wailm over there
THE
Surviving are the wife, the a daughter.
John Kerkhof has been elected Two persons were treated in Muni- for'’"
business meeting Mrs. Bernard former Ruth Vandenberg of Grand
Poest read and briefly discussed Haven; two sons. Phillip and by the council to succeed John
Our hero yelled hack: "Because,
cipal Hospita1 following a two-car
THAT MAKES
the constitution of the new mission- David at home; a daughter. Mrs. Rutgers, register of deeds-elect,
I'm too young to die and too old
ary union of the Zeeland classis. A Richard D. McDiarmid' of St. as supervisor in the first district. accident at 2:40 p m. Sunday at the to run."
Employes of the Cappon and junction of US-31 and M-50 in
deputation team from Hope College Charles,Mo.; two sisters,three
For Variety Try Our Crack1 was in charge of the program. brothers,a grandchild,a step Bertsch Leather Co. were each pre- Grand Haven township.Drivers
A minister told his Sunday School

The Holland Furnace Co. filed
suit in federal court a week ago
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TWO GOOD PLACES

BAKED FRESH- DAILY!

TO EAT
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Dorothy Benes was in charge of mother and a

stepsister.

.

,

dollar
iChristmas
. were Donald ci i m

sented with a bright silver
•
in place of the usual
turkey.
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Automatic Transmission
Service

and Repair

FENDTS AUTO SERVICE
344

WEST 16TH

ST.

PHONE

•

6-6660
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State Farm Cuts Rate

On Auto

Insurance!

Dr. A. C V. R. Gilmore was presented with a fine ivory handled
ebony baton a few days ago by
the members of the chorus which
Ihe doctor has had under his direction. The jhorus is composed of
Misses A. Habermann, B. Pfansti*

.i .
___
Sloothaak. 19. route children the story about a shepr___ hard who found a sick lamb and
^ Holland and James W. Frame,
wrapped it in one of his garments
52, Grand Haven, both headed and took it home to nurse it back

.j

south.

to health.

State police said Frame was at"Now," he concluded, "do any
tempting a left turn from the of you know a story in which such
wrong lane of traffic. The Frame a kind action was expressed’"
car ended up in the ditch in the
There was a silence. Then a little
"island” of the dual highway. girl said:
ehl, M. Dykema, A. Yates. J. Frame received facial cuts and
"I didn't see this myself, hut I
Kleyn, E. Van Zwaluwenberg,K. chest injuries and his wife, Har- heard my Daddy tell our neighbor
I-.anstiehl, J. Werkman, R. Werk- riet, received scalp lacerationsand that he put his shirt on a horse
man, R. Davidson, G. Yates, Mrs. a fractured right arm. Both were and lost it."
h. Diekema and J. Dykema, M. taken to the hospital.
Frame's 1950 model was damagDykema, I. Slooter. T. W. Oakley,
ed about $300 and Sloothaak's1952 Chooses Jail Term
F. Kleyn and G. Kraus.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Tuesday evening members of the model about $75 Frame was chargHope Church Sunday School enjoy- ed with failpre to yield the right J'lmes Sullivan of Grand Haven
chose to spend three days in the
ed a banquet in the church parlors. of way.
county jail Saturday, rather than
Dr. J. W. Beardslee led in prayer
pay $15 fine and $5.10 costs imafter which the supper was serv- Troopers Apprehend
jHised by MunicipalJudge Jacob
ed. Recitations and speeches were
Ponstein on a Charge of being
rjide by Frankie Kleinheksel, Foursome in Stolen Car
drunk and disorderly.Sullivan was
Paul McLean, ChristineKleinheksel
arrested by city police Friday
GRAND HAVEN (Special )3
Evelyn Keppel and Et/lel Dykstra.
night.
Two
state
police
troopers
appreA surprise was given Rev. J. T.
Bergen by presenting him with a hended the driver of- a stolen car
and his companions early Satursolid gold watch and chain.
day on US-31 in Spring Lake town-

is

now

a better buy

than ever! Low rates have just been lowered even
more to

reflect the careful driving records of

mem-

ROAD

bers in this area. And you get the unexcelled protection and service for which State Farm

See me

is

famous.

for details)

State Farm

Mutual

Ben Van Lente, Agent

177 COLLEGE

AVE.

PHONE 7131

uthorlffd rtpmen tathe.

ed Wheat, Rye and White

rout

ship.

tHoApiial Thobu
Admitted to Holland Hospital
Friday were Mrs. Joe Havinga, 605
136th Ave.; Mrs. Anna Broekema,
209 North Third; Keith Raak, 210
North River; Gary Kelly,' Saugatuck; Mrs. Chester WUterdink, 352
East Fifth St; Mrs. Jennie Moore,
116tt East 18th St.; Erwin Mulder, 257 East Ninth St.; Jason De
Kock, 620 East Lincoln, Zeeland;
Garald Marsh. 183 West 10th SL

Troopers D.L. Finkbeiner and

Richard Sheppard spotted

stolen car by its license number,
which had been reported stolen
ort of Muskegon Friday morning.
They ordered the driver to the side
of the road.
The driver, Albert M. Feister,
24, Muskegon, and his companions,
Edward Francis Kuzyk, 19, also
of Muskegon and two RLyeaivold
girls were turned over to Muskegon
county authoritiet.
.
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All

Bread.
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PAUL AND EDNA VAN RAALTI
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384
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AVE.

PHONE
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Ye«— State Farm auto insurance

YOUR MEALS BETTER

Announcements
Seng eheete FRI8 with each
order of Wadding S

Special

PRINTING
Whether before or

Printing

after tho

Commercial

theatre, or for a sandwich It

noon, snjoy our convenient

Printing

ly located Bier Ksldor for
your favorite bear er wine.

Let us do

Open noon until midnight

icrvica, prompt deliver/ . . . satisfactionguaranteed!

all yo«r printing! Quality presswork,.dep€ndobli

Makes

Authorised
Chrydor- Plymouth Deafer

Haan Motor Salos
25 W 9th Stroot , PhoM 7242

WARM FRIEND
TAVERN

STEKETEE

-

VAN HUIS

COMPLETE PUNTING SERVICE
4th at Central

HEWS,

THE HOLLAND CITY

Buck Barry

LimkatioBs Put

to

THURSDAY, MARCH

Appear

17, 1955

at Karnival

Conservation Aids
Used by Fanners

OnMaxiiniiinliike

ALLEGAN (Special)-

For Top Brackets

"-'d to approximately

Hearinf on Proposed
Budget Suggested;

D

reportedtoday.
Technical assistance included
suggestions on contour farming,
cover cropping, strip cropping,
conservation qrop relations^coutour orchards,pasture seeding,
tree planting for forests,Christmas trees and windbreaks, hedgerow plantings, wildlife area im-

trict,

follows:

provement,drainage and

AB degree MA degree

Year

acres

...c Allegan Soil Conservation dis-

Law

A new teachers’salary schedule
which has been under study for several weeks was adopted with certain limitationsby the Board of
Educationat its monthly meeting
Monday night.
The new schedule

1

Allr strict
•g 1954, Varnum
hair, of the board of d. jrs of
qji land in the

Not Required by

Soil

conservation practices were ap-

sod

3,550

3,850

3

3,700

4,000

4

3,900

4,200

5

4,050

4,350

6

4.250

4,550

waterways.
"The district tested 438 samples
during the year and the tests gave
the farmers technical information
regarding lime and fertilizer needs
of the soil and the crops grown,"

7

4,400

4,700

Dllley said. Tree planting is one of

8

4,550

4,850

9

4,700

5,000

the important conservationprograms in the district, Dilley pointed out.
Seven tours throughout the district were staged in 1954, Dilley
reported. "These tours played an

1
2

%-

W

53,400

53,700

4,900

5,200

5,050

5,350

12

5,200

5,500

13

5,350

5,650

14

5,450

5,750

15

5,550

5,850

11

•

Salary schedule limitations for
the coming year follow:
L Teachers having 1 through
4 years of teaching experience
shall receive not more than 5300
above the 1954-55 contractural
salary.
2. Teachers having from 5 through

6 years of teaching experience
shall receive not more than 5400
above their 1954-55 contracts.
3. Teachers having from
through 10 years of teaching experience shall receive not more
than 5450 above their 1954-55con'tracts.

4. Teachers having 11 or more
years of teaching experience shall
not receive more than 5500 above

Cowboy Star Buck

Barry

bers

—

VETERAN VOTERS

Two hundred and

nine years of voting

experienceis representedby these three senior citizens of
Saugatuck, shown casting their votes in Monday's village
election. Village President George Wright, Sr., watches Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Randall and John Huff line up to put their
ballots in the box. All three have missed few elections in
Saugatuck,but for Huff, retired Great Lakes captain, it was
a special occasion, marking his 70th consecutive ballot in a
Saugatuck election. He remembers missing only one election,
in 1876 when his ship was drydocked in Manitowoc, Wis. He
swore in his ballot for RutherfordB. Hayes and helped elect
the 19th U.S. president.

will take charge of food
Holland youngsters will have a
chance Saturday afternoon to meet booths.
Mrs. Julius Lubbers and Mrs.
Buck Barry in person at the Junior Welfare League Kiddie Kami- Jay C. Petter are general chairmen for the event.
val.
The Karnival,scheduled from At their regular meeting Tues10 a.m. to 1 p.m. at Holland Arm- day evening at the Woman’s Litory, includes a variety of features, erary Club, Junior League mem
with the television cowboy star as bers completed details for the

important part in the district pro-

gram because they showed how
conservation practicesare working
on the other fellows farm." The
young people's program of conservation is another big phase of

the Allegan program, he

Public Affairs

Saugatuck harbor. The picture is part of a collectionof village
photographs, displayed in the fire hall in an unusual scrapbook.
The "book" has leaves made of heavy plywood, bound with metal
hinges. Newnham has made the book his own project and many

Karnival. Mrs. Bill Venhuizen
attraction.
Buck will arrive at the Kami- conducted the meeting which
val at 2 p.m. to give a half hour featured brief talks by Mrs.
performance of roping tricks, Arthur Pierre of the public Mr. and Mrs. Robert Rae and
singing and other cowboy accom- schools orthopedic department son, Chuck, or Chicago drove to
plishments. Then he'll visit with and John Van Eerden of the city Saugatuck for a few hours Saturthe children and autograph pic- swimming pool committee.
day afternoon.
tures.
Mrs. Pierre explained needs of
Mrs. Andrew Cochran accom
the main

Saugatuck

Other entertainment throughout the orthopedicdepartment, em- panied hei daughters to Lansing
the day will be provided by a phasizing specialized equipment Sunday morning and will spend a
number of clowns, and young needed in therapy work. Van Eer- week with them.
dancers from the Osterhouse den showed architect’sdrawings Mrs. George Van Os visited her
studio. The dancers will perform of the proposed swimming pool, aunt, Mrs. C. M. Rotier, in Grand
at 11 a m. and 1:15 p.m.
bath house and wading pool. Pre- Rapids last Wednesday.
The usual Kiddie Karnival sent plans call for only swimming The Camp Fire Girls attended
feature?;will again be included, pool, although plumbing, filtration the CongregationalChurch in a
with a variety of games and ar.d chlorination facilities will be body last Sunday in observance
booths, along with Easter novel- installedwith future addition of of Camp Fire’s 45th anniversary.
ties. Booths are in charge of Mrs. the wading pool in mind, he said.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Born of ChiJack Smith and Mrs. Stuart
Last week, league members cago spent the weekend at their
Padnos.
heard Mrs. Ed Donivan of the city home on Grand St.
County Association
The entire Armory will be fes- library board, who told children’s Mr. and Mrs. James Peck and
Hears Psychologist
tively decorated for the occasion needs at the public library.
family spent the weekend in Carby Mrs. Maurice Schaap, Mrs.
Business Tuesday night includ- son City with their parents, Mr.
Fred Kassner, psychologist for Lincoln Sennett and Mrs. Ed Van ed- plans to sponsor a Holland and Mrs. Glen Peck.
the Michigan Research Project Eck.
High School girl at Wolverine Mr. and Mrs. Robert Knowles of
Associate Junior League mem- Girls State next summer.
Holland were Sunday evening
for the severely mentally retarded
visitorsat the Scales Farm.
addressedthe Ottawa Association

their 1954-55 contracts.

STATE'S BIGGEST "SCRAPBOOK" — Harry Newnham, Saugatuc^ village employe, points to a 50-year-old picture of the

said.

Group

pictures from

it

will be used as part of the village's 125th anni-

versary celebration this summer.’

Saugatuck Plans Fetes
For 125th

Anniversary

Teachers who have earned an
advanced degree before the beSAUGATUCK (Special) -Saug- groups as possible will be marking
ginning of the 1955-56 school year
atuck will commemorate the comi their own anniversaries.
will receive the added 5300 above
It will also mark the 45th anniing of the first white settlersto
the limitationslisted above. The
its shores in a summer-long 125th versary of the Summer School of
board gives full credit for all ex"Our Schools— What Must Be
anniversary celebration, accord- Painting at Ox Bow and the school
perience in Holland. Seven and a
Done” was the subject of a talk
ing to officials of the Saugatuck is planning specialevents for the
half years of credit is granted
by Mrs. John B. Martin of Grand
season.
Association.
for experience outside of Holland
Rapids at the last of a series of
A power boat regatta, antique
It was in the spring of 1830 that
on the basis of full credit for the four meetings this season of the
William Gay Butler and his wife. show, invitational camera salon,
first five years and Iplf credit for
Publis Affairs Group of the WoEmily, of Hartford, Conn., landed bait casting tournament, fashion
each year of the second five man's LiteraryClub Tuesday afterfrom a sailing vessel at the mouth shows, firemen’scarnival,teen-age
years. Full credit is given past
noon.
of the Kalamazoo River with a golf tournament, yacht regatta,
military service if such service
"At the rate of 70.000 births a
few householdgoods and a large sports car rally and many other
interrupted teaching experience.
year in Michigan,we need 6,000
stock of goods to trade with the events recalling Saugatuck’s past
One year of credit ‘s given for new teachers every year in this
Miss Elizabeth H. Taylor, daughhistoryare on the calendar for the
Indians.
for Retarded Children Thursday
military service that did not inMrs. Effie Doll, 84,
ter of the founder of the Fruit
state. Besides that, Michigan
anniversary season.
The
anniversary
program
will
terrupt teaching service.
Growers State Bank, Alfred B. Tayshares in the 340,000 classroom evening at Grand Haven Junior
Officers of the Saugatuck AsSuccumbs in Zeeland
have as its highlight “Old SaugaThe salary schedule currently in
lor and Julia B. Taylor, died at
shortage on the national level. On High School His subject was
sociationwhich is taking the lead
tuck
Week’
starting
Aug.
2
and
effect Mows:
top of that, we hear that the St.
ZEELAND (Special) -Mrs. Effie her home in Santa Monica, Calif. culminaMng in an "Old Saugatuck in planning the event include Lynn
AB
AB
MA Lawrence Seaway may result in "Psychological Testing of Mentally
Doll.
84, of 137 West Central Ave., Feb. 7. She was 76 years of age. Ball” with a grand march led, by McCray, president;Richard G.
Year
women
men degree drastic changes in our state popu- Retarded Children.”
Miss Patsy Engel has contracted
Hoffman, vice president; William
"Ma and Pa Saugatuck.”
mi •f’clia
.-.wtStokes
-mmr-. of Holland was
Holland Branch. American Asso- died at her home Tuesday evening.
Mrs.
53,200
53,300
5300 lation,
1
to teach the Gibson School again
A group is also preparing to R. Simmons, secretary and Wiltion,’
Mrs
Martin
,
,
.
'
ciation
o(
rniversitv
Women
will
She
had
been
ailinS
for
some
time3,300
3,400
300
2
"But Michigan's emergencies elected librarian of the newly- nation 01 university women. "W Sh(? (ormcrly was Effie Yntema, next year.
mafk the anniversary year in liam F. Gorz, treasurer.Directors
3
3,400
3,500
300
Mrs. Fred Groth and Mrs. Hilton
are pretty well known and the organized traveling library. Books entertain a’ their annual Guest daughter jt the late Mr. and Mrs.
Douglas, across the river, but are Arch Burns, Lloyd J. Harriss,
4
3,600
300
3,500
people in this state have been may lie borrowed at meetings each Night mieting Thursday at 8 p.m. otto Yntema of Drenthe. Her hus- Force were Sunday dinner guests p’ans for this event are still m the Frank A. Denison, John J. Knip5
3,600
3.700
300
doing a good job in meeting the month. Wilbur Zwagermanof Zee- in Durfee Hall.
per, Charles W. Mann and Leslie
band. Jnnn Doll died 22 years ago. in the Harry Newnham home.
discussion stage.
6
3,700
3,800
300
needs. Even so, it’s discouraging land was elected to the state comThe program will feature a She was a member of First Chris- Mr. and Mrs. Edward SchapanUnder the leadership of the L. Junkcrman. Frank W. Wicks
7
i 3,800
3,900
300
sometimes to learn that a ne\V mittee on institutions. Victor van panel-type discussion on “Foreign tian Reformed Church and of the ski and son, Stevie, came from Saugatuck Association,all village representsthe village board in
8
3,900
4,000
300
Laporte, Ind., Sunday to visit their organizationsare making plans for the organizationwhile Thomas
school achieved after a big bond Oosterhout of Holland will attend Schools — And Ours.” featuring Dorcas Society.
9
4,000
4,100
300
program is too small even before the directorsmeeting of the Mich- Miss Christine Denny, Hope ColSurviving are a brother, Nicho- sister, and family, the Donald Swit- anniversaryyear events. During Gifford is spokesman for the town10
4,100
4,200
300 it is finished.But we must keep
igan Associationfor 'Retarded lege student from England; Miss las Yntema of Holland: two sisters zers. Birthday cake and ice cream the summer season, as many ship.
11
4,200
4,300
300 on working, and when we look at
Jantina Holleman of the Hope Col- in-law. Mrs Jennie Yntema and were served in honor of Stevie's
Children
in Lansing April 12.
12
4,300
4,400
300 what has been accomplished in
lege faculty who recentlydid grad- Mrs. Agnes Yntema, both of Grand sixth birthday and gifts were preMrs.
William
Bouwkamp
of
Coo-e
13
4,400
4,500
300 25 years, we would not have beuate study in the Netherlands; Rapids; several nephews and sented. His other, aunt, Miss Mary
persville,
Mrs.
Abram
Gerber
of
14
4,500
4,600
300 lieved it possible."
K. Betties,and Mrs. Jean Palmer
Miss
Helen Brugman, Dutch stu- nieces.
Grand Haven and Mrs. C. Stokes
15
4,600
4,700
300
In this 25-year period.Mrs. Mardent at Hope and Mrs. R. KlomFuneral services will be held also were guests.
of
Holland
were
appointed
to
a
Under the plan adopted Monday tin said college enrollment has
Miss Rita Brady was home from
parens of Holland, a war bride Saturday at 1:30 p.m. at the Yntenight, it will take two years to more than doubled and there are recreation planning committee for
who will diesussGerman education. ma Funerai Home with the Rev. Evanston to spend the weekend
the
purpose
of
developing
proachieve the new salary schedule. three times as many high school
The progeam. mainly, will be dis- A. Rosendaal officiating.Burial with her mother. Mrs. Irene Brady.
The board also approved an graduates.Half the jobs people grams, picnics,parties,trips, etc.,
Mr. and Mrs. James Callahan of
Boris Goldovsky, brilliantand
cusion
of basic philosophiesof ed- will be in Zeeland Cemetery. The
average 5500 increase for eight have today did not even exist 25 that will bring social experience to
ucation in those countries, com- body is at the funeral home where Oak Park spent the weekend with aftable master of ceremonieslof
retarded
and
backward
children
administrative personnel for the years* ago. On top of that, people
their sister. Mrs. Charlotte Brown., the "Opera News of the Air," inpared to the United States. It is friends may call.
coming year. Listed are six princi- have tripled expenditures on re- ard adults in all parts of the county
termission broadcast of the Metroan outgrowth of the AAUW Inin
the
coming
summer
months.
pals and two assistants. Their new creation.
politan Opera Company, will apternationRelations Committee pronjures
Refreshments
were
served
by
the
salarieswill range' from 55,500 to
Michigan’s education program is
pear in a program. "Piano Porgramming
for
the
Adult
Evening
Grocery Shower Given
Grand Haven committee, including
Knighthood
Theme
57,500.
expensive, and educationtakes
traits," at the Hope Memorial
Two men were hospitalized Tues*
School lecture series.
Supt. Walter W. Scott said six more t^an one-third of the state Mrs. Eugene Pofahl, Mrs. Garrett
For
Phyllis Nienhuis
ChajK*! Saturdayat 8:15 p.m. The day afternoon followinga truck-car
Featured
by
Cubs
Social
chairmen
‘for
the
evening
candidates for principal of the new income, Mrs. Martin said. High- Van Eck and Mrs. Adrian Tanis.
conceit is another of the Hope
The Ottawa Association for Re- will be Miss Clara Reeverts and
Thomas Jeffersonschool are under ways rank second and mental
A grocery shower honoring Miss College Concert Series programs. collisiona half mile east of the
"Knights of Yore" was the
Mrs.
Andrew
Vollink. Dessert will
tarded
Children
is
a
group
of
perconsiderationby the teachers health third in the state. Michigan
Phyllis Nienhuis was held Friday
A piano virtuoso as well as Vriesland Rd. on M-21.
theme of a pack meeting held by
ammittee, and a recommendation ranks seventh in teachers'salaries, sons interested in the welfare of be served after the program.
evening at the home of Mrs. Jolin music raconteur, Goldovsky defies
John A. VanDen Bosch. 62, of
retarded children and adults. MeetLincoln School Cub Scout Pack Lappinga, 203 West 12th St. A corprtbably will be made in April.
with an average of $4,300 in the
definition. Endowed with a magni- 58 West WashingtonAve., Zeeland,
Supt Scott also reported progress state, based on figures submitted ings are held monthly in various
3003 Tuesday evening at the sage was presented to the guest of ficent technique and an unrestrict- is in '^ood condition today at Zeeparts ot the county. All interested
o-’ the new budget and suggested
by Dr. Clair Taylor, superintenschool.Ivan De Neff was in charge honor.
ed talent for commentary,the art- land Hospital He received a fractpersons are invited to attend.The
a public hearing, although such is dent of public instruction.
Games were played with prizes ist has found his way into the ured collarbone,and multiple cuts
of the opening ceremony.
next meeting will be held in
not required under laws of the
Admitted to Holland Hospital
and bruises.
Mrs. Martin, who is vice chairThe Cubs entered as knights of being awarded to Mrs. Jim Stoel, populartiy of Americans.
school district
Tuesday were Mrs. John Johnson, he Round Table, wearing armor, Mrs. Jerry Lookerse, Mrs. Nelson
Gerald Vanden Berg, 27, Grand
man of the Regional White House Holland April 14
As far hack as he can rememThe Ottawa county associationis 294 East 12th St.; Joseph Veining,
Considerable discussion followed Conference on Education to be held
swords and shields they had made Kragt and Mrs. John Fik. A two- ber, Boris Goldovsky has been Rapids, was treated at Holland
a report by Arthur Read, construc- in Grand Rapids March 22, said affiliated with the Michigan Assoc- route 1; Marilyn Dannenberg.
in a knighthood project. They course lunch was served.
torn between his love of playing Hospital for knee, face and chest
tion supervisor for Holland public these conferences are on the gras iation for Retarded Children.
route 1, Hamilton, Lloyd Osborne. were awarded buttons for the proGuests included the Mesdames great music and his love of talking injuries and released late Tuesday.
schools,on selectingan architect
694 Eastern; David Gosselar, 10& ject.
Harm Nienhuis, Peter De Vries, about it and findingout how much The accident occurred when Vanroots level to study the needs,t,* L
t ~
am
fa the proposed high school build- goals and solve the most pressing tUD Pack 6 HaS Dleeting
East 31st St.; Mrs. Marvin KlomOther awards includedarrows Jerry Lookerse James Stoel, An- of it came into being. His musical den Berg's car collidedbroadside
ing. Among qualifications for such
paiens. 99 West Ninth St.; Bar- on bear badge to Peter Kam- drew Vander Wal, John Fok, curiosity was stimulatedby hjs with a delivery truck operated by
problems on education. A state'
an architect will be considered conference will be held May 18. At Washington School
bara Daniels, 111 East 31st St.; meraad and Dale Cramer; wolf James Nienhuis, Nelson Kragt, mother, a concert violinist,and his Walter Kroll, 16, Hudsonville.Vanimagination and ability to create, and the nationalconference will be
Ray Schurman. 175 East 26th St.; badge, one gold and one silver Bert Kraal, Abe Van Timmercn, uncle, Pierre Luboshutz, who gave den Berg told Ottawa County deCub Scout Pack 6 met Tuesday Mrs. Lester Gogerty. 180 East 11th
a desire to cooperate with the held later in Washington.
arow to Vernon Plagenhoef;ar- Bob Brinks, Harold Nienhuis, Jack him his first music lessons in puties he was heading east on M-21
school staff and others designated
when Kroll made a left hand turn
She also pointed to the import- evening at WashingtonSchool. The St.; Mrs. Cornelia Poskcy, route row on wolf badge to James Beverwyk and the Misses Janet Moscow.
to work with him, a sincere inance of the spring election April opening was by Mrs. Kay Barend- 3.
Diekema. James Dokter and and Bertha Fik, Norma Kragt, JanLater he studied with Schna- in front of him as he started to
teiest in research and a constant
se's Den. A skit was given by Mrs.
Discharged Tuesday were David James Dalman were "knighted" as ice and Karen Nienhuis, Sally Lap- bel in Berlin, with Dohnanyi in pass.
4, emphasizingthat the positions
desire to improve both design and
Bea Northof’s Den. Buttmis were Gosselaar, 106 East 31st St.; James Bobcats. Peter Kammeraad was pinga and the guest of honor.
tc be voted upon are far more imVanden Bosch was a passenger
Budapest and at the Sorbonne in
function, a sufficientbackground
portant than most voters think. awarded for the monthly project. Parker, route 4; Mrs. John De chosen for the crab race at the
Paris. He made his professional in K roll's truck. He was returnin large-scale architecturalwork She pointed to a rather sad comGames were conductedby Mrs. Graaf and twins, 1288 Beach Dr.; Scout Fair.
ing to his car, which had run out
preferably related to educational
mentary on the lack of voter in- Boer's Den and a musical trio, Frank De Cook 499 Graafschap Den 1 presented a skit and Den Eratha Rebekah Lodge
of gas, when he was injured.
it stitutions, the ability to transArt Ousting, trombone, Ralph Hus- Rd ; Mrs. Clarence Nyhof and 2 sang "Davy Crockett.” Mrs.
The mpact knocked the truck
terest, quoting statistics for Michila*e requirements of an educational
gan's fifth district in which only ton, baritone, and Frank Poppema, baby. 40 West 28th St.; Jule C..De Marie Veurink was in charge of Names District Delegates
over. It rolled over several times
prrgram into the physical being 300 young people turned 21 bother- cornet, played two numbers.
Puydt, 677 Van Raalte Ave.; Mrs. games. A trick was performed by
before coming to a stop on it*
of the actual school building,an ed to registerwhile 3,000 applied A "crab” race was held, one boy Earl Barkel, 158) East 16th St.; Peter Kammeraad and Bob Vis- Members of Erutha Rebekah
side. The contents of the truck—
adequate office and a competent for their liquor identifications.
from each den participating. Irving Barbara Rowan, 677 Butternut schcrs and a game was played by lodge met last Friday evening in
tir sheeting and pipe fittings— were
staff and satisfactoryfinancialreDr.- William Pontious, 325 Wash- Jack Dokter and Dale Cramer, the lodge rooms. Mrs. Genevieve
scattered for a wide area around
Mrs. A.C. Yost, co-chairmanof De Weerd was winner.
sources.
New Ixiys awarded Bobcat pins ington Blvd.; Barbara Daniels, with Clarence Kammeraad, Nor- Welton, 'noble grand, presided.
the committee, presidedat the
the scene.
meeting. Dessert was served by included Bill Elenbaas Don Win- 114 East 31st St.
Two deputies. Len Ver Schure
man Cramer and Nelson Plagen- Mrs. Welton and Mrs. Blanche
Shaffer
were
named
delegates
for
Hospital births include a daugh- hoef. Mrs. Alma Diekema was in
Mrs. Robert Horner and Mrs. J.D. ter, Brian Hill, Frank Boersma,
and Russ Bremer, were returning
52,435 Have Visited
Arvin Visser and Fred Moore. ter, Linda Sue, bom Tuesday to Charge of the closing ceremony. the districtmeeting April 11 at
French.
to Holland and saw the accident
Holland Park This Year
from a short distance away. They
The program at the regular Billy Van Beek received the Wolf Mr. and Mrs. Paul Folkert, route A committee meeting followed Moline. Reservationswere made
Another 7,735 Holland area resi- meeting of the club featured Alla badge; Jimmy De Pree, a Wolf 1, Byrqyi Center; a son, Eric at the home of Mrs. Louis Bruis- for the event. Erutha Rebekah
removed the injured from the velodge will participate in the prodents visited Holland State Park and W. Bajan in a colorful pro- badge, gold and silver arrow; Franklin, born Tuesday to Mr. chart.
hicles and took Vanden Berg to
gram based on the theme "Camp
at Ottawa Beach during the past gram of folk music, dances and David Fagerstrom,silver arrow;
and Mrs. Glenn Essenburg, 722
Holland. An ambulancebrought
Progress."
week, according to Clare Broad entertainment which has long been John Freeman, Bear badge, and Michigan Ave.
VanDen Bosch to Zeeland Hospital.
On April 7, a specialmeeting will
park manager. This boosts the prpular with school audiences. one gold and one silver afrow.
Both tne 1953 model car and the
be held for past noble grands at
total attendancefor 1955 to 52,- Dressed in authentic colorfulcos- Chuck Bosch was graduatedto the
1948 model truck were damaged in
the Pantlind Hotel, Grand Rapids.
435.
tumes, the couple sang arrange- Boy Scouts and was welcomed by Pictures on African
excess of their value, deputies said.
Those wishing to receive their
Sunday again proved to be the ments of continental folk tunes, Jim Bennett of Troop 7.
Mission Work Shown
past noble grand degrees from the
Announcement was made of
most popular day at the park. A with Mrs. Bajan doing folk dances.
ZEELAND (Special) -Ten-year local lodge are Mrs. Virginia Orr
Neighbors Give Shower
total of 5,800 visited the park Sun- A special feature was a unique kite contest to be held April 23
Pictures of the Akobo Post Mis- old Bernice Steenwyk received leg and Mrs. Iva Boere.
day while 800 rode around the oval Humanette performance, a noveljy The closing was by Mrs. Maggie
For Betty
•
sion work in Egyptian Sudan of injuriesand shock when she was
After the meeting, refreshments
Saturday.
using head and hands through a Shuck’s Den.
Africa
were
shown
by
Gilbert
Elhit
by
a
car
at
the
corner
of
were
served
T»y
Mr*.
Mary
Nash
Broad reported thg icebergs screen.
A group of neighbors living on
Boris Goldovsky
hart at a meeting of the Beech- Centennial and Cherry Sts. while and her committee.
"pretty beat up" and little scenic
Mrs. Bruce G. Van Leuwen,
24th St. oetween College and Prostdebut
with
the
Berlin
Philwood FriendshipCircle Tuesday riding her bicycle to school Tuesbeauty at the park at tha present president, presided.
harmonic at the age of 13 and pect Park Aves., gathered at the
evening in the society room. The day at 12:25 pm.
time. "There still are enunks of
was acclaimed as one of the fore- home of Mrs. Gerrit Van GronMan
Returned
The
car
was
driven
by
Roger
pictures
were
taken
and
narrated
Set in
ice in Lake Michigan and in the
most among the younger genera delle, 83 East 24th St., Tuesday
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special)
Marriage Licenses
by the Rev. J. Swart, missionary. Brtiursema, 16, route 2, Zeeland.
channel," he said.
evening to honor Miss Betty SchepMrs. James Vander Wege con- The child, daughter of Mr. and Homer Stowe, 31, Grand Haven, tion of pianists.
Ottawa County
City officials have marked April
ers, June bride-elect.
In
1930,
Goldovsky
came
to
the
was
brought
back
to
Grand
Haven
Mrs.
Ben
A.
Steenwyk,
18
North
John W. Watson, 22. and Helen 4 through 16 as Clean-Up Weeks ducted devotionsand Mrs. ClifAssisting hostesses were the
Uniieo
States
after
a
series
of
Salary Schedule Stands
ford Plakke presided at the busi- Centennial, was taken to a doctor Monday night from Bakersfield,
Donley, 18, both of Holland; John in HoUand.
Mesdames p. Steketee, J. Ver
GRAND HAVEN - A committee Peck, 65. route 1, Coopersville, During the weeks rakings, shrub ness meeting. Mrs. Gary Boeve by police-officers.
Calif., by City Police Officer Au- successful European t'nirs and in
Schure and L. Nyenhuis.
from the Board of Education met and Angie Wierenga,66, Coopers- trimmings left at curbs will be played piano solos, "Nearer My
Police said Bruursema, going brey Goldman after Prosecutor the last 10 years, has become one
Monday with a Teachers’ club ville; Charles E. Holmes, 36, route picked up by city trucks. That does God to Thee ” and "Jesus Lover east on Cherry St. stopped at the James W. Bussard authorized his of the most popular figures on the Games were played and refreshgroup but voted not to change the 1, Nunlca, and Ruth A. Dragoo, 28, not include tin cans, however, of My Soul.” Mfs. Fenna Wehr- stop street and did not see the arrest and return on a rape concert stage, radio and as guest ments were served.
proposed teacher salary schedule route 2, Spring Lake.
accordingto City Manager Herb meyer read the spiritual life topic girl until she was just in front of charge. Bussard received informa- soloist with orchestras. ,
Michigan has four times as much
that Was adopted a week ago. The
and a poem and Mrs. Alvin Schuil- the car. He was ticketed for traf- tion March 9 that FBI authorities
Holt.
water-covered
area as any other
The
cathedral
of
Santo
Domwere
holding
Stowe
In
the
Califorteachers wanted the entire schedule
fic interference at a stop sign
King John VI of Portugal once Officials urge that all household- ing closed with prayer.
ingo In the Dominican republic is state-11.037 inland lakes, 36,350
of raised put into effect in one had his court in Brazil.He moved ers get behind this concentrated
Hostesses were Mrs. Elhart, Mrs. resulting in a personal injury ac-|nia city for local authorities. The
year instead of the 5400 limitation the court there when Napoleon’s effort to rid the city of accumulat- Harold Borgman, Mrs. Earl Van cident. Bruursema’s 1952 model alleged offense occurred Jan. 5 the oldest church In the western miles of streams and 3,121 miles
hemisphere. It was built in 1511. ot Great Lakes shoaeline.
on top brackets for the first year. armies occupied his country.
I and involved a 15-year-oldgirl
Null and Mn. Kenneth Oosterbaan. car was not
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Engagement Told

WANT-ADS
LOANS

LOANS

LOANS

‘ $25 to $500
Holland Loan Association
10 West 8th Street, Holland

Adv.

Choir to Give

Lenten Cantata
Hope Church Choir will present
J. H. Maunder’s Lenten cantata,
'Olivet to Calvary,” Sunday at
7:30 p.m. at the church.
Last performedby the choir two
years ago, this cantata has always

Mi

been popular with Hope Church
members and guests. The cantata

wm

recalls simply and reverently the
scenes which marie the last tew
days of Christ’slife on earth.

Miss Almo Lorroln Straotsmo

Several solos are InterwoVena-

Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Straatsma,
9S East 37th St., announce the engagement of their daugh.M*. Alma
Lorrain, to David Pailr Wilson, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Norman H. Wilson of East Chatham, N. Y.

Program

of

Music

Presented for

HOLLAND'S “WINNINGEST”TEAM -

Hulsfc Second row, Bob Sprick, Ron Yonker,
Stan Marcus, Bob Morrison, Bob Teall, Bob
Visscher and Harold Streeter,coach. Third row,
Jack Alexander, Ted Walters, Gene Van Heukelom, Russ Prins, Ted Fik and Kent Rowder. Dave
Klels team member and Manager Don Smith
were missing when the picture was taken.
(Holland High photo)

Here

is the Holland public school eighth grade basket-

ball team, undefeated in 10 straight games, for
the best record among Holland schools. Pictured here, left to right, seated are Bob Essenburg, Dennis Kuite, Ron Dorgelo, Bill Wheaton,

A

PEO

mong the choruses and hymns.
Min Carole Hoffs and Mrs. Marion
de Velder, sopranos, and James
SIGN OF SPRING —

S. S. Meteor, often the first

boat to open the shipping aeason in Holland harbor, once again was "first”when she entered
Sunday afternoon. The Meteor went out again
Sunday at 10:10 p.m. Easily recognized by the
unusual lines, the whaleback is the last of U.S.
registryon the Great Lakes. Close on the heels

Meteor to enter the harbor, the Martha E.
Allen came in Monday at 4.30 p.m. In answer to
questions of many residents about the peculiar
sound of the fog signal this morning, Chief
Raphael Wouters of the Coast Guard said it was
due to piston trouble which has been repaired.
of the

program of musical record-

ngs, carrying out the theme,
"Seeking Growth in Music,” was
arranged for members of BW
Chapter,PEO, Monday night by

at 1 p.m. Mrs. Charles Green will
have charge of the miscellaneous
program. Roll call will be answerThe Men's Club of Ganges ed by naming a Garden or Nature
Methodist Church met Tuesday Story read this year.

Ganges

Band

to

Broadcast

Concert Friday Night

Neevel, tenor, will sing narrative
and descriptivesolos. The part of
Pontius Pilate will be sung by
Nevln Webster, baritone, and the
baritone role of Jesus, by Dr. Robert W. Cavanaugh.
Miss Mildred Schuppertwill accompany at the organ and will
play the organ prelude, offertory
and postiude.
Dr. Cavanaugh is directing the
performance.

Mrs. Robert Cavanaugh.The meetHolland American Legion Band
Hub Harrington, Dick Housenga and Jack
ing was held in the home of Mrs evening in the church social
will present its winter concert on
Garrett Vander Borgh on East rooms. The Men's club of Fennradio Friday at 8:15 p.m.
22nd St.
ville Methodist Church were inThe band, under direction of
Mrs. Cavanaugh chose a variety vited as guests.Dr. Simon’ Blocker
Arthur C. Hills, recorded the conof selections explaining their of Holland was speaker/ Refreshcert Tuesday evening for broadcut
significancein the family library. rrents were served.
on the locai stationFriday.
The first, "Rusty in Orchestra- The Family night supper of the
The program Includes "King
ville,” a lesson in music apprecia- Ganges M.E. church will be held
Cotton March,” Sousa; “Two Moods
EAST LANSING
Michigan
tion for children,was also enjoy- at the church on Wednesday evenOverture,” Grundman; "Haileluja State College studentsfrom Otable to adults. Others were ex- ing March 23. having been postfrom "Hit the Deck” by Youmans; tawa county whose academic
Holland High School vocal music
cerpts from the "Sleeping Beauty poned from this week. A program
The Holland public school eighth organizationswill present a Spring
"Jerome Kern Songs;” "Begin the averages place them in the top ten
Ballet Suite” by Tschaikovsky; the will follow the co-operative
grade basketball team claims the Concert in the high school audiBeguine,” Cole Porter; "Under the of their class in their respective
Brahms "Alto Rhapsody," based on supper.
The Safety First Blue birds of Double Eagle March,” and "March schools of study have been anbest record among Holland area torium Tuesday at 8 p.m.
the Goethe poem, "Winter Journey
A film from the Michigan State WashingtonSchool met at the Tndependentia.”
Taking
part
will
be
the
Ninth
nounced by the registrar’soffice
teams this season. The eighth
in the Harz Mountains,' with Mar- Police Department has been seA feature will be the Junior High at
Grade Girls Glee Club, Boys Glee
home
of
their
leader,
Mary
Ellen
ian Anderson as soloist; and por- cured by the program committee
graders notched 10 straight vicTrumpet Trio, Jim Vande Vusse,
Club, Senior High Girls Glee Club
The rankings are based on
tions qf the Bach cantata, "Jesus, of Reid School Parent-Teachers Stekctce. They played games and
tories without defeat.
Harold Wise and Andries Steketee, cumulative academic averages
and the A Cappella Choir. Also Clarification
Thou My Wearied Spirit.”
made
Saint
Patrick's
Day
designs.
club. It will be shown Friday evenIn "Three Gaybrlellos,” Barnes. through the fall term of 1954 for
Harold Streeter was the team featured will be soloists and vocal
Mrs. A. E. Hlllebrand presided ing March 18, by a member of They also sang several Bluebird
ensembles
who
will
participate
in
students enrolled in the winter
coach. .Victories were recorded
and introduced Mrs. Richard Hart- the South Haven post of the M S P. songs. Plans were made to have
the district music festival.
term of 1955.
over Grand Haven (twice), Zeeigan, who has recently moved to Refreshments will be served fol- the next meeting at Anne de VelWillard Fast is director of the
Sara Jo Kielnheksel, daughter
Holland from Ft. Wayne, Ind., lowing the meeting.
der’s home, at which time they
land and Benton Hurbor. Wins vocal groups.
of Dr. and Mrs. J. Harvey Kielnwhere
she
was
a
member
of
IndiThe Board of Public works is
were also made over Beechwood, The public is invited to the conMrs. Nels Halscth went to Jack- will make bean bags. Scribe,
heksel, 1606 Forest Dr., received
Waukazoo, Montello Park, Lake- cert. A free will offering will be seeking a clarificationof policy ana Chapter AB^PEO.
son Saturday to be with her daugh- Peggy Ann Todd.
her honor as a sophomore in
Future
events
include
a
meeting
The
Sunny
Blue
Birds
of
Lincoln
view, Harrington and Federal, all taken to help defray expenses of on the Holland sewage system,
ter, Mrs. Stuart Cameron who is
chemistry;
Marilyn Jean Poest,
March
28
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
suburban league schools.
recuperating from a recent opera- School met at Pat Holder's house
travel to district and state festi- according to
daughter of Mrs. E. A. Dulyea,
communication James White and a tea on April
March
7.
They
made
plans
for
the
tion.
Ted Walters was the team’s high -vals. Preliminary plans call for the
215 West Ninth 5t., sophomore
scorer with 117 points. The starting entire music organizationto attend sent to city Council Wednesday 16 at the home of Mrs. I. J. LubMiss Esther Hoover entertained Mother’s Tea and sang songs. Pat
Howard Veneklasen, route 3, bald In politicalscience; John David
bers.
lineup revolved around seven the district meets in Grand Haven night.
four of her classmates from Sauga- Helder, scribe.
fines and costa of $13.90 each on Vanderploeg, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Leonard Swartz assisted
p.ayers. Streeter predicts the April 2 and for the choir to attend
The communicationpointed out the hostess during the social hour. tuck High School at a slumber The Cheerful Blue Birds of two counts Involving junked cars, John Vanderploeg,235 East 14th
group should form the nucleus for the state festival in East Lansing that the BPW is charged with colparty Friday night. Those present Maplewood met with their leaders,
St, freshman in business and pubHolland High cage teams in a few May 7.
were Peggy Pierce. Alys Ekdahl, Mrs. Mary Avery and Mrs. when he appeared in Municipal lic service.
lection and treatmentof the sysEugene
King
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
years.
Patsy Goodwin nnd Linda Mass.
Court Monday. He waa specifically
Parents of choir members are inJack Kole, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Fire
Mrs. Charles Atwater returned King. Refreshments were served charged with violatingsonlng ord John H. Kole, Zeeland, earned his
The seven top players included vited to a brief meeting after the tem, but that it has no voice in
by
Esther
Avery.
Officers
were
Wednesday from a three-week stay
Walters, Ron Dorgelo, forward; concert to discuss financial ar- policy.Several years ago Council
inances in Holland townshipboth average in the school of journalism
in Detroit in the home of her son elected: President, Hazel Knell;
Russ Prins, center; Jack Hulst, rangementsfor the trip to Lansing. adopted a policy in which no water
as a senior; Ann Marie Wintertreasurer,
Karen
King,
scribe
in a residentialsection and in
(Special)
and family, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Dick Housenga,Dennis Kuite, The concert will include the fol- or sewer servicewas to go’ outside GRAND
halder, daughterof Mr. and Mrs.
Phyllis
Caauwe.
Atwater.
commercial and agriculturalsect- A. Wintcrhalder, Zeeland,senior
guards and Hub Harrington, guard lowing :
city limits, yet on at least two Damage estimatedat more than
Tne
Smiling
Blue
Birds
met
at
or forward.
ion.
By the Ninth Grade Girls Glee occasions okayed connections for $5,000 resultedfrom a fire at 11 :35 Mrs. Mabel Haile returned the
in home economics; Effle Lou Ball,
a.m. Wednesday in a building at first of the week to her home in Libby Hansens home Tuesday,
Club, "Come
Jesus, Saviour industrialfirms. More recently,
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. William
One
person
was
referred
to
trafMarch 8. The group are embroidMine,” Cherubini; "When Song Is okayed sewer service to a propos- 126 Washington St. The building Detroit after a visit of several
Ball, Marne, freshman In medical
ering
bibs
for
babies
in
the
hosfic
school
at
Tuesday
morning’s
Sweet,” Sans-Souci;"Lift Thine ed addition to Federal school, pro- housing two upstairs apartments weeks here at the homes of her
S$out Committeemen
technology and Joan Patterson,
sirters, Mrs. Sadie Keiman and pital. Libby Hansen treated. Scribe traffic court section.He is Robert former Holland resident, senior
Eyes.” Mendessohn, and "Goin' vided satisfactory arrangements and a Sport Shop.
Judy
Westerhof.
A.
Lough,
route
2,
charged
with
Meet at Harrington
Mrs.
Earl
Thompson.
According
to
Chief
Henry
to Boston," arrangedby Davis.
could be made with the Hart and
The Nc-t op-pew Camp Fire improperpulling away from curb in science and arts
Mrs. Albert Nye received word
“He Shall Feed His Flock,” Han- Cooley Co. which owns the sewer Hoebeke, the fire apparently was
Newly-elected committeemen of
James Dale Meyer, 20, of 25V
caused by a lighted cigarette in a Thursday of the death of her sis- Girls met at the home of their
del, will be sung by Beverly Kam- line.
leader, Miss Mary McLean. They
Boy Scout Troop 30, Harrington meraad, Leah Broker and JoAnn
The
suggested a three- sofa of the rear apartment oc- ter, Mrs. Ruth Petersonof Syra- piacticed their skit for the Birth- West 19th St., was found not guilty Zeeland Auxiliary Meet
of improperpassing at a jury trial
School, met Tuesday evening in the Hill, accompaniedby Marcella point program involving operation cupied by Mr. and Mrs. Joe Carter cuse, N.Y. Mrs. Peterson will be
and
child. The Carters had left remembered by many in this com- day party and decorated their in Municipal Court Friday. Serving Scheduled for Monday
Gearhart.
and
policy
which
Council
filed
for
troop club room for assigning of
boxes. Scribe,Judy Jordan.
on the jury which deliberated
The Boys Glee Club, "Climb Up, study. The discussion on the let- for Muskegon about 10 a.m. and munity having resided a number
duties and to interview Richard
The IshpemingCamp Fire group minutes were Ralph E. Cumerford
returned
while
firemen
were
on
of
years
on
the
farm
now
owned
Members of the executive comYe Chillun, Climb,” spiritual; ter was more or less an introducand Arthur Dirkse, Marty Van "Brothers. Sing On,” Grieg, and
by the Ruldolph Schmidgalls. They met at the home of Janice Broker, Oscar Alberta, John R. Emmlck mittee of Zeeland Hospital Auxilition into reopening a request from the scene. ‘
Dyke and Robert Kingshott for the "Rock-a My Soul,” arranged by
ary met at the home of Mrs.
A sofa, radio and two chairs also resided for a number of years on Feb. 28. They had a business William H. Venhuizen, William
J. Russell Bomv% to connect his
rank of Star Scout, third highest Regier.
were
burned in the Carter apart- in Holland before returning to the meeting and Ruth Zuverink read Mokma and Earl Working.
Henry Loiters In Zeeland Monday
restaurantfacilities just east of
them a story from the Camp Fire
rank in Scouting.
Paying fines were Willard Van- evening to complete plans for a
Marcia Bouws, soloist, will sing Holland to the city’s sewage sys- ment at an estimated loss of about east. Mrs. Peterson was 87 years
magazine. Ice cream and cup-cakes der Die, 19, of 55 East 40th St. meeting for women of the comEach committeem'anreceived his "Over the Land Is April,”Charles,
old.
tem through cooperation of Hart $500. There was no insurance.
wore served.
official registrationcard and n^nispeeding, $5; Carl Quinn, Muske- munity Interested In the hospital
accompanied by Helen Wade.
and Cooley. There was consider- Only smoke damage was report- Dr. and Mrs. Eugene Brunson
March 7, the Ishpeming gon, imprudent speed, $12; Leo This meeting is scheduled for Monature Scout pin.
Senior Girls Glee Club num- able discussion on emergencies ed in the front apartment,occu- left Monday for an extended
Camp
Fire
group
met
at
the
home
Plans were made for the Tour- bers include "America the Beauti- and precedent. Robert Visscher pied by Mr. and Mrs. Donald southerntrip. They were accomBulson, 18, route 1, assnred clear day, March 21, at 8 p. m. in Zeenament of Scouting,big spring ful,” Ward-Pinney; "Teach Me to said it is the aim of the planning Scanlon and two children. But panied by Mrs. Ethel Cole* of of Gercne Van Button. They had distance, $12; Arthur E. Lundy land City Hall.
Grand Valley Council *camporee Pray,” Jewitt-Wadsworth;"I commission eventually to provide extensive damage was caused in Fennville and Mrs. Bessie Olsen a business meeting and practiced 18, speeding, $10; Marilyn Vene- The first meeting of the Hospital
the skit for the Birthday project.
which at least 400 boys are expect- Would Weave a Song for You,"
klasen, 41Vfc East 20th St., speed- Auxiliary took place Feb. 15 when
water and sewer services to the the downstairs Sport Shop, by of Grand Rapids.
Doughnuts and gumballs were ing, $10; Kenneth Jay Wal- plans were laid for the auxiliary
ed to attend. The two-night camp- O’Hara-Mac-Lean;"Lift Thine community, and iP the sewer smoke and water running from upMrs. Mary Bartholomew has reserved.
Some
of
the
girls
chose
out is scheduled May 20 and 21. Eyes,’ Mendelssohn, and "Let system could take care of Russ’ stairs.
ters, 21. route 6, d e f e c 1 v
which will be ready to assist with
ceived word that her son, Ellsworth
new Indian names from « diction- muffler, $5; Charles Joe Windlsch
Arrangementswere completed There Be Music,” Williams.
Two
trucks
were
necessary
to
has
returned
to
his
home
in
Kalathe many projects needed by a
place, he would vote in favor of
ary
which
Mrs.
Plulm,
the
leader,
for the troop Court of Honor at
3*, of 856 West 25th St., stop sign larger hospital.
"The Open Road,” Stickles, will it. Permissionwas finally granted take care of the fire. Firemen mazoo from Bronson Hospital
brought with her.
Harrington School auditorium Tues- be sung by Paul Northuis accomOn Feb. 28 a meeting of reby a 4 to 3 vote, with Cotmcilmen were on the scene until about 1 where he recently underwent surMarch 2, the Tekawitha $3; Maurice R. Harris, route
day, March 22. at 7:15 p.m. After panied by Jane Klaasen.
p.m.
gery.
Pullman, speeding, $10; R. Barry presentatives of various organizaLaverne Rudolph, John Beltman
Camp
Fire
Girls of St. Francis
the Court of Honor, films will be
A CappellaChoir numbers will and John Van Eerden dissenting The building is owned by Dr. Mr. and Mrs. Charles Flora of met with their leader, Mrs. Tate, 21, Grand Rapids, speeding, tions and rural communities was
shown on Civil Defense and fhe include "GraciousLord, Heaf
held to formulate plans for the
A communication calling atten- Norman De Witt of Kalamazoo. Kalamazoo visited Sunday at the Fabiaro. A short business meet- $15; Jerene Laarman, route
atomic bombing of Japan, along Thou Our Plea.” Balakireff; "To tion to Majors’ exchangeday May
home of her parents,Mr. and Mrs.
speeding, $15; Louis Steketee,
general meeting Monday evening.
ing was held, in which plans were
with a Hollywood production film Thee We Sing,” Schvedov; "Alle- 16 in which mayors of Holland
A’bert Nye.
122 East 30th St., interferingwith Guest speakers will be Mrs. Arnold
Fall Tax Collections
discussed for the Father and
o. the Scout World Jamboree held luia,” Thompson; “He Never Said
A pleasant surprise was experi- Daughter potluck. After the busi- through traffic, $12; Aleatha Seme, De Feyter. treasurer of the Holand Ishpeming will exchange was
at Irving Ranch, Calif. The pro- a Mumbalin’ Word,” arranged by referred to Councilman Visscher Stand at 95.74 Percent
enced by Mr. and Mrs. James ness meeting they worked on o: 276 East 11th St., speeding, $10 land Hospital Auxiliary;*Mrs.
gram is being presented to the pub- Hennlnger; 'iHow* Lovely Is Thy in view of the fact that he is unHarris last Thursday when oldDonald Lievense,vice president,
City Council was Informed Wedcrocheted collars. Reported by Eugene G. Burgess, South Haven
lic in conjunction with the troop's Dwelling Place,” Brahms, and
and Mrs. Clarence De Graaf, past
speeding, $10.
opposed for the office of mayor nesday night that 1954 fall tax col- time friends, Mr. and Mrs. A1 scribe, Barbara Duffy.
Scout Good Turn project for 1955 "The Happy Wanderer,” Moller.
president.
Parking
costs
of
$1
each
were
in the April 4 election.Mayors’ lections totaled $206,147.92 or $9,- Davis of Walahala Mich., came
The Oki-cl-ya-piCamp Fire
on Civil Defense.
day is the high point of Michigan 183.10 under the tax levy of $215,- for a visit in the home.
Girls of IjikeviewSchool talked paid by Kenneth Watson, no addAccording to the Chippewa disRobert Baker has returned to about and planned a paper drive ress listed;Stuart Kolean, of 209
Week May 15 through 21.
331.02, putting the percentageof
New Den Mothers Aid
trict report of March 8, Troop 30
the Veterans Hospital in Ann ArCouncil approved final payment tax collectionsat 95.74 percent
they are going to have for their East 14th St.; Melvin Van Dyke Hospital Guild Meets
is the largest troop in the district. Organized in Holland
bor where he expects to undergo
on Civic Center of $4,115.87 be
own
group. There will be no meet- route 4; Gary Datema, of 572
City Treasurer Alden J. Stoner’s
At Mrs. Teasink’s
Adult leaders are making an allmade to Elzinga and Volkers, also report pointed out tat collection surgery in the near future.
ing this coming Monday, because of 243 West 22nd St., paid $2 on
out effort to maintain this lead and
A newly-organized Den Mothers tinal payments to Albert R. De of delinquent taxes on the fall roll Mrs. Martin Meldrum, accom- the group is going swimming. Crescent Dr.; Kenneth Weller
South Shore Hospital Guild held
panied by her daughters, Mrs. The girls decided what to take Ot 176 West 24th St. William Boles,
tc win the Scout advancement pro- Aid met for the first time Wed- Weerd and Son on the addition
brought summer tax collectionsto
gram.
nesday afternoon at the Ivan De to the street department garage $868,566.65 or 99.45 per cent of Lois Litts of Casco and Mrs. to the father and daughter dinner a charge of parking on the wrong a business-workmeeting WednesMuriel Schlosser of Flint, spent given Saturday.Judy Grotenhuis side of the street In a no parking day evening at the home of Mrs.
Adult leaders are Winton B. Gib- Neff home. This Is the first group for
»
the grand total for city and school
Arnold E. Teusink. 566 Sunset
a few days last week at the home
bons, institutionalrepresentative; of its kind in the Grand Valley
A public hearing was set April collections.
zone.
treated.Linda Davis, scribe.
Dr. Mrs. Charles Wojahn, presiof an aunt, Mrs. Hawkins of Fort
Dr. M. Eugene Oosterhaven, chap- Council and its organization was 6 for constructing a sanitary sewThe Sa de Fra group met in the
The $206,14 7.92 collected in fall
dent, conducted a business session.
lain and committeeman;I. H. instigated by Executive Richard er in 31st St. between Michigan taxes was divided as follows : coun Wayne, Ind. They returned Satur- club room of St. Francis de Sales
The guild canted a profit of
day
accompanied
Mrs.
Marsilje, troop chairman; Louis A. Wilson with the primary object of and Maple Aves., prior to paving.
school. Mrs. Bolte started the
ty tax, $138,735.76;paving install$22.15 on a candy sale held last
Schlosser
to
her
home
in
Flint.
Haight, secretary; Arthur J. Taze- assistingnew den mothers in the The cost is estimated at $1,789.75,
meeting with prayer. Kay Nash
ments, bonded, $40,919.41;paving
month. Plans are being made for
Mrs. Robert Cummingham has acting ns chairman in the absence
laar, treasurer, John W. King- Chippewa district.
with $900 to be paid by special installments,not bonded, $5,746.41;
a benefit card party in April In
shott, camping committeeman; Mrs. Willis Osterhoff was named assessment on $90 per benefit improvement installments,$1,573- returned to her home from Douglas of President Mary Ellen Mrok,
The March .meetingot Douglas other ousiness, Mrs. Teusink was
Martin Van Dyke and Herman 6hairman and Mrs. Aaron Shuck and $889.75 by the city at large. .40; sewer installments,$5,375.23; Hospital and is recovering from called the meeting to order. The Garden Club will be held Monday
elected treasurer of the guild.
Dirkse, transportation committee- will be in charge of publicity.
Wool Roofing Co. was given a delinquent light and power, $46.97; her recent illness.
scribe Kay Nash read the minutes evening, March 21, at the home of
Mrs. Fred Davis, representative
Other
are
Mrs.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
Broadway
men; Forest Flaugher,Scoutmascontract to repair the west and water main installments,$2,732.30;
of the last meeting and treasurer Mrs. Charles Ranson. Mrs. Carlon the HospitalAuiliary Board,
ter, and Donald E. Hamlin and Merrill Minor, Mrs. Gerald Bolhuis, northeastsections of the street compulsory sewer connection, $26- returned Thursdayfrom St. Charles Teresa Skutmik called roll which ton Hutchins, Jr. will be co-hostess.
announced plans for the birthday
Clifford Onthank, assistant Scout- Mrs. Ivan De Neff, Mrs. George departmentwarehouse for Its low .31; delinquent general city taxes, 111., where they were called by was answered with names of trees.
At the March meeting of Dutcher
the Illness of Mrs. Broadway's Kay Nash treated.The group dis- Lodge No. 285, F. and A. M., J. W. coffee scheduled April 12.
Piers, Mrs. Everett Schrotenboer, bid of $638.' Artz Coal and Feed
masters.
$4,105.94;delinquent debt service,
Members did sewing for the hosMrs. Chester Vander Molen, Mrs. Co. entered low bid for 27 tons
sister, Mrs. James Thorpe. They cussed the coming ceremonialto
Prentice, the senior past master, pital fallowing the business meet$451.47; delinquent school tax, $5
Howard Helder and Mrs. George of fertilizer at a cost of $l,210.14i
left Mrs. Thorpe somewhat im- be held at Mary Ann Heuvelwas honored and greatly surpris- ing. Refreshmentswere served by
812.41; fees and intereston delinSteffens.
proved.
Lamar Pipe and Tile Co. entered quent collections, $622.31.
Horst's home. They also gave Mrs. ed when he was presented with a
Lions Sell Light
A family party was held Tuesday Bolte a list of the beads they fifty-year gold badge beautifully Mrs. Teusink and the co-hostess,
Each of the women has had at low bid on the purchase of 100
The total levy of $215,331.02 lists
least three years of experience in feet of 18-inch concrete sewer
evening at the home of Mr. and earned. A final rehearsal of the engraved, representing 50 years of Mrs. Walt Milewski.
For Hospital Fund
$171,541.79 in real estate taxes and
The next meeting will be held
the Cub Scout program.
Mrs. George Glupkersin Holland.
pipe and 950 feet of 15-inch confor their birthday project was active cervice in the lodge.
April 20 at the home of Mrs. KenZEELAND (Speclial)—Members The Den Mothers AidjwiU be crete sewer pipe for $3,117.87. $43,789.23in personal property. The occasion was in honor of the skit
held. Reported by scribe, Kay
Mrs. Hannah Dempster and Mrs. neth Haynes, 1234 Beach Dr., with
of the Zeeland Lions Gub, 48 responsiblefor the fall den mothers
birthday anniversary of Mrs. John Nash.
Council passed a resolution
Elizabeth Martin visitedMrs. Hel- Mrs. Carl G Van Raalte as costrong, inarched out on a house- tea and workshop.The group will vacating River Ave. from 29th to School Board Will
Weatveld, of this place.
The Hi-wa-w-plCamp Fire en Lockhart, of Grand Rapids Sun- hostess.
to-house sale of light bulbs Monday present and teach handicraft at the 32nd Sta. and set a public hearing
Mr. nnd Mrs. Charles Collins group of LongfellowSchool met day afternoon.
Meet With Teachen
night. Proceeds of the sale were monthly Chippewa District Round April 20 at 7:30 p.m.
accompanied their daughter, Mrs. at the home of their leader, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Konlng
earmarked for Zeeland'shospital table meetings. Mrs. De Neff and
ZEELAND (Special) - Zeeland Eugene Nalley and son to Fort Willis. They earned a bead by returned last week from a months
A communication from the Hosfund, nnd members collected be- Mrs. Vander Molen will teach adult pital board submittinga budget Public School Board of Education Campbell, Ky., Friday. They reWaives Examination
mounting and labeling 15 differtween $400 and $500 for the fund Cubbers at the April Round Table for the 1955-56 fiscal year was will meet with faculty members of turned Sunday with Mr. Nalley ent kinds of seeds. Then they vacation in Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
in an hour and half of selling. meeting the developing of photo- filed for later consideration.
social studies courses Tuesday who lias receivedhis discharge worked on their memory books.
Homer Stowe, 31, Grand Haven,
Before the sale, the group had graphic prints on a Cub Scout
The firm of Ernst and Ernst evening.
from the Army.
Melva Rowan assisted. Reported Pfc. David L. Kempker, son of waived examination on a rape
a soup supper in place of the level The May handicraft class was designated to conduct the inThis is one of a series of meet- The Rev. Ralph Karney and Dr. by Scribe, Mary Jean Buys.
Mr. and Mrs. John Kempker, charge, when arraignedin Muniregular dinner served at meetings. will be in charge of Mrs. Osterhoff dependentpost audit for the city ings designed to better acquaint Paul Warford of Lansing were
The Lu-ta-we-ma-chick Camp 179 East Fourth St, recently was cipal Court Tuesday afternoon.UnDifference between the usual cost and Mrs. Minor.
at a cost not to exceed $3,000 and board members with courses otter- guest speakers at the Family night Fire Girls of Beechwood School graduatedfrom the Armed Forces able to furnish $2500 bond, he is
and cost of the soup supper was
Monday, March 21, the group will a preclosing analysis of contrals ed at the schools. The group will supper Tuesday evening at Ganges held a business meeting Tuesday Far East baseball coaches clinic confined in Ottawa County jail to
also given to the hospitalfund. meet at the De Neff home to work and procedures not to exceed $500 discuss curriculum, purposes and Baptist Church. Accordian num- night and elected officers:Presi- at Yokohama, Japan, according to await appearancein Circuit Court
Louie Meengs, chairman of the on the decor being made under dir- in cost
objectivesof the classes.
bers were played by Misses Anita dent, Pat Kpol; vice president, the Army Home Town News Cen- Monday,. March 21. Stowe was
finance committee, headed the ection of LaVem Rudolph for the
Several visitors were present at Teachers meeting with the board and Sally Wolters and a solo by Shirley Lampen; treasurer, Pam- ter. Kempker, an information and brought to Grand Haven Monday
sale. His committee members in- Scout Fair at Civic Center March the meeting, including some includes Paul Van Dort, Carlton Donald Chapman
ela Klokkert; secretary,Judy educationspecialistwith the 7th night by police officer Aubrey Goldcluded Don Kooiman, William Kar- 26.
students of Carl Van Lente's Bodine, Robert Hoover Jarold GrotThe first meeting of Ganges Brouwer; scribe, Leona Brown. Infantry Division’s headquarters, man from Bakersfield, Calif.,
i sten, K. J. Folkertsma, Ivan Klelndtizensip class of Junior High ers and George Van Horn. Previous Garden Group for the season will They discussed a shopping trip to entered the Army in March, 1954, where he was being held for the
pans, Willard Berghost and Larry
Chain stores control more than school, accompanied by _ their discussions have been held with be held Friday, March 25, at the Grand Rapjids and going swim- and receivedbasic trainingat local authorities.The alleged
Van Haitsma. Robert Brink is 20 per cent of the retail business teacher. They were presented die music and fine arts, and the hrme of Mrs. Trevoir Nicholas. A ming at Grand Haven. Scribe, Camp Chaffee. Ark. He is a 1953 fense, involving a 15-year-oldj
Lions president.
in the United States.
by Councilman Bernice Bishop.
English departmentgroups.
cooperative luncheon will be held Leona Brown. .
graduate of Hope College.
occurred Jan. 5, 1955.
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Bradfield

Despite Less Snow, 1954-^55 Winter

Named

17, 1955

Was Rougher

Dads and Daughters
Attend Camp Fire Party

Wooden Shoe Wins 220

salt, buf more chloride in their
mixtures.Chloride and salt are
mixed with sand to speed melting.
School
in
Chloride works in temperatures
Junior High Camp Fire Girls
below 15 degrees and salt from 15
entertained their fathers at the
increased to 170 over the 70 hours degrees yp to freezing.Salt and
Although snowfall so far in 1954- ceptionally heavy.
annual dad-daughterbanquet and
From 25 to 30 full-time employ- worked in 1953-54.In snow plow- chloride are mixed with sand in
55 has measured 93.9 inches (not
square danqe Saturday night at
including last week’s light fall) es work on snow removal projects ing and hauling, there were 2,732 the spreaders.
Wooden Show, who finished the the Woman’s Literary Club.
Thirty-seven
tons
of
chloride
compared
with
last winter’s 101.9 during winter months. "We get the labor hours worked last winter
Ottawa County Aide
More than 220 attended the event,
total, it was more concentrated best possible snow removal ser- against 3,456 worked this winter. and 25 tons of salt were used this season with a 6-5 record, reasWill Assume Duties
and seemed like a lot more,' vice for the cost," Zuidema said. Truck hours worked last year year. Last winter, 30 tons of sembled forces and won the Re- which Is part- of Holland Camp
Fire Gills celebration of National
Equipment used includesfive were 1,865 to 2,179 worked this chloride and 25 tons of salt were
Zuidema said.
creation B league crown Wednes- BirthdayWeek. Camp Fire' this
Early This Summer
Life during the cold and blustry plows with blades that can have year in street plowing and haul- spread.
Figures for ice control show day night knockingoff previously week is celebrating 1W 45th annwinter months is a nightmare front plows attached if necessary; ing.
Albert L. B-adfield,formerly of
This
five
tractors
for
sidewalk
clearSidewalk
labor
and
tractor
1,867
labor hours for 1954-55 and unbeaten Dutch Novelty, 49-42. The iversary.
for street department workers.
Holland, has been appointed to the
Sara
Vande
Poel,
as
mistress
of
They must get up at 3 a.m., don ance; the snow loader, which takes hours showed a slight increase this 1,714 for 1953-54. Truck hours Novelty had won 11 straightreguposition of Kalamazoo county
A large number of cases were
ceremonies,welcomed the fathers.
their heaviest gear and get at the less than three minutes to load a winter. Hours were 1,074 as op- were 832 this winter and 826 last,
lar season games and two tournasuperintendentof schools,acSara is president of ‘.he Horizon- processed in Municipal Court in the
while dozer hours increased this
accumulatedsnow. When it’s an truck; two sand spreaders, and posed to 1,030 in 1953-54.
cording to announcement today by
etje Cabinet After dinner, she InIce control crews used less sand winter with 114 compared to ment tests.
especially heavy snowfall,they get three trucks for hauling about
last several days, several of them
Loren Phelps, president of the
The Shoes advanced into the fin- troducedGarnet Harrington, vice
four
yards
of
snow
at
a
time.
this
winter, the same amount of 97 last year.
up at 1 a.m.
involving trials and special healKalamazoo county Board of Edupresident
of
the
Cabinet,
who
gave
als with narrow wins over Ter
cation.
a toast to the d^ds. Her father, ings.
Haar Clothing and Kopper Kettle.
Bradfield has accepted a conCarl Harrington, answered with a
At a trial Tuesday, James A.
Dutch Novelty came into the final
tract to serve as county school adtoast to the daughters, He gave Hagman, 25, 'of 1006 Davis, Grand
Listed
Six
contest boasting tourney wins over
ministratorfor a three - year term.,
high praise to the leaders who are
Rapids, was found guilty of a
Stam's MobUgas and Seven-Up.
He will assume his new duties
making the Camp Fire program charge of driving while drunk and
Seven-Up won the consolation possible.
July 1, succeeding Clarence Leonwas assessed fine and costs ot
title trouncingKopper Kettle, 65-36.
ard who has completed eight years For
Traffic
Special guests introduced includIn the championshipgame the ed Mr. and Mrs. Claude Ketchum $110.10. The alleged’offense ocin that capacity.Leonard will reA Young People's Concert is
curred Feb. 23 and he pleaded not
game was nip-and-tuckall the way
turn to classroom teaching.
Zeeland city has gone over the again being sponsored by Holland
Six persons were referred to with the Shoes pulling ahead in the and Mr. and Mrs. Sid* Woudstra. guilty Feb. 24.
One oi Bradfield’sduties will be
The group was divided, with Robert Holtrust,22, of 290 Birch,
top in the current Red Cross fund Branch, American Association of
traffic school at a regular traffic closing minutes and icing the conto inaugurate a new conception of
half of them square dancing upcourt session before Municipal test. Dutch Novelty held a one-point stairs while the remainder played appeared on two counts Tuesday,
eduactional consultant services to campaign by collecting 51,975.26 or University Women, for Holland
one for driving while his operathe schools of Kalamazoo county. about 591 over the assigned quota school children grades three
Judge Cornelius vander Meulen 26-25 halftime margin. The winners games downstairsl under direction tor’s license was revoked and the
managed to break the Novelty oi Mrs. Clarence Becker, Mrs. Joe
Bradfieldpresentlyis completing
of 51.SS4.16 Mrs. N.J. Danhof is through six.
Thursday night.
other for failureto report a propzone in the second half.
An enthusiasticaudience of first
12 years service to Ottawa county
Fabiano and Miss Ann Appledom.
The Hope College Orchestra will
chairman.
The six are Georgia Marie Van
Four men handled the winners A committee from the Camp erty damage accident.The charges
nighte'rs attended Friday night's
schools. He served four years as
give the concert Thursday, March
resulted from an accident late SunZeeland city zone chairmen were
opening performance of the George Andel, route 6. speeding; Bertha scoring with three getting in the Fire Board, Mrs Paul Jones and
assistant to the iate D.H. Vande
17, at 3:30 p m. in Hope Memorial
day afternoon at the end of North
Bunte and as guidance counselor, Mrs. John Baar, Mrs. Robert Deur. Chapel. Prof Morrette Rider is Bernard Shaw play “Pygmalion,” Van Til, 171 Manley, speeding; double figures. Ron Boeve pumped Mrs. Donald J Vink, made all
Shore Dr. where Holtrust’s
17 tallies to lead the Shoes While
presented by Palette and Masque
a position created by the Board of Mrs. Mcnno Vander Kooi, Mrs. Jay conductor.
kitchen arrangements, with the car overturned between two trees.
Simon Gaitan, of 63 West First St.,
Bud
Korman
and
Warren
Buitof Hope College in Little Tl.eater,. .
,
Supervisors,the first of its kind in
assistance of several girls’ moth- Holtrust pleaded guilty to both
In past years, the concert has
Walcott, Mrs. Robert De Witt, Mrs.
on the fourth floor of the science ' imPruQen^ speed; Kenneth Jay endorp each garnered 13. Joe Mar- ers.
Michigan. Bradfield was deputy
attractedcapacity crowds of youngcounts and was assessed fine and
Marlink, of 454 West 21st St., tin scored six points.
county superintendent eight years. Grace Beyer, Mrs. Martin R. sters who have thoroughly enjoy- building.
The mam table was decorated
Ken Etterbeek scored 11 points in the birthday theme, “Let Free- costs if $54.20 and serve 10 days.
The play, one of Shaw’s master- reckless driving; Harriet Jansen,
While guidance counselor,he in- Wyngarden, Mrs. A. De Koster, ed a concert “of their very own"
If fine and costs are not paid, he
stituted correlated testing pro- Mrs. Bernard Diekema and Ray- geared to theii own musical ap- pieces. is based on the familiar of 1614 South Shore Dr., failure to to pace the losers. Ken Kon- dom Ring,'r hut Mrs Marvin Van
must serve an additional30 days.
Pygmalion-Galateamyth and is have car under control r Augustin ing followed with 10. Other Novel-| Hortzonette'Trou^
grams and worked closely with the mond Brummel.
preciationlevel. /
Gerlof (Carl) Holwerda, 29, Vriesty
scorers
included
Jason
Rods
put
into
a
1900
setting
with
a
Kellogg Modernization plan. Mrs.
A. Marrero, of 345 West 15th St.,
Volunteer workers were Mrs.
This year, in place of a long
land, who previously pleaded not
and
Ben
Bouwman
with
eight
phonetics
expert
undertaking
the
Bradfield.who is completing her Duke Gebben, Mrs. Norman Slagh, musical compositionwith narradriving with defectivevision.
guilty to a charge of drunk and
eighth year in Grand Haven city Mrs. Robert Hoover. Mrs. M.J. tor, which this concert previously great experiment of making a
Marvin Knoll, 23, route 1, Hol- each; Ed Rods, 4 and Ken Mast,
disorderly, changed his plea to
1.
Cockney
flower
girl
into
a
lady.
schools, was chosen to present Dykstra, Mrs. Harvey Oetman, has featured, there will be a demland, was sentencedto serve 30
C-C
guilty, and in view of already havSeven-Up. 1933-54 champions, had
needs of the county schools at the Mrs. Gordon Goorman, Mrs. Rob- onstration of various orchestral While The Cockney is interested days on two charges, one permiting served eight days in jail was
little
trouble
in
grabbing
the
cononly
in
learning
to
speak
“like
a
Kellogg Meeting at Battle Creek ert De Witt, Mrs. George De instrumentsincluding the string
ting an unlicensed person to drive,
released upon payment of costs of
solation
honors.
The
Bottlers
led
lady
in
a
flower
shop,"
her
selfand lent substantialassistance in Vries, Mrs. Vernon Volkers, Mrs. bass, English horn, trumpet and
and the other furnishingliquor to
Listed 54.70*.
satisfiedteacher pursues the ex- a minor. The alleged offense oc- the entire game enjoying a 40-11
securing of funds used by Ottawa Sybrandt Schipper, Mrs. Richard percussion session.
Tom Overbeek, 17. of 572 Pine
periment
to
the
point
where
the
halftime
lead.
county boards in making many Van Hoven. Mrs. Charles Rozema,
curred Wednesday.
previous
Among the more familiarworks
Ave., was found guilty at a nonJack Borr led the winners with
C. Neal Steketee. chairman of
modernizationchanges in their Jr., Mrs. Henry Van Noord, Mrs. to be performedwill be "Serenade girl is received at court, passing probation was revoked in the mat27 points, 18 in the opening half. the membership committee of the jury trial Wednesday afternoon of
classrooms'.
Henry Buter, Mrs. Gerald De to a Lemonade’’ by David Rose. the acid test in which her teacher ter.
wins
the
bet
and
the
entire
exRon Bulthuis followed with nine. Holland Chamber of Commerce, imprudent speed, and was assessAs deputy superintendent,Brad- Vries, Mrs. John Hoogland,Mrs. The Phantom Regiment" by LeO. T. Davis, of IS'iEast 18th St.,
periment
is
paid
for
by
the
loser,
Other
Seven-Up scorers included today apjxiintedcommittee mem- ed fine and costs of 510.90.
R.
Telgenhof.
Mrs.
William
Borst.
field worked closely with superpaid fine and costs of $14.70 on a
roy Anderson. “March of the Lead
Henry Van Voorst, Jr., route 1,
Colonel
Pickering,
who
is
studying
Essenberg
and Kamphius, 8 each; bers who will carry on the anvisors and board members with Mrs. John Molter, Mrs. Edward Soldiers" by Pierne and the “On
charge of furnishing firecrackers.
Indian dictionswith the professor.
Ming,
6; Ackerman, 5 and Strong nual membership campaign March West Olive, appearedfor examinaproblems ol school tax and finance. De Free.
Others paying fines were John
the Trail" section of Grofe's
The accompanying problems in W. Matthews Grand Rapids, speed- 2.
30 and 31 and April 1. A dinner tion Tuesday on a non-support
He directed the school lunchi pro- Mrs. G. Elenbaas, Mrs. Dick “Grand Canyon Suite."
such
an
experiment,
particularly
as
Red
Martin and John Kruid each meeting is scheduledat Cumer- charge, and the case was dismissgram and served as a liaison with Elzinga, Mrs. E. Moore, Mrs. Carl
ing, 515; Marlene Lankeet* 359
Other numbers are “Safari."
ed on motion of the prosecutor.
the Michigan Sate Department of Frens, Mrs. Bernard Lamar, Mrs. Fenestock, with English horn solo; it, affects class levels, provided Chippewa, speeding, 57; Lester L. sank 12 for the Kettles. Musketel ferd’s March 29 at 6 p.rq. at which
complications
for
the
plot.
Such
followed
with
eight
and
Miller
nettime the Chamber of Commerce Fines for three persons were susAdministration in assisting with Wallace Stegenga, Mrs. Ed Smith. “Mummers," Merle, with string
Klinge, of 599 West 32nd St., speedpended after the offenders comfilm, "It’s Everybody’sBusiness,"
smooth handling o! commodity dis- Mrs. Clarence Schaap, Mrs. James bass solo; “Moods Americana” by ponderous questions as “What's to ing, 510; Calvin Weener, route 3, ted four.
pleted a traffic school course. They
become
of
the
girl?"
might
appear
A
team
trophy
and
Individual
will
be
shown.
tribution to school lunch programs Postma, Mrs. Tony Disselkoen, Hummel featuring a demonstraimprudent speed, 522; Theodore
like borrowingtrouble in America
desk trophies were awarded the
The
committee
this year is di- were Jack Westenbroek,44, route
over a five county area. He direct- Mrs. Robert Deur, Mrs. John tion on percussion, and “Battle
Jay Renkema, route 4. speeding,
3, right of way, $12 suspended;
ed the entire operation of the Ot- Casemier, Mrs. Cornie Karsten. Hymn of the Republic,"Steffe, in 1955, but to England in 1900 510; Wayne Alofs, route 6, speed- winning Wooden Shoe team. The vided into two groups, the men Bobbie Kellar, 20, of 271 East 11th
s' ch a problem was not simple.
City
Recreation
department
sponversus the women.
tawa county Board of Education’s Mrs. Clarence Jager, Mrs. William with audience participation.
The typical Shaw ending might not ing, 510; Max Elenbaas.of 190 sored the B league basketball acOn the men's team are Russell St., speeding, $12 suspended;
Staal, Mrs. John Holstege, Mrs.
audio-visual education service.
Younger children who are inter- be fully appreciated by the follow- West 20th St., speeding, 512; Floyd
tion.
Play
throughout
the
season
Boeve,
Wally Stolp, Thomas Charles E. Skinner,Jr., of 169 West
Bradfield,who taught in Holland Dick Blauwkamp, Mrs. John ested in mus'r will be admitted to
J. Vanden Beldt, route 5, speeders of the lived-happily-ever-after
was on the, cross-courts. Final Hobbs. A. T. Severson, John Em- 17th St., stop sign and speeding,
public schools from 1936 through Zuverink, Mrs. Don Voorhorst,Mrs. the concert if accompaniedby their
school but it is sheer challenge ing, 53; Marvin VerBurg, of 188 games were played on the full- mick, Robert Notier,Bcrnie Rosen- $15 suspended. A $7 fine also was
11M2. has a bachelor of science de- Max De Free, Mrs. Paul Van parents.
East 40th St., no operator'slicense.
to theater goers.
length Civic floor. Harold Street- dahl. Howard Van Egmond, R. G. suspended for William Van Alsgree from Western Michigan Col- Eenenaam.
The College Orchestrahas en- Pete De Moya as the nrofessor 55, and speeding, HO fobert Lee. er was league director.
Kolk. Robert Slocum, Sandy Meek, burg, 81. of 228 West 19th St., for
Misses
Lila
Vredeveld.
Bonnie
lege and a master’s degree from
gagementsin Owosso, Morrice, d:J an excellent job io adhering of 1746 West 32nd St., improper
Neal Hcrfst, R. Van Til, Victor not wearing glasses as required.
University of Michigan,where he Baker, Marilyn Luurtsema,Shirley Ham ‘on and Allegan for young
Paying fines were Donald B.
strictlyto character, adding im- passing. 512; John Howard Cooper,
Van Fleet. Cornie Steketee, James
specializedin guidance and super- Wyngarden, Betty Lou Faber. people's concerts this spring.
Shaw, Kalamazoo, speeding, $10;
measurablyto a well-paced produc- Grand Rapids, right of way, $12.
Crozier.
Steve
Waskenvitz,
Hollis
June
Geerts,
Barbara
De
Roo.
vision. He did special work at
Parking costs of 51 each were
tion. Jerry Kruyf as Colonel PickNorthuis. William De Haan, Ray Ralph Prince, route 1, speeding,
University of Denver and Univer- Delores Kampen, Mrs. Robert
ering who made the bet was strong paid by Charles Lindahl, of 78
N.
Smith, Henry Vander Plow, $10; Marvin Wilson, 19, of 333 HowGort,
Mrs.
Art
Lampen,
William
sity of Illinois in elementary
East Ninth St.; Chester Kuiper, of
support
in
the
cast.
Janet
Baird,
Meric
Rocs, Lucien" Raven, Earl ard Ave , imprudent speed, $10;
Baron, Lawrence Shoemaker,John
School problems.
handled her difficult role ak the 240 West 11th St.; Albert Timmer,
Rugains,
A1 Knipe, J. Fred Hieftje. C. James McLean, red light, $5;
Brunink',
Joe
Zuverink,
O.
AardHis successor has not yet been
For
Cockney Eliza with ease, although of 105 Cambridge; William H. CusOn
the
women’s team are Mrs. Roger L. Brower, 18, Hamilton,
ema,
Pier
Wielenga,
Henry
Pippel,
named by Jennie M. Kaufman,
her characterizationtended to be sei, Big Rapids; Randall Baar, of
Gertrude Bos, Mrs. Gertrude speeding and excessive noise, $13;
county superintendent of schools. Charles Van Haitsma, Tony Beyer.
Prayer Day observances were Seery, Mrs. Virginia Luidens, Mrs. Edward Jousma, of 70 East Eighth
somewhat exaggerated in early ap- 146 East Ninth St.; John Jeltes,
Junior Red Cross workers in the For Police Chief
of 2 West 19th St.; Ron Schaddelee, held in ull the Holland Public Opal Manthey, Ruby Weighmink, St., speeding, $5; Robert Hume,
pearances.
fund drive were Peggy Kole, Ann
schools Wednesday.
Mrs. Bruce Van Leeuwen, Mrs. of 2981 Van Raalte Ave., interferDe Free, Helen Hungerink, Ar- .GRAND HAVEN (Special)- Doing a play with English ac- no address listed.
In the Junior High School, the Virginia Borgman. Mrs. John Van ing with through traffic, $7; C.
lene Cranmer, Betty Bloemendaal,Ten men seeking the position of cents is always difficult for AmeriRev. John Hagans, pastor of First Dam, Mrs. William Kemperman. Vernon Van Lente, 47, route 6,
Norma Knoll, Marge Beyer, Julia chief of police of Grand Haven can amateurs, and aside from a
Methodist Church spoke to the stu- Mrs. Jeane Rackes, Mrs. Bruce speeding, $10; Kenneth D. Robbert,
De Witt, Laurie Steggerda, Judy city were orally examined in the few roles in which accents were
dent body. Music was presented by Mikula, Mrs. Lester Pool, Mrs. 2U of 11 West 27th St., stop sign,
Lookerse, Judy Nagelkirk, Penny presence of Grand Haven City necessary, the cast wisely refraina juni6r high vocal group under William Beebe, Mrs. Verne C. 57; Jacob Bierema, of 76 West 17th
Arrives for Visit
Boone, Nelva Ter Haar, Mary Van Council and City Manager R. V. ed using accents to any great dedirectionof Mrs. Preston Shaffer. Hchl, Cornie Van Voorst. Mrs. J. St., permitting unlicensedperson to
Koevering, Betty Kraai and Mari- Terrill in City Hall in Grand gree.
Mrs. Gunnar Heimburger of lyn Elzinga.
Senior High observances were held Donald Jencks, Mrs. T. C. Fetter, drive, $7,
Other speaking roles were taken
Haven Monday afternoon.
Operas can be fun.
Stockholom,Sweden, arrived in
ii. individualguidance groups with Mrs. Fred Brummer, Mrs. Elmer
by Connie Miller,Donna Raymer,
Parking costs of $1 each were
The 10 who received the high- Jerry Rcdeker,Judy Rypma, Don
Such was the opinion of the respective faculty members in Burwitz, Mrs. Phillip Strengholt, paid by Roger Visscher, of 716
Holland Saturday for an extended
est
rating
as
the
result
of
a
writZeeland to Compete
visit with her family.
Baird. Darlene De Tuncq and Eve- 300 persons who attended the two charge.
Lugers Rd.; L. A. Haskin, of 326 Vi
Mrs. E. H. Phillips.
ten examination held two weeks
Mrs. Heimburger, the former
Lincoln School held a special
lyn Bolks. The play was directed delightful one-act operas put on
Colufnbia Ave.; Grover Davis, of
For District Honors
ago tonight were chosen to apColombo Bosch, is staying at the
by EJva Van Haitsma of the facul- by the Hope College Music depart- assembly featuring Donald Brandt
171, West 15th St.: Mrs. Julia Respear and include in alphabetical
Miss Jaehnig Speaks
home of her mother. Mrs. Nicodeseguie, route 1; William P. Fox,
ZEELAND (Special) - Zeeland o’der Kenneth R. Bakker of Three ty.
ment Thursday night in Hope smior student at Western Theomus Bosch, 189 West 12th St. Her forensiccontest winners will
logicalSeminary as speaker. Sec- At Montello P-T Meet
A special treat during the inter- Memorial Chapel.
Kalamazoo: Edward C. Delke, of
Rivers, Albert M. Guyer of Coldhusband,an architect in Sweden, compete* with Hudsonville and
mission was visiting the exhibitof
ond grade groups u:.der Mrs. J.
1861 Ottawa Beach Dr.; Norman
Not
only
were
the
operas
sung
water, John P. Howard of Kalaplans to join her here in June. He
Holland Christian for district mazoo. Grand Hav en, Police Offi- pointing drawings, sculpture and in understandable English, but Tien and Mrs. R. Scott "provided A planned potluck supper, Cobb, of 160 West 10th St.; Marvin
plans to sail June 1 aboard the honors on March 22. The contest
jewelry by Ardis Bishop, Muske- hey both had homey American special music. Danny Brown. Linda served at tables decorated in keep- Wilson, of4333 Howard Ave.; Ralph
cer Richard Klemple Jack Koernke
new Swedish ship, MS Kingsholm will be held at Zeeland High.
gon senior.
plots leaving little to the im- Zwier and Barbara Horn introduc- ing with St. Patrick’s Day, was J. Wolthuis, of 26 West 19th St.;
which is now on a three-month Local contest was held in assem- of Ann Arbor, Undersheriff Harris
held Tuesday evening by mem- Robert Muilenberg, of 30 East 13th
agination as the drama progressed. ed program events.
Nicusma,
Norman
J.
Schoencruise.
In Van Raalte School, grades bers of the Montello Park Parent- St.; Ray Beekman. of 230 West
bly last week. Both humorous maker of Lansing, Lars Sy verson
"Sunday Excursion."by Alec
Mrs. Heimburger left Stockholm
and interpretive readings were of Grand Rapids who was a forWilder with libretto by Arnold three through six held a special Teachers Association in the school 19th St. ; George W. Bryan, Detroit;
last Wednesday by plane and ‘arWilliam C. Sloman, Detroit; Robert
given.
Sungaard, was based on an inci- assembly with the Rev. H. Rosen- gym.
mer
state
police
officer,
Howard
rived Friday in New York, where
Hostesses at the supper were Wyngarden, route 3; Bill Venhuident aboard an excursion coach on dahl of Bethel Reformed Church as
Carol Hop won first place in Vander Wall and William Wiebenshe was met by her brother and
the humorous division with her ga. two local officers.
the New York. New Haven and speaker. Judy Dorgelo served as Mrs. Rayman Sprick, chairman, zen, of 622 Elmdale Court.
his wife, Mr. and Mrs. G. J. Bosch.
and the Mesdames Ben Wolters, Others paying parking fines were
Hartford
railroad back in 1910. student chairman.
presentation of "My First Date".
For
City,
The examination was to be conThey arrived in Holland Saturday.
At Longfellow School, grades two Ix?onard Dekker and Harolfl Bert Drooger, Sr., of 90 East 39th
Two
girls who had taken their
Second place was taken by Ann ducted by William Danielson, manMrs. Jfoimburger said the
De Free and her "Romeo and ager of the personnel service of Richard Bell Sr., Monday was ap- seats were followed soon by two through six heard the Rev A. Ryn- Streur. Principal Tics J. Pruis led St., $2; Clifford Johnson, of 72 East
weather, when she left Europe,
pointed poundmaster for the City young men who were seated across brandt of Maplewood Reformed devotions.
16th St., $4 (four tickets): Earl
Juliet".
the Michigan MunicipalLeague;
was extremelycold and it was a
of Holland and the southern half the aisle. One girl recognized one Church speak and special music
Speaker for the evening was Schipper, Hamilton. 52; David Lee
First place in declamations went Harold Haun, coordinatorof police
pleasant surprise to arrive in
of Ottawa County.
of the chaps as being in her botany was provided by Mary Van Zanten Miss Caroline Jaehnig of Holland Vander Leek, of 234 West 22nd St.,
to Ron Beyer with "Grandfather's training from the school of Police
spring-likesunshine in New York
Bell suceeeas Jake Borgman who class, and vice versa. However, and Judy Thomas at the piano. Public Library, who told about 53.
Clock”
and
second
place
to
LinAdministration
of
Michigan
State
This was her first trip here 'by
was retiredat the compulsoryage back in 1910 it took considerably Vocal music was presentedby a "Books and Children.’ She also
da De Bruyn, "All This and Heav- College,and Chief of Police Arthur
plane.
of 70 under the city retirement pro- more chitchat, apologies, argu- fifth grade group led by Anita Van explained the need for an expandShe last visited her family here en Too." John Van Dam won first Louwers of Grosso Pointe Park, gram.
ments and getting up for a drink Wyk, teacher. A clarinet quintet ed library. She was introduced by
in
interpretive
readings
with
"A
a
community
of
about
10,000.
in 1949-50. She and her husband
The
new
poundmaster
said per- of water than it does today, to get composed of Jijn Dressei, Karen program chairman, Willard Rooks.
Letter
From
Joe"
and
Betty
From the 10 appearing here
were badly injured in an automosons having complaints or desiring the four young people reseated as Barber, Norma Kortering,Ann Van Herman Goodyke also served on
bile accident three years ago in Kamps took second place with Monday three or four were to
information may contact him by couples. The 1910 costumes were Eenenaam, and Diane Marcus gave the program committee.
Admitted to Holland Hospital
“Penny."
be
chosen
to
be
interviewed
by
Sweden, but both are fully recovcalling the Holland police station, attractive rather than quaint.
special instrumental numbers.
A girls trio, Miss Lea Broker. Thursday were Mrs. Earl Barkel,
Mrs. Paul Van Eenenaam, Mrs. the council at a later date after
ered.
3141. or his home phone, 6-5719.
The five participants were in Carol Elferdink was student chair- Miss Beverly Kammeraad and i58M East 16th St.; June Harmsen,
The rest of her family, includ- Robert De Bruyn and Miss Betty which a choice will be made.
Bell called attention to a city excellent voice for the presenta- n.an.
Miss Jo Ann Hill, accompanied 130 west 29th St.; Glen Crowle,
Chief Lawrence De Witt, will reing her brother Randall C. Bosch, Roelofs were judges.
ordinancethat prohibitsdog own- tion. hoy were Eleanor Casper At WashingtonSchool,Judy Reun by Miss Jane Klaasen, sang sev- 101 Front St., Allegan; James Partire April 1.
and his family,and her brother-iners from allowing their pets to run of Auburn, N. Y., Nelvie Jonker read scripture, a fifth and sixth eral numbers.
ker, route 4; M-s. Carrie Rozema,
law, E. J. Yeomans and family,
Mrs. Don Windemaller
free. If dogs are picked up they of Orange City, la., Neil Petty of grade boys chorus, directed by
At a business meeting in charge route 2; Glenn Bloemers, 485 Mae
greeted Mrs. Heimburger upon her
Zeeland Chamber Hears
will be taken to the pound and a Marion, N. Y., James Kranendonk Mrs. Douwstra, vocal music of W. Clare Walker, president, Rose Ave.
arrival in Holland.
Honored at Shower
violation notice given to the owner. of Oostburg, Wis., and J. Richard teacher, sang. The Rev. Raymond it was announced that the comDischargedThursday were Mrs.
New Plant President
Repeated violations will be liable DeWitt of Chicago.
Van Heukelom of First Reformed munity auction will be held later George Haverdinkand baby, route
Mrs. Don Windemuller w a s
Receive Word of Death
5; Mrs. James Walsh and baby.
ZEELAND (Special) - Zeeland to fines and imprisonmentnot to A simple stage settingwith four Giurch spoke. Student chairman this month.
guest of honor at a miscellaneous
A movie,- "The Return of Octo- 612 Elmdale Court; Mrs. Robert
household shower Wednesday Chamber of Commerce members exceed $100 or 90 days in jail un- chairs in front of a red screen was Harley Koopman.
Of Albert Grasdyke, 74
proved particularlyeffective. The
ber," sponsored by the eighth Sanford and baby, 79 West 30th St.;
evening at the home of Mrs. Thursday night heard Lawrence der the ordinance.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Bell suggestedthat the owners setting was a direct contrast to
grade class, will be shown tonight Mrs. Dewey Van Dyke and baby,
V. Meyering, president of Camfield
Robert Rhoda.
Miscellaneous
Shower
Word was received in Grand Haven
route 6; Mrs. Wayne Harrington
at :45 p.m. in the school gym.
Mr. and Mrs. Windemullerwere Fibre Glass Plastics,new indus- attach a collar to the dog with the that of the second opera with its
Thursday that Albert Grasdyke,
owners
name
and
phone
number
and baby, 100 East 38th St.; Steven
modern
furniture,
lamps
and
forFetes
Phyllis
Nienhais
try
that
will
begin
operating
in
married in California where he
74, was found dead in his bed in
so he or she may be notifiedas mal dross. *
J. Van Huis. 250 West 16th St.;
was stationed with the U.S. Air Zeeland in June.
Johnstown, Pa., Thursday mornA miscellaneous bridal shower Speech Winners Named
Mrs. John Shashaguay,267 West
"The Telephone’ by Gian Carlo
Meyering showed the group soon as the pet is picked up.
Force. He recently was discharged
ing having suffered a heart atwas
given Tuesday evening in honIf
dogs
do
any
damage
while
ilth St.; Mrs. William K. De Vries,
Menotti
was
repeated
by
popular
some products that will lx* proafter four years in service.
At
Holland
High
School
tack. He was born in the Nether2j91,SiEast Ninth St.; Mrs John
Gifts were presented to the duced at the plant, and also ex- they are running free the owners request this year, following its or of Miss Phyllis Nyenhuis,who
lands Oct. 8. 1880 and had lived in
Winners in preliminaryspeech Lappenga, 111 West 20th St.; Arguest of honor. Games were plained future plans and opera- also are liable for damage. Bell first presentationlast year on will be married March 25 to Roger
Johnstown for the past 35 years.
Hope campus. The delightfulstory Kragt. The party was given by contests held this week have been thur Van Dyke,479 West 21st St.;
played and duplicate prizes tions to lx? conducted from the said.
He had previously resided in Holconcernsa chap proposing to his Mrs. Nelson Kragt and Miss Nor-, announced at Holland* High Mrs. George A. Wolters and baby,
awarded to Mrs. Edward Cam- Zeeland site.
land and Grand Rapids. He was
247 East 12th St.; June Harmsen,
girl who is constantly interrupted ma Kragt at their home, 167 High- School.
In other chamber business, Herman Diephouse, 68
menga and Mrs. Herman H.
a member of the First Presbyter' *
by the telephone. Finally, he land Ave.
Contests were held ‘throughout 130 West 29th
Windemuller.Refreshments were August Hasten was named to the
ian Church of Johnstown,
Gifts for the bride-elect were the weejc to choose students to reHospital births include a daughsteering committee of the city’s Of Grand Haven Dies
leaves pnd calls her by telephone
served.
linotype operator at the age of 13
GRAND HAVEN (Special) - to get the message across— and placed under a decoratedsprink- present Holland High in district ter, Julie Lynn, born Thursday to
Guests were the Mosdames Rob- Farmer’s Picnic, scheduled for
lino-typeoperator at the ageof 13
ling can. Games were played competition of the Michigan High Mr. and Mrs. Dale Borgman, 453
Tuesday
and
Wednesday,
Aug.
17
Herman
Diephouse, 68, of 1126 the acceptance.
and retired two years ago. He ert Lemson, Herman H. Winde- and 18. Other committeemem- Columbus St., died Monday
Singing the two roles in ’The and duplicateprizes awarded to School Forensics Association.The West 20th St.’, a daughter, Yolonda
muller, Albert Rhoda, Corie Vanvisited at the home of his only
den Bosch, David Rhoda, James bers are Nick Cook and Marvin in Blodgett Hospital, Grand Rap- Telephone" were RosalindSmith the honored guest, Mrs. Herman district event will be held March Jean, born Thursday to Mr. and
sister, Mrs. Herman (Dena) Coster
Mrs. Hendrik Goedhart, 574 South
ids. He had been In ill health for of Milwaukeeand Richard Ten Kragt, Mrs. Melvin Kragt, Mrs. 31 at Muskegon Heights.
Bosman, BUI Bouwman, Edward Johnson, chairman.
in Grand Haven practicallyevery
Original oratory was wen by Shore Dr.
three months and seriously so the Haken of Clymer, N. Y., and their Charles De Jonge and Mrs. James
Cammenga,
Jack
Stegink,
Robert
summer.
past month. He was bom in Spring acting was on the same high plane Nienhuls. A two-course lunch was Roger Kleinheksel and Ruth
Dykstra, Herman E. Windemuller, Bi-Monthly Meeting
Besides Mrs. Coster he is survivWendt; declamation, Mary Ellen
Lake Sept. 13, 1886 and was mar- as their singing. All singers arc served by the hostesses.
Odell De Jonge, Roger WestenAllendale Couple to
ed by h brother, John, of Port HurInvited were the Mesdames Her- Steketee and Mary Ann Walters;
from
the
class
of
Norma
Hark
ried
in
Grand
Haven
to
May
Van
Held
by
Study
Club
on; two nieces, Mrs. Henry Roos- broek and Miss Norma Bouwman.
Doorne on April 10, 1913. He was Baughman. Accompanist for both man Kragt, Ben Kragt, Melvin dramatic reading. Barbara Brent Mark 58th Anniversary
sien of Pomona, Calif., and Mrs.
Following Lenten devotions Wed- a member of First Christian Re- operas was Betty Schepers, a Kragt, Nick Kragt. Ted Kragt, Matt and Sunny Bouwman; humorous
Charles Mulder of Grand Haven; To Be Retamed
nesday evening, the bi-monthly formed church and was a former student of Anthony Kooiker. Helen Kemme, Allen Reimlnk, Everett reading, Julane Brower and Faith
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard De Neff
two nephews. Ben Coster of Spring
GRAND HAVEN (Special) - meeting of Our Lady of Sorrows deucon.
Harton of the speech department Vanden Brink. George Tinholt, Rusticus; extempore speaking, of Allendale township will observe
Lake and Clarence of Grand Haven. Prosecutor James W. Bussard has Study Club was held at the home
Charles De Jonge, Herman Cook. Ron Chandler and Fred Protsman. their 58th wedding anniversary on
Besides the wife he is survived assisted in stage direction.
—
1
—
prepared extradiUonpapers to of Mrs. Thomas Godborn.
v
Philip Haan, Fred Bosma, Ed
Ruby Calvert is coach for ex Friday. March
by a son. James of Grand Haven;
The virus of poliomyelitismeas- return to Ottawa county Lawrence
Mr. De Neff is 86 years old and
After a business meeting, it was a daughter, Erma at home; two
Mining is one of man’s oldest Romeyn, Donald Romeyn, James tempore speaking,and Laveme
ures almost exactly a millionth Robert Hyma, formerly of Hol- suggested that the club study brothers, Henry and William, four industries,some 8,000 workers, Nienhuis, Nelson Kragt and Misses Stillwell, for the other divisions. Mrs. De Neff is 79. Both are in
of an inch in diameter.
fairly good health.
land, who has defaulted on support “Faith of Our Fathers" by James sisters, Mrs. Paul Kieft, Miss Jen- for instance, having ben em- Joan Kragt, Myra Kemme, Norpayments to his former wife and Carinal
*
The United States and Canada
The De Neffs, who arexmembers
nie Diephouse,Mrs. John Berry- ployed in the sixth millennium ma Kragt and Gonda Romeyn.
The President of the United three children.Hyma had been in
The next meeting will he held man. all of Grand Haven and Mrs. B. C. in copper and turquoise Mrs. Earl Kragt, Mrs. Ed Altena comsume the extract from more of Allendale Methodist Church,
Slates appoints the director of the Californiaand is now in East Chi- March 23 at the home of Mrs. Peter Van Doomc of Grand Rap- mines on the Sinai penninsula of and Mrs. Clarence Boeve assisted than 40 million pounds of dried have lived on their farm in Allenmint.
cago, Ind.
Egypt.
1 dale township for 56 years.
Thomas Hebert J27 West 23rd St. ids, also three grandchildrenlicorice root each year.
the hostesses.

As a nile by 7 am. all avenues Mechanization, such as the snow
Mechanicaland labor-wise,Holland has had a rougher winter and mosfc sidewalks have had the loader,has cut about half on manthan during 1953-54, according to once-cver. By noon all the city’s power and trucks needed to restatisticsrevealedthis week by 57.6 miles of streetsare plowed— move snow, Zuidema said.
In 1951-55, snow loader hours
that is unless the snowfall is exCity Engineer Jacob Zuidema.
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